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Los Angeles Department of City Planning
RECOMMENDATION REPORT

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION CASE NO.: CHC-2019-7391-HCM 
ENV-2019-7392-CE

HEARING DATE: 
TIME:
PLACE:

March 5, 2020 
10:00 AM
City Hall, Room 1010 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Location: 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Avenue
Council District: 10 - Wesson
Community Plan Area: Wilshire
Area Planning Commission: Central
Neighborhood Council: P.I.C.O
Legal Description: Tract 9721, Lot 50

EXPIRATION DATE: March 22, 2020

PROJECT: Historic-Cultural Monument Application for the 
WALTER BOLLENBACHER DUPLEX

REQUEST: Declare the property an Historic-Cultural Monument

OWNER: Adi Perez
133 North Stanley Drive 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211

APPLICANT: City of Los Angeles
221 North Figueroa Street, Suite 1350
Los Angeles, CA 90012

RECOMMENDATION That the Cultural Heritage Commission:

1. Not declare the property an Historic-Cultural Monument per Los Angeles Administrative 
Code Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.7

2. Adopt the report findings.

VINCENT P. BERTONI, AICP 
Director of Planning

[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE] [SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]

Ken Bernstein, AICP, Manager 
Office of Historic Resources

Lambert M. Giessinger, Preservation Architect 
Office of Historic Resources

[SIGNED ORIGINAL IN FILE]

Melissa Jones, City Planning Associate 
Office of Historic Resources

City Council Motion 19-1272
Historic-Cultural Monument Application
Commission/Staff Site Inspection Photos—December 12, 2019

Attachments:
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FINDINGS

• The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex does not meet any of the three criteria of the Cultural 
Heritage Ordinance and therefore is ineligible for designation as an Historic-Cultural 
Monument.

CRITERIA

The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument 
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon), building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles if it meets at least one of the 
following criteria:

1. Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies 
significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, 
state, city or community;
Is associated with the lives of historic personages important to national, state, city, or local 
history; or
Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of construction; 
or represents a notable work of a master designer, builder, or architect whose individual 
genius influenced his or her age.

2.

3.

SUMMARY

The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is a two-story, multi-family property and detached garage located 
on the southeast side of Orange Grove Avenue between Whitworth Drive and the intersection of 
San Vicente Boulevard and Olympic Boulevard in the Mid-Wilshire neighborhood of Los Angeles. 
Constructed in 1937, the property was designed in the French Norman Revival architectural style 
by Clarence J. Smale for developer and contractor Walter Bollenbacher, who put it up for sale 
later that year.

Irregular in plan, the property consists of two intersecting primary volumes, one of which projects 
in the front. The building is of wood-frame construction with stucco cladding and has steeply- 
pitched mansard and hipped roofs with composition shingles. The primary, northwest-facing 
elevation features a walled front patio, projecting volume with a bay window on the ground floor 
and a pediment projecting above the eaves, and a staircase leading to the second floor unit. There 
is a stringcourse separating the first and second floors, a thin dentilled cornice, and a decorative 
metal handrail and balustrade on the staircase. At the north of the primary elevation, there is a 
smaller projecting volume at the second floor that has corbels and a tripartite art glass window. 
On the south-west facing elevation there is a brick chimney. The rear, south-east facing elevation 
has a staircase to the second floor unit and an enclosed porch on the ground floor. Fenestration 
consists of tripartite fixed windows, multi-lite picture windows, aluminum sliding windows, vinyl 
windows, and wood multi-lite casement windows.The interiors maintain a number of original 
features including arched doorways, built-in cabinets and shelving, fireplaces, and tiled bathrooms 
and kitchens.

The property has experienced some alterations over the years that include the addition of a 
covered porch at the rear in 1977, and the replacement of windows, installation of security bars, 
and restuccoing, all at unknown dates.
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The citywide historic resources survey, SurveyLA, identified the subject property as eligible for 
listing under the national, state, and local designation programs as a contributor to the potential 
Orange Grove Avenue-Ogden Drive-Genesee Avenue Multi-Family Residential Historic District. 
The district is characterized by two-story duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes, and courtyard 
apartments in Period Revival or Minimal Traditional styles.

DISCUSSION

The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex does not meet the criteria for designation under the Cultural 
Heritage Ordinance.

The subject property does not individually reflect the broad cultural, economic, or social history of 
the nation, state, or community. Residential development in the Wilshire area boomed during the 
1920s and 1930s and tracts sited close to major corridors such as Wilshire Boulevard and Olympic 
Boulevard boasted an array of duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes, apartment houses, and courtyard 
apartments like the subject property. The subject property exhibits a common typology for this 
time period and there is a plethora of 1930s multi-family residences extant in the Wilshire 
neighborhood and across the city.

The subject property is not identified with any historic personages or important historical events.

Though the property displays some of the defining features of a one-over-one grand stair duplex 
in the French Norman Revival architectural style, such as a prominent front staircase, steeply- 
pitched hipped and mansard roofs, and irregular massing, staff does not find it to be a unique or 
outstanding example of an architectural typology or the French Norman Revival style. The French 
Norman Revival style is applied to the property in a highly simplified manner and only on the front 
street-visible fa?ade. Also, the replacement of many of the windows, including those on the 
primary facade, the addition of security bars on some of the windows, and the non-smooth stucco 
cladding compromise the original design intent. There are a number of more exemplary and intact 
French Norman Revival-style multi-family properties that are Historic-Cultural Monuments, 
including Burnside Manor (1931, HCM #701), Villa Serrano (1936, HCM #646), and Chateau 
Alpine (1936, HCM #928). Other, more intact and architecturally significant one-over-one grand 
staircase duplexes that are already designated include the Charlotte Chase Apartments (HCM 
#1179) and the Charles H. Bevis Duplex (HCM #1180), both of which are located in the same 
neighborhood as the subject property.

Furthermore, while Clarence J. Smale (1886-1966) was a noted local architect, the subject 
property does not appear to be "notable” within his body of work. Smale designed numerous 
multifamily, single-family, and commercial structures in Los Angeles and across Southern 
California. Some of Smale’s more significant projects include the Berendo Apartments (aka 
Superba Apartments, 1925) at 335 South Berendo Street, a stone-veneer mansion for George 
W. Lemon at 268 St. Pierre Road (1937), and the Loyola Theater (1946, HCM #259).

Staff supports SurveyLA’s findings that the subject property is eligible for designation as a 
Contributor to the potential Orange Grove Avenue-Ogden Drive-Genesee Avenue Multi-Family 
Residential Historic District, but finds that the property does not appear to rise to the level of 
historic significance to be individually eligible for designation as a City Historic-Cultural 
Monument.
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BACKGROUND

On November 8, 2019, the Los Angeles City Council voted to initiate consideration of the property 
following a motion introduced by Councilmember Herb Wesson Jr. On December 12, 2019, a 
subcommittee of the Commission consisting of Commissioners Milofsky and Kanner visited the 
property, accompanied by staff from the Office of Historic Resources. In accordance with LAAC 
22.171.10, on December 18, 2019, the owner’s representative requested up to a 60-day extension 
to the time for the Commission to act.
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Date

10/29/2019
Title

Report from Planning and Land Use Management Committee



File No. 19-1272

PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE REPORT relative to a Historic- 
Cultural Monument application for the property located at 1054 South Orange Grove Avenue.

Recommendation for Council action, pursuant to Motion (Wesson - Harris-Dawson):

INSTRUCT the Department of city Planning to prepare a Historic-Cultural Monument application 
for review and consideration by the Cultural Heritage Commission for the property located at 
1054 South Orange Grove Avenue.

Fiscal Impact Statement: Neither the City Administrative Officer nor the Chief Legislative Analyst 
has completed a financial analysis of this report.

Community Impact Statement: None submitted.

Summary:

At a regular meeting held on October 29, 2019, the Planning and Land Use Management 
Committee considered a Motion (Wesson - Harris-Dawson) relative to a Historic-Cultural 
Monument application for the property located at 1054 South Orange Grove Avenue. After 
providing an opportunity for public comment, the Committee recommended that Council adopt 
the Motion on consent. This matter is now forwarded to Council for its consideration.

Respectfully Submitted,

PLANNING AND LAND USE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

MEMBER VOTE
HARRIS-DAWSON YES 

BLUMENFIELD YES 

PRICE 

CEDILLO

YES

YES

LEE YES

AC

-NOT OFFICIAL UNTIL COUNCIL ACTS-

https://cityclerk.lacity.org/lacityclerkconnect/index.cfm?fa=ccfi.viewrecord&cfnumber=19-1272
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The property located at 1054 S. Orange Grove Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90019, is an excellent 
example of a French Revival (Norman) multi-family (duplex) residence in the city. The property was built 
in 1937 and is located in the Mid-Wilshire area of central Los Angeles.

It is imperative that the City’s historic-cultural treasures be celebrated, and foremost, that its historical 
sites be preserved for future generations. In addition, the property located at 1054 S. Orange Grove Avenue, 
Los Angeles, CA 90019, is an architectural resource as identified in SurveyLA, the City’s Historic Resources 
Survey.

I THEREFORE MOVE that the Council initiate consideration of the property located at 1054 S. 
Orange Grove Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90019, as a City Historic-Cultural Monument under the procedures 
of Section 22.371.10 of the Administrative Code, and instruct the Planning Department to prepare the 
Historic-Cultural Monument application forreview and consideration by the Cultural Heritage Commission.

1 FURTHER MOVE that after reviewing the application, the Cultural Heritage Commission (ubmn 
its report and recommendation to the Council regarding the inclusion of the property located at 
Orange Grove Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90019, in the City’s list of Historic-Cultural Monuments
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
Office of Historic Resources/Cultural Heritage Commission

HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT 
NOMINATION FORM

1. PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION

prop°sed Monument Name: Walter Bollenbacher Duplex First Owner/Tenant

Other Associated Names:

Council District: 10Street Address: 1054 South Orange Grove Avenue Zip: 90019

Community Name: Mid-WilshireRange of Addresses on Property: 1054-1056 S. Orange Grove Ave.

Assessor Parcel Number: 5086013006 Block: Lot: 50Tract: TR 9721

Identification cont'd:

Proposed Monument 
Property Type:

Natural
FeatureSite/Open SpaceBuilding ObjectStructure

Describe any additional resources located on the property to be included in the nomination, here:

2. CONSTRUCTION HISTORY & CURRENT STATUS

Factual EstimatedYear built: 1937 Threatened? Private Development

Architect/Designer: Contractor: Walter Bollenbacher

Original Use: Multi-family residence Present Use: Multi-family residence

Is the Proposed Monument on its Original Site? Unknown (explain in section 7)No (explain in section 7)Yes

3. STYLE & MATERIALS

Plan Shape:Architectural Style: Stories:

PRIMARYFEATURE SECONDARY

Type:CONSTRUCTION Type: Select

Material:CLADDING Material:Stucco, smooth

Type:Type: HippedMansard
ROOF

Material: Material:Composition shingle Composition shingle

Type:Type: Sliding
WINDOWS

Material: Material:

Style:ENTRY Style:

DOOR Type:Type: SelectPaneled, unglazed



CITY OF LOS ANGELES
Office of Historic Resources/Cultural Heritage Commission

HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT 
NOMINATION FORM

4. ALTERATION HISTORY

List date and write a brief description of any major alterations or additions. This section may also be completed on a separate document. 
Include copies of permits in the nomination packet. Make sure to list any major alterations for which there are no permits, as well.

Enclosure of rear patio1977

Replacement of roof with composition shinglesunknown

Replacement of several windowsunknown

unknown Addition of bars to windows

5. EXISTING HISTORIC RESOURCE IDENTIFICATION (if known)

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places

Listed in the California Register of Historical Resources

Formally determined eligible for the National and/or California Registers

Contributing feature 

Non-contributing feature
Located in an Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ)

Survey Name(s):
SurveyLADetermined eligible for national, state, or local landmark 

status by an historic resources survey(s) Contributor to District

Other historical or cultural resource designations:

6. APPLICABLE HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT CRITERIA

The proposed monument exemplifies the following Cultural Heritage Ordinance Criteria (Section 22.171.7):

1. Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or exemplifies significant contributions to the 
broad cultural, economic or social history of the nation, state, city or community.

2. Is associated with the lives of historic personages important to national, state, city, or local history.

3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of construction; or represents a notable 
work of a master designer, builder, or architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age.

/



CITY OF LOS ANGELES
Office of Historic Resources/Cultural Heritage Commission

HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT 
NOMINATION FORM

7. WRITTEN STATEMENTS

This section allows you to discuss at length the significance of the proposed monument and why it should be 
designated an Historic-Cultural Monument. Type your response on separate documents and attach them to this 
form.

A. Proposed Monument Description - Describe the proposed monument's physical characteristics and 
relationship to its surrounding environment. Expand on sections 2 and 3 with a more detailed descrip
tion ofthe site. Expand on section 4 and discuss the construction/alteration history in detail if that is 
necessary to explain the proposed monument's current form. Identify and describe any character
defining elements, structures, interior spaces, or landscape features.

B. Statement of Significance - Address the proposed monument's historic, cultural, and/or architec
tural significance by discussing how it satisfies the HCM criteria you selected in Section 6. You must 
support your argument with substantial evidence and analysis. The Statement of Significance is your 
main argument for designation so it is important to substantiate any claims you make with supporting 
documentation and research.

8. CONTACT INFORMATION

Applicant

Company:Name:

Street Address: 221 N. Figueroa St, Ste. 1350 City: State:

Phone Number:Zip: Email:

No UnknownYesIs the owner in support of the nomination?Property Owner

Company:Name:

Street Address: City:133 N. Stanley Dr. State:

Phone Number:Zip: Email:

Nomination Preparer/Applicant's Representative

Company:Name:

Street Address: City: State:

Phone Number:Zip: Email:



CITY OF LOS ANGELES
Office of Historic Resources/Cultural Heritage Commission

*HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT
NOMINATION FORM

9. SUBMITTAL .

When you have completed preparing your nomination, compile all materials in the order specified below. Although the entire 
packet must not exceed 100 pages, you may send additional material on a CD or flash drive.

APPLICATION CHECKLIST

Copies of Primary/Secondary DocumentationNomination Form1. 5. v'

Copies of Building Permits for Major Alterations 
(include first construction permits)

2. Written Statements A and B 6.

Bibliography3. v/
Additional, Contemporary Photos7. v/

Two Primary Photos of Exterior/Main Facade 
(8x10, the main photo of the proposed monument. Also 
email a digitial copy of the main photo to: 
planning.ohr@lacity.org)

4. >/
Historical Photos8.

Zimas Parcel Report for all Nominated Parcels 
(including map)

9.

10. RELEASE

Please read each statement and check the corresponding boxes to indicate that you agree with the statement, then sign below in the 
provided space. Either the applicant or preparer may sign.

I acknowledge that all documents submitted will become public records under the California Public Records Act, and understand 
that the documents will be made available upon request to members of the public for inspection and copying.

I acknowledge that all photographs and images submitted as part of this application will become the property of the City of Los 
v/ Angeles, and understand that permission is granted for use of the photographs and images by the City without any expectation 

of compensation.

I acknowledge that I have the right to submit or have obtained the appropriate permission to submit all information contained 
in this application.

Mr-toa 3bni5 
G+^ Planning

\Z- ‘T
AS-SoCi Date:Name: jgnature:

Mail your Historic-Cultural Monument Submittal to the Office of Historic Resources.

Office of Historic Resources 
Department of City Planning 

221 N. Figueroa St., Ste. 1350 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Phone: 213-874-3679 
Website: preservation.lacity.org

mailto:planning.ohr@lacity.org


WALTER BOLLENBACHER DUPLEX 
1054-1056 South Orange Grove Avenue

A. Property Description

Site

The property at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Avenue is a two-story, duplex designed in the French 
Norman Revival architectural style. It occupies a rectangular parcel of 7,702 square feet that is located 
on South Orange Grove Avenue between Whitworth Drive and the intersection of San Vicente 
Boulevard and Olympic Boulevard in the Mid-Wilshire neighborhood of Los Angeles.

The subject building faces northwest, towards Orange Grove Avenue. A driveway leads to a detached 
garage behind the building at the eastern corner of the lot.

Exterior

Irregular in plan, the property consists of two intersecting primary volumes, one of which projects in the 
front. The building is of wood-frame construction with stucco cladding and has steeply-pitched mansard 
and hipped roofs with composition shingles. The primary, northwest-facing elevation features a walled 
front patio, projecting volume with a bay window on the ground floor and a pediment projecting above 
the eaves, and a staircase leading to the second floor unit. There is a stringcourse separating the first 
and second floors, a thin dentilled cornice, and a decorative metal handrail and balustrade on the 
staircase. At the north of the primary elevation, there is a smaller projecting volume at the second floor 
that has corbels and a tripartite art glass window. On the south-west facing elevation there is a brick 
chimney. The rear, south-east facing elevation has a staircase to the second floor unit and an enclosed 
porch on the ground floor. Fenestration consists of tripartite fixed windows, multi-lite picture windows, 
aluminum sliding windows, vinyl windows, and wood multi-lite casement windows.

Interior

The interiors maintain a number of original features including built-in shelving, fireplace surrounds, 
hardwood floors, arched openings, and tiled bathrooms and kitchens.

Alterations

It appears that the property has experienced some alterations over the years that include the addition 
of a covered porch at the rear in 1977, and the replacement of window, installation of security bars, and 
restuccoing, all at unknown dates.

B. Statement of Significance

Constructed in 1937, the property at 1054 South Orange Grove Avenue was designed by architect 
Clarence J. Smale for developer and contractor Walter Bollenbacher and put up for sale later that year. 
Bollenbacher built a number of duplexes in the Wilshire area before moving into larger-scale tract 
development after World War II, in partnership with Louis L. Kelton.

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination
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The property is significant as an excellent example of the two-flat or one-over-one grand stair duplex 
typology in the French Norman Revival architectural style.

The citywide historic resources survey, SurveyLA, identified the subject property as eligible for listing 
under the national, state, and local designation programs as a contributor to the potential Orange Grove 
Avenue-Ogden Drive-Genesee Avenue Multi-Family Residential Historic District.

Mid-Wilshire Multi-Family Residential Development

Residential development in the Mid-Wilshire area did not take off until the mid-1920s and 1930s. The 
construction boom was a response to the massive population influx Los Angeles experienced at that 
time, with the resultant spread of the city in all directions. This boom was facilitated by the rising 
prominence of the automobile, which opened up farther-flung areas to suburban development.

Multi-family and single-family neighborhoods alike were heavily advertised by local developers in the 
Los Angeles Times. Street trees, street lights, sidewalks, paved roads and other amenities were 
marketed throughout the area. Although often built in proximity to streetcar lines, these neighborhoods 
largely catered to the automobile; detached rear garages and driveways with curb cuts were 
characteristic of these automobile suburbs. Multi-family residential neighborhoods (often including 
Moderne and Minimal Traditional styles along with the dominant Period Revival) boasted an array of 
duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes, apartment houses and courtyard apartments.

Orange Grove Avenue-Ogden Drive-Genesee Avenue Multi-Family Residential Historic District

The Orange Grove Avenue-Ogden Drive-Genesee Avenue Multi-Family Residential Historic District is 
a multi-family residential historic district in the Mid-Wilshire area of central Los Angeles. The district 
includes two-story fourplexes, triplexes, duplexes, and courtyard apartments along South Orange 
Grove Avenue, just south of San Vicente Boulevard to Packard Street, and along South Ogden Drive 
and South Genesee Avenue between San Vicente Boulevard and Whitworth Drive.

The Orange Grove Avenue-Ogden Drive-Genesee Avenue Multi-Family Residential Historic District is 
significant as an excellent example of a 1920s to early 1950s multi-family residential neighborhood in 
the Wilshire Community Plan Area, and as an excellent concentration of Period Revival and Minimal 
Traditional style residences. The dominant period of development for the district is 1927 to 1950, and 
residences are primarily Spanish Colonial Revival or Minimal Traditional in style. Residences within the 
district largely retain their original plans, massing, scale and character-defining features; common 
elements, depending on the style, include clay tile roofs, exterior staircases, stucco cladding and arched 
window and door openings. Most of the Minimal Traditional style residences feature French Revival or 
American Colonial Revival design elements.

One-Over-One Grand Stair Duplex Typology

One of the earliest and most modest types of apartment housing in Los Angeles was the duplex. There 
were several reasons that development of the duplex prevailed during the early days of multi-family 
development in the city. Chief among them was the fact that duplexes presented even the average 
homeowner with the opportunity to capitalize on the concurrent population and real estate booms. 
Composed of two separate dwelling units, the arrangement of the typical duplex allowed the 
homeowner to live in one unit while renting out the other, thus enabling the construction of both a

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination
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residence and income property on a single lot. Duplexes were also appealing because their size and 
scale resembled that of the single-family homes with which they sometimes shared the block.

The similarity in scale and massing allowed duplexes to be designed in many of the same styles as 
were popular for single-family residences at the time, including the Craftsman style and various Period 
Revival styles. Duplexes of all kinds, however, were built in large numbers for decades, and were 
classified as a distinct dwelling type by the Building Department well in to the 1920s. Part of what 
distinguished the development of the duplex was that it could be constructed anywhere, and individual 
examples were indeed built throughout the city.

The one-over-one duplex is also referred to as a double-decker duplex or a "two-flat”, a two-story 
building with a unit on each floor.

Todd Gish describe the architectural sub type of the subject property in his dissertation, "Building Los 
Angeles: Urban Housing in the Suburban Metropolis, 1900-1936":

An architecturally elaborate form of the one-over-one duplex that is identified by its 
prominent exterior stair ascending to the second-floor unit’s entrance from a small patio 
outside the lower unit’s entry. This type of duplex characterized by stylized accents such 
as wrought iron grilles, Spanish tile roofs, and ceramic tile panels. This version of duplex 
was popular in the late 1920s through the late 1930s.

In the Mid-Wilshire and Carthay areas, builders developed entire streets of these elegant 
stairway-double-deckers duplex.

Prior to the development of the one-over-one duplex, two-family dwellings took the form of a "double 
bungalow” or a "double house”.

The "double house” was a two-story version of the "double bungalow”, essentially a pair of adjoining 
row houses, with living rooms and kitchens below and bedrooms above.

The one-over-one grand stair duplex seems to be unique to Southern California.

Most of these buildings were built by owners and independent builders. In the Los Angeles Times, 
builders advertised the ability to build and finance a duplex to your specifications and stock plans were 
available. The economics of the duplex brought homeownership to many, and the design of the double
decker duplex fit easily within the single-family-dwelling neighborhoods.

French Norman Revival Architecture

French Norman was used primarily in single-family residential neighborhoods of Los Angeles. One of 
the least decorative Period Revival styles, French Norman buildings were related to vernacular 
examples in Europe seen overseas by veterans of the First World War and reimagined in early films. 
The popularity of period films in the 1920s and 1930s led to a spread of Period Revival style architecture 
in the city and elsewhere in the country, with films set in medieval France creating the public’s image 
of the original French Norman buildings. Film became the "the primary authority on a ‘French Norman’ 
country house.” The French Norman style usually involved one or two design elements on a relatively 
minimalist building. With only a few distinguishing features, such as a conical tower shaped entrance 
or steeply pitched roof, a simple, single story L-shaped house with stucco cladding became French 
Norman in style.

Historic-Cultural Monument Nomination
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The name "French Norman” was often used in advertisements and could apply to simple, single-family 
residences with few distinguishing design features or to complicated hillside mansions with designs 
closer to the Chateauesque style. In all iterations, the French Norman style was "modeled after the 
charming architecture of medieval times” and often incorporated design elements from other styles of 
architecture based on French historical periods and regions. The name "French Provincial” is 
sometimes used to describe French Norman style buildings with fanciful and decorative designs that 
are not quite decorative enough to qualify as the Chateauesque style. In domestic architecture, French 
Norman designs were based on rambling French farmhouses and inspired by smaller French manor 
houses rather than grand chateaux.

Combinations of materials, including stucco, half-timbering, stone, and wood shingles were meant to 
suggest development over time. More complex French Norman designs often feature a prominent 
round tower with a high, conical roof serving as an entry portal. The tower generally houses the principal 
doorway. Decorative half-timbering, a design element shared by medieval French and English 
vernacular building styles, often accents smooth stucco elevations. French Norman style buildings have 
tall and steeply pitched gabled or hipped roofs that appear disproportionate to the height of the wall 
below. The roof appears to weigh down the entire building and dominates the height of the elevation. 
A village-like feeling is characteristic of the style, with a single building or bungalow court appearing to 
be multiple buildings clustered together in a small town. This is achieved by orienting buildings with L- 
shaped or irregular floor plans to appear to be multiple, clustered buildings. The conical tower of an 
entryway appears to be one structure of a village while sections of a house appear to be closely packed 
other buildings with hipped-roofs. The irregularity of the siting creates patios enclosed on three sides, 
an indoor-outdoor living space that takes advantage of the mild climate in Los Angeles.

Clarence J. Smale

Clarence J. Smale was born in 1886 in what is now Marina del Rey. After his family moved to 
Washington state, he worked as a carpenter before becoming a self-employed architect in 1917, 
despite the lack of any formal architectural training. Smale returned to Southern California around 1919, 
where he worked as a designer for the Preston Wright Company until 1923, when he established his 
own architectural practice. Smale joined the American Institute of Architects in 1947, and died in 1966 
at the age of 79.

Though much of his work in the 1920s consisted of private residences in period revival styles, Smale 
began to branch out towards the end of the decade and into the 1930s, producing Art Deco and 
Streamline Moderne works—most notably the concrete Smith House (1929) in Hancock Park—as well 
as apartments and commercial buildings. After the Second World War, Smale worked on a number of 
movie theaters, most notably the Loyola Theater (1946, HCM #259) in Westchester.

Other notable works by Smale include the Monsignor O’Brien House (1924, HCM #861), Superba 
Apartments Roof Sign (1925, HCM #643), and apartments at 364 S. Cloverdale (1930, HCM #427).
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Name: Orange Grove Avenue-Ogden Drive-Genesee Avenue Multi-Family Residential Historic District

' ft |

,

Description:

The Orange Grove Avenue-Ogden Drive-Genesee Avenue Multi-Family Residential Historic District is a multi-family 
residential historic district in the Mid-Wilshire area of central Los Angeles. The district includes two-story fourplexes, 
triplexes, duplexes and courtyard apartments along South Orange Grove Avenue, just south of San Vicente Boulevard to 
Packard Street, and along South Ogden Drive and South Genesee Avenue between San Vicente Boulevard and Whitworth 
Drive. A regular, rectilinear grid comprises the street pattern within the district. Its topography is generally flat; some of the 
front lawns of the properties are sloped. Lot sizes are modest, with uniform setbacks, walkways and detached garages. Most 
properties have curb cuts and driveways; those without have access to detached garages via alleys. Concrete sidewalks and 
some extant mature street trees, including sycamores and magnolias, remain. There are a total of 117 properties, 112 of 
which are contributing and 5 of which are non-contributing to the district.

The dominant period of development for the district is 1927 to 1950, and residences are primarily Spanish Colonial Revival or 
Minimal Traditional in style. Common elements, depending on the style, include clay tile roofs, exterior staircases, stucco 
cladding and arched window and door openings. Most of the Minimal Traditional style residences feature French Revival or 
American Colonial Revival design elements.

Significance:

The Orange Grove Avenue-Ogden Drive-Genesee Avenue Multi-Family Residential Historic District is significant as an 
excellent example of a 1920s to early 1950s multi-family residential neighborhood in the Wilshire CPA, and as an excellent 
concentration of Period Revival and Minimal Traditional style residences. The district is located near major automobile 
corridors including San Vicente Boulevard, Pico Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue. Residences within the district retain their 
original plans, massing, scale and character-defining features predominantly of the Spanish Colonial Revival or Minimal 
Traditional (with American Colonial Revival or French Revival features) style. Of the district's 117 residences, 96% contribute 
to its significance.

The district was originally part of two tracts. The northern tract was owned and subdivided by the Title Guarantee and Trust 
Company in 1930. The southern tract was part of the Rancho Rodeo de Las Aguas (the original owner's name is illegible on 
the tract map); it was subdivided in 1921. No evidence was found regarding marketing of the subdivision. The period of 
significance for the historic district is 1927 to 1950, which captures its major period of development and the time during 
which most of its buildings were constructed.
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Context 1:

Residential Development and Suburbanization, 1850-1980Context:

Sub context: Multi-Family Residential Development, 1910-1980

Theme: Multi-Family Residential, 1910-1980

Sub theme: Multi-Family Residential District, 1910-1980

Residential-Multi FamilyProperty type:

Property sub type: Multi-Family District

C/3/3Criteria:

Status code: 3S;3CS;5S3

Excellent example of a multi-family residential district in the Wilshire area. Contains a mix of multi
family property types, from duplexes to courtyard apartments, mostly dating to the 1930s and 1940s.

Reason:
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Context 2:

Architecture and Engineering, 1850-1980Context:

Sub context: No Sub-context

Theme: Housing the Masses, 1880-1975

Sub theme: Period Revival Multi-Family Residential Neighborhoods, 1918-1942

Residential-Multi FamilyProperty type:

Property sub type: Multi-Family District

C/3/3Criteria:

Status code: 3S;3CS;5S3

Excellent example of a Period Revival style multi-family residential development predominantly 
dating from the 1930s and 1940s. Spanish Colonial Revival style residences are dominant and 
sometimes include Art Deco or Moorish features. Other prominent 1930s styles include Minimal 
Traditional and Late Chateauesque.

Reason:

Contributors/Non-Contributors:

Primary Address: 1038 S GENESEE AVE

III 6 ’ Other Address: 1040 S GENESEE AVE 
5926 W SAN VICENTE BLVD

« ■ u
■J5J!

ContributorType:

Year built: 1938

Property type/sub type: 

Architectural style:

Residential-Multi Family; Apartment House

Minimal Traditional

■ Primary Address: 1041 S GENESEE AVE
:

i * 1041 1/2 S GENESEE AVE 
1043 S GENESEE AVE 
1043 1/2 S GENESEE AVE 
1045 S GENESEE AVE 
1045 1/2 S GENESEE AVE 
1047 S GENESEE AVE 
1047 1/2 S GENESEE AVE

Other Address:
'"i '

ContributorType:

Year built: 1931

Property type/sub type: 

Architectural style:

Residential-Multi Family; Courtyard Apartment 

Spanish Colonial Revival

Primary Address: 1042 S GENESEE AVE

ii i Other Address: 1044 S GENESEE AVE 
1046 S GENESEE AVE 
1046 1/2 S GENESEE AVE 
1048 S GENESEE AVE 
1048 1/2 S GENESEE AVE

**-■ m ;

L A
Non-ContributorType:

Year built: 1937
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Primary Address: 1053 S ORANGE GROVE AVE

Other Address: 1055 S ORANGE GROVE AVEJ

ContributorType:

Year built: 1933

Property type/sub type: 

Architectural style:

Residential-Multi Family; Courtyard Apartment 

Spanish Colonial Revival

Primary Address: 1054 S ORANGE GROVE AVE

Other Address: 1056 S ORANGE GROVE AVE

ContributorType:

Year built: 1937

Property type/sub type: 

Architectural style:

Residential-Multi Family; Apartment House 

French Revival (Norman)

Primary Address: 1058 S ORANGE GROVE AVE

I i
1058 1/2 S ORANGE GROVE AVE 
1060 S ORANGE GROVE AVE 
1062 S ORANGE GROVE AVE 
1062 1/2 S ORANGE GROVE AVE

Other Address:H-Mrv„_ dJ*-
W .K

ContributorType:

Year built: 1936

Property type/sub type 

Architectural style:

Residential-Multi Family; Courtyard Apartment

Minimal Traditional

Primary Address: 1059 S ORANGE GROVE AVE

m p 1059 1/2 S ORANGE GROVE AVE 
1061 S ORANGE GROVE AVE 
1061 1/2 S ORANGE GROVE AVE

Other Address:
if A \.

lUl
i ContributorType:

Year built: 1936

Property type/sub type: 

Architectural style:

Residential-Multi Family; Fourplex 

Spanish Colonial Revival; Monterey Revival

Primary Address: 1066 S ORANGE GROVE AVE

V * t Other Address: 1064 S ORANGE GROVE AVE 
1064 1/2 S ORANGE GROVE AVE 
1066 1/2 S ORANGE GROVE AVE 
1068 S ORANGE GROVE AVE

« ,1

ContributorType:

Year built: 1936
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Development History

Early Development
Like much of Los Angeles, the Wilshire CPA was originally inhabited by members of the Tongva 
tribe, who resided in villages connected by foot trails. The trails also led to known sources of 
food and materials, which within the Survey Area included the La Brea tar pits, a much-used site 
providing tar for waterproofing everything from canoes to water carriers. The early Spanish 
settlers in El Pueblo de Los Angeles used the trails as well, and referred to a major trail leading 
west from the village known as Yang-Na (where the Los Angeles Civic Center is now) to the tar 
pits as El Camino Viejo, or "old road." It was also commonly known as the La Brea Road. During 
the Spanish period, this old road served as the dividing line between Rancho La Brea on the 
north and Rancho Las Cienegas on the south. It later became Wilshire Boulevard, the backbone 
of the Survey Area and one of the most iconic and influential commercial corridors in the 
nation.

For most of the 19th century, the Wilshire CPA was sparsely populated. Ranchers grazed cattle 
and sheep in open pastures, and farmers grew crops like barley and wheat. While the city of Los 
Angeles expanded rapidly from the east and beachfront communities like Santa Monica grew in 
the west, the space in between remained rural. It was not until the land speculation boom of 
the 1880s that the first seeds of Wilshire development were planted. The first visionary was 
Henry Gaylord Wilshire, a charismatic entrepreneur from Ohio who with his brother William 
purchased 35 acres west of Westlake Park in 1887.4 Westlake Park, a landscaped resort spot 
with a glistening lake, was one of the burgeoning city's most ambitious civic projects. Located 
very near Los Angeles' western boundary at Hoover Street, the creation of the park declared 
Los Angeles' intent to keep expanding toward the ocean. Inspired by the popularity of the park 
(which became MacArthur Park in 1942), Wilshire subdivided his land in 1895. To the west of 
the Wilshire brothers' land lay Sunset Park (which became Lafayette Park in 1920); much less 
developed than Westlake Park, this park nonetheless held promise.

The Wilshire brothers envisioned a luxurious subdivision anchored by a wide, graveled 
boulevard that would connect the two parks, and arranged a deal to build an intersecting 
boulevard if the City would donate the land for it. These streets became Wilshire Boulevard and 
Benton Way (now Lafayette Park Place). The intersection became the heart of a subdivision 
designed for Los Angeles' wealthy, with concrete curbs and sidewalks, generous lots, palm 
trees, and views of Westlake Park and downtown. The Wilshire brothers convinced the City 
Council to pass an ordinance banning heavy hauling, railroads, or streetcars from Wilshire 
Boulevard, ensuring the development would be free of noise and offensive smells. In 1897, the 
western boundary of Los Angeles moved west from Hoover Street to Vermont Avenue, and 
Wilshire Boulevard was extended to meet it; the road angled away from its original direction in

4 Kevin Roderick and J. Eric Lynxwiler, Wilshire Boulevard: Grand Concourse of Los Angeles (Santa Monica: Angel 
City Press, 2005), 17.
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line with the downtown street grid to instead orient toward the cardinal directions.5 Between 
the wide streets, wealthy inhabitants, and streetcar restrictions, the stage was set for Wilshire 
Boulevard to become what historian Kevin Roderick calls "the showcase drive of the 
Automobile Age."6 The subsequent growth of the larger Wilshire CPA extended far beyond the 
great boulevard, but its beginnings were all rooted in the same place.

Beckoned by open space and the grand new boulevard, wealthy Angelenos flocked to the 
prestigious new district starting at the turn of the century. They were led by irascible Los 
Angeles Times publisher Harrison Gray Otis, who moved into his new mansion at the western 
edge of Westlake Park in 1898. Residential and commercial development continued moving 
west through what is now the Wilshire CPA at a rapid pace for the next 30 years, both along 
and well beyond Wilshire Boulevard itself.

Wilshire Boulevard in the 20th Century
Wilshire's development was steady through the 1910s and 1920s, with large apartment 
buildings, resort hotels like the Ambassador Hotel (no longer extant), and commercial 
structures rising through the district. The Ambassador's 1921 establishment pre-dated anything 
else around it, with the large property announcing that Wilshire Boulevard was a place to 
watch.

The late 1920s commercial rezoning of 25 blocks of Wilshire, from Westlake Park to Western 
Avenue, spurred a new era of rapid development in the eastern part of the Wilshire district 
through the 1920s and 1930s.7 Farther west on Wilshire, a developer had foreseen a grand 
commercial destiny for the district earlier than anyone else. In the early 1920s, A.W. Ross began 
buying up land along Wilshire Boulevard in an area most thought of as laughably distant from 
Los Angeles, between La Brea Avenue and Fairfax Avenue. He envisioned a destination 
shopping district that would lure customers from Beverly Hills as well as Hollywood and 
downtown Los Angeles, and encouraged the construction of architecturally distinctive 
commercial buildings. Ross's development would become known as Miracle Mile.

As the eastern commercial district moved west to connect with Miracle Mile, the Survey Area's 
commercial identity became one of affluence, newness, and convenience, in contrast to the 
older and more established downtown. The most potent symbol of the Wilshire district's new 
glamour was the 1929 Bullock's Wilshire department store, one of the first businesses in Los 
Angeles designed to cater to customers arriving by car. Notable local architects John and 
Donald Parkinson designed the iconic Art Deco building to advertise its presence with a massive 
copper-topped tower visible for miles around. For the first time, Angelenos had an alternative 
to shopping downtown, where automobile and streetcar traffic clogged the narrow old streets.

5 Roderick and Lynxwiler, Wilshire Boulevard, 38-39. 
Roderick and Lynxwiler, Wilshire Boulevard, 21. 
Roderick and Lynxwiler, Wilshire Boulevard, 85.
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Large parking lots appeared for use by local residents and visitors alike, and service stations, 
billboards, drive-up markets, and drive-up coffee shops popped up on nearly every major 
intersection. Recreational facilities were very common, ranging from the Bimini Baths resort (in 
what is now Wilshire Center) to golf driving ranges; these reflected Wilshire's reputation as Los 
Angeles' playground. Appropriately for a car-centric boulevard, Wilshire housed a number of 
extravagant automobile dealerships with eye-catching signs. Neon spread quickly across the 
Survey Area, as evidenced by large apartment buildings declaring their names on roof-mounted 
signs in bright green or red. Local dining and dancing institutions like the Brown Derby and the 
Cocoanut Grove at the Ambassador Hotel lured people from across the city to the west side of 
town.

By the mid-1920s, Wilshire Boulevard was one of the most heavily-traveled streets in Los 
Angeles, serving as the most direct east-west route through the city. Traffic was bad and only 
got worse as the city came to depend more and more on the automobile over the streetcar.
City officials were well aware of the problems facing an increasingly car-dependent public, and 
it was partly thanks to the Wilshire traffic situation that Los Angeles adopted traffic control 
measures still in use today, like crosswalks, lane lines, and timed lights. A commission also hired 
a board led by landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted Jr. and urban planner Harland 
Bartholomew to investigate options for future road expansion. Completed in 1924, the Major 
Traffic Street Plan for Los Angeles advised that selected streets be widened to accommodate 
more traffic, including Wilshire and 10th Street (now Olympic) within the Survey Area.8 Not all 
of Olmsted and Bartholomew's recommendations were followed, but voters did approve the 
widening and paving of Wilshire for a length of five miles, from Westlake Park to Fairfax 
Avenue.9 The final gap in the thoroughfare was eliminated in 1934, when Wilshire was pushed 
through Westlake Park. 10

The success of Wilshire as the Survey Area's largest commercial corridor depended largely on 
the automobile, and its architecture reflected this new emphasis. Some buildings, like Bullock's 
Wilshire, advertised their presence with tall vertical elements. Others relied on long, horizontal 
volumes, sometimes occupying a full block, with projecting signs, large display windows, and 
other attention-getting elements easily visible from the windshield of an automobile. The new 
architecture employed cutting-edge styles like Art Deco, Zigzag Moderne, and Streamline 
Moderne, as well as popular Period Revival styles. Drive-in restaurants and cafes also catered to 
the automobile owner, and many of the boulevard's new buildings featured rear or side parking 
lots.

8 Frederick Law Olmsted, Harland Bartholomew, and Charles Henry Cheney, A Major Traffic Street Plan for Los 
Angeles (Los Angeles: the Committee on Los Angeles Plan of Major Highways of the Traffic Commission of the City 
and County of Los Angeles, May 1924).

Roderick and Lynxwiler, Wilshire Boulevard, 85.
Roderick and Lynxwiler, Wilshire Boulevard, 87.

9
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William L. Pereira's Los Angeles County Museum of Art complex that Miracle Mile gained its 
second identity as an institutional center.

Wilshire's reputation as a world-class business center continued through the 1970s, with the 
area seeing dozens of new high-rise corporate buildings. It began to wane in the 1980s, as 
corporations departed the area for the cheaper and less congested San Fernando Valley and 
Westside of Los Angeles. The district's prospects looked bleak until an infusion of capital from 
Korean investors arrived, resulting in a revival. Although parts of the Survey Area experienced 
periods of economic downturn in the 1980s and 1990s, the Wilshire CPA as a whole remains a 
strong and diverse commercial center in Los Angeles.

Wilshire Center and Koreatown
By the 1910s, the Wilshire District was one of the city's most desirable suburbs, with much of 
what is now known as Wilshire Center and Koreatown platted out and under construction. A 
March 1914 Los Angeles Times article summarized the immense changes the area had seen:

Among the many phases of the tremendous development and growth of Los Angeles 
and surrounding territory in the past decade none has been more remarkable than the 
transition from low-priced barley fields to residence property valued at $10,000 per acre 
in eight or ten years in the district west of Westlake Park...

All of the tracts have uniformly high-class improvements and restrictions. All the lots are 
large and two and three-story houses predominate over bungalows. 11

Large single-family residences lined the main thoroughfare, with both single-family and multi
family buildings appearing on and near other major streets like Hoover Street and Vermont 
Avenue. The neighborhood also began to see large, luxurious apartment buildings, multi-story 
edifices rivaling the grand dwellings of New York. Resort hotels appeared, boasting glamorous 
rooms and vast, landscaped grounds. The Hershey Arms Hotel (no longer extant) in Westlake 
was the first of these major commercial developments on Wilshire Boulevard, marking the 
beginning of the end of single-family house construction on the boulevard itself. Large hotels 
and apartment buildings appeared farther and farther west along Wilshire into what is now 
Wilshire Center, marking the boulevard with multi-story buildings visible for miles around.

This part of Wilshire saw its most intense development from the late 1910s through the 1920s, 
especially in the area between Hoover Street and Western Avenue.12 Development did not 
cease west of Western, as evidenced by street after street of intact 1910s-1920s residences in 
the Wilshire Park and Country Club Park HPOZs. It was encouraged by the growing streetcar

11 Los Angeles Times, "From Barley Fields to Palatial Homes," 29 March 1914.
Margarita J. Wuellner, Jon L. Wilson, Marlise Fratinardo, and Amanda Kainer, Intensive Historic Resources Survey 

of the Wilshire Center and Koreatown Recovery Redevelopment Area, Los Angeles, California (Los Angeles: PCR 
Services Corporation for the Community Redevelopment Agency, City of Los Angeles, June 2009), 21-22

12
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Mid-Wilshire and Mid-City
While Koreatown, Hancock Park, and Windsor Square witnessed most of their residential 
development in the 1910s and early 1920s, residential development further west did not really 
take off until the mid-1920s and 1930s. The construction boom was a response to the massive 
population influx Los Angeles experienced at that time, with the resultant spread of the city in 
all directions. This boom was facilitated by the rising prominence of the automobile, which 
opened up farther-flung areas to suburban development and expanded perceptions of just how 
large a city could be. The Mid-Wilshire neighborhood, stretching west to Fairfax between 
Wilshire and Pico, had its share of earlier subdivisions like Oxford Square (1907) and Fremont 
Place (1911), but the bulk of its residential construction happened in the 1920s. Likewise, the 
Mid-City neighborhood south of Pico was largely developed during the 1920s-1930s 
construction boom and saw rapid growth as the population moved west. In terms of its 
residential development history, the northern part of the Mid-City neighborhood is closely 
linked to Mid-Wilshire.

Unlike the exclusively wealthy neighborhoods of Windsor Square and Hancock Park, Mid- 
Wilshire and Mid-City neighborhoods developed in the 1920s to contain a mix of housing types. 
Subdivisions like Mid-Wilshire's Wilshire Crest (a part of which is now known as Brookside) 
boasted two-story, single family houses on large view lots adjacent to wealthy neighborhoods 
like Fremont Place, but also included some multi-family housing and smaller, more modest lots. 
A 1920 Los Angeles Times advertisement for Wilshire Crest noted "While mostly for fine two 
story residences, three blocks are provided for high grade bungalows."16 The upscale 
subdivisions were also developed in tandem with more affordable tracts; Wilshire Crest was 
accompanied by the more modest Rimpau Hill, Mansfield Knoll, and Wilshire Highlands. West 
of Rimpau Boulevard, the streets south of Wilshire Boulevard quickly filled with street after 
street of one-story houses and two-story apartment buildings in fashionable Period Revival 
styles.

Multi-family and single-family neighborhoods alike were heavily advertised by local developers 
in the Los Angeles Times. Street trees, street lights, sidewalks, paved roads and other amenities 
were marketed throughout the area. Although often built in proximity to streetcar lines, these 
neighborhoods largely catered to the automobile; detached rear garages and driveways with 
curb cuts were characteristic of these automobile suburbs. Multi-family residential 
neighborhoods (often including Moderne and Minimal Traditional styles along with the 
dominant Period Revival) boasted an array of duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes, apartment houses 
and courtyard apartments.

Today, much of the Mid-Wilshire neighborhood's residential area is informally referred to as 
Miracle Mile, in tandem with Wilshire Boulevard's Miracle Mile commercial and institutional 
corridor on its northern edge.

16 Los Angeles Times, Wilshire Crest Display Ad, 10 October 1920.
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505 NEW HOMES SLATED IN $5,000,000 PROGRAM
Los Angeles Times (J923-J995); Oct 10, 1948; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times 
pg. E5

505 NEW HOMES SLATED 
IN $5,000,000 PROGRAM

There wilt be 505 two and rented in Allied Gardens of Comp
ton, located on Santa Fe Ave., be
tween Compton Blvd., and Olive 

ing a $5,000,000 construction pro- g(^ construction of the final one 
gram, built by Walter Bollen- anj two-bedroom apartments is 
bacher and Louis L. Kelton, large- progressing rapidly. The develop 
scale builders, in their fifth pro]- mer.t includes 168 one and two 
ect for 1948. bedroom apartments.

Grading was sianeu iasi ween 
for the site of their newest project: 
located on historic acres on Rose 
crans Blvd., between Figueroa 
St. and Vermont Ave. <

The development of two anc 
three-bedroom dwellings bring: 
the Bollenbacher-Kelton buildins 
program of 1948 to $15,000,000 foi 
a total of some 1605 dwellinj 
emits.

The builders announced tha 
completions at Allied Gardens o 
Van Xuys, Sepulveda and Roscoi 
Blvds., now are at the rate of 1: 
homes daily.

With more than 25Cc of the unit:

three-bedroom homes, represent-

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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M. J. BENJAMINTRUSS
MAKER

SURGICAL
APPLIANCES

EXCLUSIVE MAKER OF THE BENJAMIN NATURAL SUPPORT FOR HERNIA
Tel Mutual 8081512 PARAMOUNT BLDG., N.E. CORNER 6TH & HILL LOS ANGELES

BOLAIMD
" Jas priv sec h250 S Kenmore av 
M Jas E (Margt M) restr 2G12 S Figra hll56 

W 36th d1 -
" John (Anna) hl417 W 52d

John J (Virginia M) mot pict opr li346 N 
Alfred

John R (Helen L) eng Boyle Mfg Co h4 703 
5 th ay

* John R slsmn rl417 W 52d 
1 Jos A lawyer 458 S Spring R726 
" Kath O h2017 Argyle av 
" Kenneth lab r5706 Waring av

-Kirker Co (W E Boland G B Kirker) mfrs 
agt 420 S San Pedro R606 

Lester (Billie) h4201 7th av 
Margt M Mrs mgr Boland Ante hll56 W 

36th pi
Martha elk r!939 Glendale blvd 

" Mary nurse rl268 W Vernon av 
" Matthew J police r!221 Chavez - Ravine 
" May maid r735 S St Andrews pi 

May Mrs h6223 % S San Pedro 
" Meredith hi731 W Vernon av 
" Miles P Indy rl417 W 52d 
" Patk (Margt) mgr Van Buren Apts hi 184 

Madison av
" Patk J (Mary C) emp Sears Roebuck & Co 

hl26S W Vernon av 
" Philip (Eliz) li6013 Makee av 
" Walter E (Boland-Kirker Co) r Newhall 
" Wm (Marie) chauf hl346 W 12th 
M Wm P lawyer 108 W 2d R421 r Alhambra 
BOLANDER, See also Boh lander 
" Hayden H bkpr SFNBank hl439 N- Curson av 
" Ida Mrs rll03 W 8th 
" J W trucking 730 Jackson 
"LA Mrs h8201 W 4th 
" Lewis P phys Genl Hosp r Van Nuys 
" Peter (Kate) 1x716 S Wilton pi 

Ruth S rll63 W 27th 
Bolanos Eloisa (wid Jesus) hi23 N Herbert 
" Joe restr wkr rl614 E 105th 
" Louis B (Sybil) h2506 La Salle av 
" Richd (Ruth) elk h5408 % Fountain av 
" Robt H (Alene) serv sta atdt Shell Oil Co 
Bolar Eug K auditor li202 N Ridgewood pi 
Bolas Delpha sec Seith & Sisson h520 S Mari

posa av
H Frank (Bernice F) slsmn hl826 39th pi 

Bolborisco Robt mech h612 Crocker 
Bolce Emelia (wid John) h4208 Fisher 
Bolch Jas E (Lela) lab hi29 W Av 34 
" Monroe A (Irma) forrnn Pullman Co hi431 % 

Alvarado ter '
Bolchini Victoria tiemkr rll09 Grande Vista av 
" Victoria C Mrs garmt fnshr rll.09 Grande Vista 
Bold Abr (Rebecca) h211 S Boyie av 
" Apartments 217 S Boyle av 
" Fredk (Nellie ) ho715 Morgan av

Inez sten L A Orthopaedic Foundation r6071% 
Pickford

M argt r 5 715 M organ 
Robt h6071 Vz Pickford 

Boldemann Chocolate Co Gustave Goldemann mgr 
84 7 Traction av

" Gustave (Marion E) mgr Boldemann Chocolate 
Co h5757 Lexington av 

" Mary L elk r5757 Lexington av 
Bolden Alberta Mrs li75 5 E 27tli 
" Edw B elk r5261 Carlin 
" Estella r462 E 37th 
" Hughie .ian r892 E 50th 
n Inez r917 E Vernon av 
" Jake driver Star Truck & Whs Co 
" Mamie E (wid Sami) h809 E 18th 

Minnie Mrs smstrs rl431 E 42d 
" Sidney (Rosie) porter r861 E 116th 
Bolder Alma maid 425 Loraine blvd 
Bolderman Cruz Mrs r648 Gladys av 
Boldetti Herman elk r!701 Scott av 
" Louis F (Lena) liquor 210 Sunset blvd 111701 

Scott av
n Marguerite (wid Chas) rG223 S San Pedro 
Bolding DeWitt T pres-treas Union Rubber Co 

h6725 3d av
' Dora (wid E M) hi 103 N Berendo 
' Inez V slswn rl325 S Sycamore av 
" Jas M (Louise M) mach h4430 Union Pacific 
n Mabel rll03 N Berendo 
" Mary (wid John L) r4 08 W 54th 
" Rolland N (Josephine B) mtrrnn h408 W 54tli 
Boldon John M (Caroline) chef r5 73 S Boyle av 
Boldoroff Alex (Esther) hi57% S Pecan 
Boldstrass Herman P (Ella) elk Sou Calif Gas Co 

r Glendale
Boldt Clara slswn hl438 Wright 
" Eliz rll58 W 97th

Henry (Jennie) servmn SCTCo hlll57 Tovvne 
Knud sten hi 417 N Bronson av 

" Leona elk Aetna Casualty & Surety Co r Glen
dale

" Minnie maid 108 N Norton av 
Bolduc Agnes V sten rll31 W 110th 
" Alf J hi 129 N Madison av 
" Chas shoe repr 7.602 Sta Monica blvd 
" Jas S (Clara E) bkpr 1x8871 Cynthia 
" Jos G (Josephine) carp 111 131 W 110th 
" Marjorie sten Barbour Leather Co r34.10 Larga 
" Maurice K (Adrienne B) slsmn Knuclsen Crmry 

. Co h940 % W 54th 
Boldwrell Cyril hi930 Ellendale pi 
Boldz Louis (Ann) whs wkr h3458 % Percy 
" Tula Mrs r3458 % Percy 
Bole Beatrice Mrs hi309 Montana 
" Calvin rl309 Montana 

Clifton rl309 Montana 
" David R r2611 Clover dale av 
" Eliz labtry techn Yale St Parent Tchrs Health 

Center rl231 Shatto
" Frank J tkt agt Powers Travel Service r Mon

rovia
Hugh M (Alice) lawyer 215 W 5 th R418 

hi701 4th av 
Margt hl231 Shatto 

" Martha (wid J M) hl633 W 38th 
" Mercedes J Mrs liquors 3230 W Washii blvd 

r2318 do
" Robt E (Mercedes J) h2318 W Washn blvd 
Boleky Albt A (Aline M) h.8033 Morton av 
" Lillion M r8033 Morton av 
BOLEN, See also Bolin 
M Carl (Laura J) h3412y2 Percy 
" Cliff studio wkr r5404 Fountain av 
" Doris E compt opr Bway Dept Store r Glendale 
" Eva L asst tea room mgr Bullock’s r Monterey 

Parle
" Jack eleymn r606 S Carondelet 
" Janice bkpr Mas Mut Life Ins Co hi523 Malt- 

man av ' . . .
" Loraine hi 735 W Vernon av 
" Lowell rl543 S Van Ness av 
Bolen bach Ena Mrs mgr Wilshire Vista Apts 

b.615 S Virgil av

Bolenbaker R F hi23 S Westmoreland av 
Bo-lender Ernest (Elsie S) lil428 Duncan av 
" L R slsmn D S Bread Co r Van Nuys 
Boleos Faye Mrs r2532% Boulder ■ . ■
Boler A H window clnr rll57%

BOLINGER, See also Bollinger
I Ghas-E (Eva C) slsmn hl253 N Kenmore av 

Donley lawyer 311 S Spring R 626 r Long
Beach

" Eva Mrs hl020 W Pico " Grace B (wid J W) r6712 Leland way 
May Mrs mach opr h2ll9%‘ Branden 

Boliou, Eliz C Mrs elk r6051 Salem pi 
Bolish Juanita waiter hi548 S Hoover 
Bolitho Agnes Mrs h2370 W 21st 
" Bess’M smstrs r2007 5th av 
" G Leslie (Mamie) slsmn E Broox Randall & 

Sons h3611 Wellington rd 
" Mamie Mrs sten Eli P Clark Co r3611 Wel

lington rd
Bolitin Ruth sten h841 S Serrano 
" Sarah. sten r841 S Serrano av 
Boli to H lab rl016 E 7 th 
Bolivar Ramon (Lupe) lab h3210 Sierra 
Bolkhoff Albt W (Rose E) hl94G Oak 
Bolkovatz Dorothy M r604 W 52d

Michl J (Angela R) meat ctr k604 W 52d 
Boll Harry V serv mgr Victor Adding Mach Co 

r4160 Bdenhurst av .
Bolla Virgil (Helen) tclir hl953 W 79th 
Bollaert Gaston A (Clementine) pntr hi645 S 

Hobart blvd .
Bolland Betty i*161 S St Andrews pi

Libbie (wid Philip) casewkr Dept County Char- 
St Andrews pi

Bollard Glenn N (Eliz) firemn' LAFD h3753 Ar
lington

Bollath Jane Mrs li2372 W 23d
Bolle Eug (Doris) lab h621 N Av 5 6
Harry J slsmn Howard Auto Co h28l8 Leeward
Bolleart G A pntg contr 3839 Wilshire blvd R 203

rl645 S ___
Bollenbacher Walter (Grace) bldr hi419 Cardiff 
Boiler Alma Mrs h25G9 N Beachwood dr 
" Ardene D (Florence) inspr Retail Credit Oo 

h6108 Mesa av
" Carl H (Josephine) archt 257 S Spring h4927 

N Figra
" Clarence credit mgr Robbins Inc r25G6 Michel- 

toTena
" Dana L (Fay M) pilot hl208 N Spaulding av 
" Emil F (Ethel K) gro h6108 % Mesa av 
" Florence Mrs h226 W 71st 
" Gordon (Jeanne S) dep County Counsel h3408 

Carnation av
I-Ierbt A (Dorothy) slsmn Desmond’s h4435 Vz 

Price .
M Howard r2118 Palm Grove av 
" John slsmn h624 NVix'gil av
II Jos N (Anna) bottler nl40 W 80th 
" Leonard C tire bldr r6108 Vz Mesa av
" Lewis M (Zanpher K) chauf hi238 E 65th 
" Lola r62 6 S Alvarado ,
" Louise (wid Ferdinand) li4435i Price 

N Bernatli (Maude) driver h4535 Corliss 
Solomon (Fannie) lab City Eng lilSll E 23d 
Stanley (Beulah) phys 475 9 Hwood blvd h2118 

Palm Grove av
" Sterling L (Marguerite) aviation pilot h601 N 

Mariposa av
" Wm G piano tuner li370G Siskiyou 
11 AVm J (Minnie) slsmn Union Appraisal Co 

k614 S St Andrews pi
Bollerman Anton (Johann E) cb-tmkr h4627

Pickford
" Clarence E dentist 219 W 7th R1108 r

Beverly Hills
Bolles Alice R Mrs r2905 LaSalle av 
" Arth W (Jessie M) slsmn J W .Robinson Co 

h2905 LaSalle av
" Clyde with E W Reynolds Co r Inglewood
" Elsie E (wid Sami E) h336 S New Hampshire
" Ernest r912 W 75th r
" Eva D Mrs mgr Melbourne Apts r737 S West

lake av
" Fred H (Eva D) h737 S Westlake av 
" Gladys 1*912 W 75th
11 Jas T slsmn Coleman Lamp & Stove Co r Glen

dale _
n Sacha acct h2172 Argyle av 
" Sarah (wid Wm) h817 S Mansfield av 
" Stuart E emp E F Hutton & Co r336 S New 

Hampshire av
Wm M (Jessie) genl mgr Pac Wire Products Co 

h533 N Sycamore av
Bollette Chas A (Cora.) slsmn Whiting-Mead Co 

li4248 Edgehill dr
" Cora L elk County Assessor r4248 Edgehill dr 
" Edna beauty shop 814 S Ymont a-v 
Bolli Ida M (wid Garibaldo) hi031 W 24th 
Bollig Benj (Julia) lah Ii4l30 Prospect av 
" Harold L (La.Verne) phys 7022 S Westn av 

hi734 W 70th
Pmlliger Chas E h4219 Del Mar av 
" Lawrence (Betty) h427 Union dr .
Bollin Addie (wid Adolph) li3516 W 58th pi 
" Esther Mrs hi 644 Winona blvd 
" Frank J swchmn SPCo rl015 W 4th 
" P O firemn Santa Fe r No Long Beach 
" Paul r932 Vz S Main 
" Walter S r3516 W 58th pi
Bolling Alta slswn Morris Jacobs r975 S Oxford 
" Ann M Mrs hi 627 Stearns dr _
" Benj (Lottie) slsmn hi09 S Nmdie av 
" Greta P office sec Country Club Manor h316 

N Rossmore av 
" J E h975 S Oxford av 
" Jean Mrs elk r502 N Kenmore av 
" Robt photog 8824 Sunset blvd 
" Robt W (Helen I) int dec 8824 Sunset blvd 

hS826 do
BOLLINGER, See also Bolinger
" Albt (Isabella) studiowkr hl706 Santee 
" Bonnalin Mrs r3309 S Main ,
" Chas E hy<Irographer County Flood Control Dist 

r4219 Del Mar av 
" Chester J batterymn rl707 W 58th 
" Edw h6213 Haas av 
" Edw A factywkr r3426 Portola av 
11 Frank O h64:
•* Geo G (Eliz) carp hi625 W 59th 
" Gertrude A (wid E J) h3426 Portola av 
" Gleu II (Muriel) sec-treas Sparkletts Drinking 

Water Corp hi900 Hill dr 
" John A (Marie J) slsmn h2110 Oak 
" John C (Irene) eng h8910 Ashcroft av 
" John P- tilewkr r3426 Portola av 
" L M r807 % N Madison av 
" Lee A (Lillian) slsmn ho 123 Towne av 
" Lela G tchr City Sch rl08 S Gramercy pi 
" Louis (Julia) hl707 W 58tli 
” Omar J office mgr Oraig Movie Supp Co r West 

Los Angeles . -
" Robt IT (Clara. E) carp li6427 Madden av 
" Robt M (Dorothy K) electn h954 S Breed 
" Wm (Bertha) hi205 N Mariposa av 
" Wm H slsmn r75O0 Halldale av

i
•1

S Grand.. av .
Bolero John (Maria) cementwkr h2626 W Av 30 
BOLES, See also Baals 

Ada waiter hl244 S Lake t ■
Annabelle sten h220 S Catalina 

’ Berdena Mrs musician hi 611 N Hudson av..
' Dorothy Mrs r2025 Griffith Park blvd .. .
' Earl emp L A Shoe Mfg Co r4056% S Main 
' Eug R caretaker County Health Dept r ; Sail 

Fernando ■
1 Fannie T Mrs rl345% W 38th .
' Fred W h735 S Lake 
' Geo C r906 W 97th 
' Geo C jr r906 W 47th 
’ Geo M 1j90G W 47th 
' Gertrude A- Mrs slswn 111007 N Ogden dr 
' Glen R actor t4031 Verdugo 
' Grace E elk 1-4228 S Nmdie av 
' H F slsmn G A Huddleston 
1 Harry T instr-Natl Schools hl345% W 38th 
' Harry W (Bessie) bldg contr hi 18 N Crescent 

Hts blvd
' Hattie smstrs rll56 N Kingsley dr 
1 Hazel M h2622 Brighton av 
' Helen F sten Union Oil Co rl745 N Alvarado 
1 Henry (Ruth) chauf h5449 _ Va Virginia av 
1 Jas W (Mary) stediowkr hi539 Gordon _
' John (Anna) porter r!235 S New Hampshire
1 John B (Ruth) li533 0 4th av
' Jos (Edith M) electn li2521 W 3d
1 L C h444 S Burlington av
' M Evelyn elk rlo49 % Commonwealth
1 M Josephine 1-1007 N Ogden dr
1 Mary Mrs drsmkr hi745 N Alvarado .
' Mary (wid G II) h6022 Romaine

ii
n i

i
i

M
'I

1

11
ities r.161 S

Hobart blvd

" Maurice C (Marguerite) creditmn Bway Dept.
Store h412 Cloverdale av 

" May Mrs ho901 S Los Angeles 
" Virginia (wid A E) li3550 Fletcher dr .
" Walter E utilitymn Genl IIosp v Compton ■
" Walter G (Alberta) slsmn r4l51 Denker av 
" Wm J clo clnr rl0318 Ilona av 
" Yvonne V tel opr rlOOT N Ogden dr 
Bolesworth Wm (Aileen A) li3 631 W 62d 
Boley Douglas A (Leola.) auto pntr r4257 S 

Grand av
" Emily (wid Henry) h315 W 38 th 
" Fred inspr r2208 S Union av .
" Geo i*5310 S Nmdie av 
" Geo W r10905 Avalon blvd 
" Harry r5310 S Nmdie av 
" Harry (Eleanor) h5310 S Nmdie av 
11 I-Ierbt F rl0905 Avalon blvd , ,
" Jos A (Agnes) chtmkr hl0905 Avalon blvd 
" May M (wid Edw) tchr h2208 S Union av 
" Minnie M (wid H E) lil739 W 41st 
11 Ralph A auto mech h315 W 38th 
" Ralph O (Doris) driver r31o W 30th 
" Ray A elk r315 W 38th 
" Victoria Mrs h2637 Loosmore 
" Wm r5310 S Nmdie av 
" Wilson h!477 Shenandoah 
Boleyn Dana G (Lura I-Taydon) tchr lil940 S 

Union av
Bolgan Stanley lah hi022 S Flower 
Bolgar Harry r205 S Figra 
Bolgard Herbt G elk hSl9 E 110th 
Bolger Danl braider h5014 Wall 
" David F rl418 Connecticut 
" Eliz A elk r750 E 110th ,
" Jas sec to Chief of Police h772i Halldale av 
" John A tailor Desmond’s r No Hollywood 
" Jos II elev opr Genl IIosp rll41 E 71st 
" Kath sten Bank of Am 1-4629 De Longpre av 
" Leo braider 1-5014 Wall
" I.eo R (Eliz) field sec Bd of Supervisors li5210 

La Roda av .
" Lucille seC Henry Schaeffer jr r Monrovia 
" Walter H h433 N Westlake av 
Bolgiano Clara M (wid R B) r525 N Nmdie av 
" Roland J (Alise) radio techn h656 Robinson 
Bolgo Sami (Filomena) hi22% W 53d 
Bolian Elise Mrs hi010 Ingraham 
Boliche Albt .ian r2657 Brighton av 
Bolick Ella Mrs h2269 % Glendale blvd 
B olie a.u J as (Agnes A) m ach h 62 6 W 41 st 
" Marvin A (Geraldine A) slsmn b.603 W 61st 
Bolier Dave sis mgr Frost & French r No Holly

wood „ „
Bolieu Ellen F (wid John) li414 S Serrano a.v
BOLIN, See also Bolen
" Bertha lab hi546 AV 11th pi
" Cordelia Mrs h6557 3d av
" Cornelius E (Hattie E) h2512 Buckingham rd
" Edith Mrs elk hllOC Gower
" Eric E (Carol R) elk SFNBank r2117 Balsam
11 Evelyn li4601 Simset blvd
" Flovd W (Evelyn E) lisemn h5232 Hub
" H Bradford litho r721 W 81st
" Harry B (Maybelle M) police hl25. AV 73d
" Harry C (Mary E) signs 5919 N Figra ■
" Harry W in chge State Dept of Public Wks 

(Div of Architecture) r Glendale 
" Herbt (Lula) cond SPCo h3134 Cliaucer 
" Ida Mrs waiter hi636% AV 69tli 
" J LaMar (Joy) asst hr mgr Caler Gro Co 

h.634% N Orange dr .
" J Ralph (Aneita) gas sta 8500 Sta Monica 

blvd b.841 N Sycamore av 
" John E (Nettie) millmn li721 AA7 81st 
" Kath I tchr City Sch h2 850 Francis av 
" Martha E .(wid W H) li212 AV 109th 
" Martin F sign pntr r721 AV 81st 
" Raymond L (Bessie) mech 1x1428 Vz Lake Shore 
" Sarah J Indy wkr r691 S Burlington av 
" Sophie M slswn J W Robinson Co r AArest Los 

Angeles
» Sven ID (Lillian) mtlwkr h4519 E 6th 
" Willard S (Dorothy) mech Frazier-AVright Co 

hi927 LaSalle av
Boline Bess sten h410% S Alvarado 
11 Clifford AV (Donna) repnnn SCTCo hl423 

12 th av
" Lillian sten SCECo r410% S Alvarado 
" -Mina, sten li410 % S Alvarado 
Boliner Louise smstrs r959 Fedora 
Boling Ouma. ,h85 4 S Oxford av 
" Danita E elk Pac Mut Life Ins Co r Beverly 

Hills
" Earl F (Dorothy N) elk lil354 Wright av 
" Harley elk hl243 S Mariposa av 
" Harold A (Doris) chauf hi457 AV 55th

Howard V chiropractor 2033 AV 7tli R 1 r 
Glendale

" Julia (wid Jas) hl852 W 49tli 
" Lurana E rl354 Wright av 
" Lurana N (wid O F) rl354 Wright av 
" AVm J (Maxine) plmbr h416 % S Burlington

ii

ii
ii

M1? II
MII

II

I
11

1

1

II

1 St Paul av
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(CONT'D) LOS ANGELES90046 90046 90036 90019 90019
1019 Rotter Betty ...
1021
-1 Silverman Mabel.
-4 Aisley Mark........
-6 Orzech Sally........
-6 Orzech Bernard ..
-8 Levy Moshe..........
-9 Craith Michael...

1022
-1 Melnikova Janna .
-2 Voskov Yuri........
-3 Goldfarb Morris..
-4 Goreshnik Yanina
-5 Gordon L ..............
-6 Bochkur Marat...
-7 Voskoboynik Leya
-8 Wiener J..............
-9 Karan Tsyra........
-10 Sorkin R R ...

1029 Kagan Roman 
1029V* Fiks
1030
-101 Velicu Radu...............
-103 Morimoto Minoru___
-104 Ocneanu Cornel..........
-106 Martin Matthew........
-107 Beavers Mary Thomas
-108 Carter Stuart J.........
-202 Gordon Yetta.............
-203 Pecalok Oscar...........
-206 Fridman Adil;............

654-1243 1234 (Cont'd)
-8 Barlin S.................

1235
-4 Parris P J..............
-5 Chayot Eran..........

1237
-4 Wood Judy Alicia . 
-6 Carnabuci Jos C... 
-8 Harding Ellerine .. 

1240 Miller Matthew F

585 Cho Chung Lin,,...
586 Hamburger M J___
588 Rees Linda.............
589 Harkins Geo B........
716 Willingham Scott D
718V* Sands Jerry........
720 Foster Jos R.........
722 Binswanger Ben ... 
722V* Williams Otis D . 
726 Quintana Martha ..
726 Field Bettye A___
728 Wolf Harold...........
736 Campanaro P I____
738 Netkin Hal.............

936- 6471 
.939-9597
937- 6890 
939-0906
938- 6956 
931-1006 
,935-0160 
931-7653 
.937-4650 
933-1468
935- 4134
936- 5389 
936-2814 
936-7467

1074 Hahn Brent ........
1074V* Tweed I M....
1077 Rouse Chas........
1078 Robin Marlene ..
1079 Machu Marcel...
1080 Collins John __
1080V* Lerian Darryl .
1085 Prince B.............
1097 Deneroff L.........
1099 Eberhardt Marc G

938- 7986 
931-7991
939- 3048 
939-4448 
.939-0206
935- 3558 
939-6197
936- 2229 
934-7019 
938-8347

1103 Warnakulasuriya Sugath ...939-4840
1110 Sharp Nola C ............
1111
-1 Cranis Alan...................

1115
-2 Gordon Donald.............

1116 Kader Don Sheldon L
1118 Krasney Norman........
1206 Hardson A................
1208 Aldridge Jack Mrs ...
1208 Aldridge Thelma Mrs

1627 Talley G Jr ....
1643 Falken M..........
1647 Brown J W Rev.
1650 Pichardo Estella
1662 Freeman C........
1707 Terry Arthur M .
1712 White Roland & James E...931-5472

934- 6865 
271-5031 
936-6021 
931-8645
935- 2807 
938-1446
935- 6894 
934-3076
936- 3819
934- 6388
938- 9462
935- 9146
939- 6790

937- 5726 
931-0526 
939-0563
938- 3225 
935-7224 
931-5114

656-9345
CcpTinu A
ORANGE GROVE - ORCHARD

..654-9640

..656-8808

..654-2793

..654-2976

..654-6375

..654-6519

285
650-6717
654-0824

.656-5690
,656-5685
,650-1820
,656-9112

ORCHARD AV (CONT'D) 900071726 Cohen Sol ...............
1726 Cohen Frances ........
1733 Spigner Chas H........
1762 West L C.................
1772 Leathers Walter L.. 
1777 Washington Clarence 
1781 McDowell Gregory R 
1800 Buckman Raymond J
1817 Pierce Harvey...........
1819 Haley LR.................
1829 Berry Annette...........
1845 Whittle Lonnie........
1846 Washington Gina ... 
1855 BUSINESS

.654-7671

.656-3561

.654-8438

.656-0719
,654-3546
.$56-0597
.654-2772
654-7818
,656-0762
656-2970
,654-1743
,654-8148

2626
-1 Whitney Steven.................

2626
-3 Zhang Hue Hai...................

2627
-7 Salcedo Martin.................

2631 McCollum Mercia...........
2640 Burke Tillie............. ..
2644V* Maya Ma Prem...........
2647 BUCHANAN CIRCLE B

RANCH INC.................
2647 BUCHANAN LUMBER &

BUILDING.....................
2647 BUCHANAN

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
PRESS ........................

2647 BUCHANAN FOR
PRESIDENT.................

2647 BUCKY BUCHANAN’S 
UNIVERSAL LIFE
MISSIONARY................

2647 BUCHANAN’S ROOMING 
HOUSE .........................

1242 746-8151
-2 Segev Amit....................
-4 Nastarin Homayoun__

1244
-1 Ames R .................
-2 Drake K R.......................

1244V* Pointer John W W..
1246
-1 Richards Liza Susan ....

1247
-102 Shapershteyn Semyon 
-103 Kosovsky Rafail & Kalma .656-7640 

650-2161 
650-0389 
654-0463 
650-0546 
654-9466 
650-4869 
650-8655 
656-4164 
656-1588 
654-5123 
654-5604

..654-0275

..654-1346
935-5185

749-3901
857-1354

656-0450
654-8014
656-5655

742 734-4966
732-1028
747-6848
746-1684

-3 Haddad David...
744 Blake Karyn___
744V* Tramti Jos... 
746V* Rubin Wm ...
746 V* Kay P J........ ..
754V* Gonzalez Alex
756 Hood G P ..........
806 Solooko Naum..

933-2219
931-5749
931-2804
936-8884
936-9516
931-3811
935-9785
935-9775

932- 8131 
936-1719
933- 1927 
933-1638 
936-9682 
939-6506

650-7438
735-5553Arkady 656-3652

1209 735-5553COMMUNICATIONS
1860 Martin Dwight Sr..
1865 Stewart Leo Ruth .
1866 Williams Fred........
1870 Hansen Ron ______

,933-0069
.939-7569
,936-4410
,933-3273
,934-1963

90006
,389-7196
389-8869

656-8911 
654-4000 
656-7427 
656-7259 
656-1188 
654-4430 
654-4753 
654-0394 
654-0867

-209 Marlowe Beatrice Mrs___654-6015
654-0168 
656-4393 
656-1279 
656-7402 
656-7906

-106 Miretsky David ... 
-202 Lomazov Boris ... 
-204 Scheinbaum Yetta 
-206 Gelfand Pavel .... 
-207 Kogosov Yefim ... 
-208 Kacherov Mikhail. 
-304 Tsimmerman Bella
-307 Solodka Gita.......
-308 Delman Harry__

1248 Farmer Mark A___
1252V* Mingay DC..... 
1254
-1 Ellis W .....................
-2 Stratton Norman H Jr
-4 Rovelto Jon .............

1308 
1315 
1318

-1 Winer Bella.............
-3 Ecarma Arminda.......
-4 Miller Geo...................

1213
-1 Rushiddin CL.............
-5 Dearborn L...........

1214 Rier John P.............
1216 Drown Ruth Lee__
1217
-2 Haugabook Deborah 0
-5 Price M J.....................
-7 Garrison Raymond T..

1218 Campbell Debbi ....
1221 Anderson Carol........
1222
-2 Jones EL...................
-2 Jones Carol.................
-6 Hamilton Frances___

1223 Carter DA...............
1225 Hobbs Janie.............
1226V* Bruce Patricia G .
1227 Williams Harry M ..
1229 Spell Archie .......
1232 O'Sullivan Catherine
1237 Newman Jack Mrs..
1238 Mandell Harold........
1240 Louza Betty..............
1242 Coleman Vernon___
1243 Sykes Knoyme........
1248 Allen Sally R .........
1250 Kerzner Sam...........
1254 Miller Jas A ...........
1259 Coen Tessie...
1303 Mayer Sidney .
1307 Barnett Drew .
1307 Barnett Murray.......  ,........
1322 Wagner Donald D & Shelly

:.936-6819 
..938-9061 
..933-1463

806
-3 Wolowski Hilda ...
-4B Gitis E..............i.

812 Stone M C ............
812V* Mirkin Morris L 
814V* Dirnfield Sidney 
815 Braunstein 8ill ... 
818 Shub Isidore .....

933-3465
938- 5894
939- 3679 
936-9521 
936-8533 
933-2016 
933-9959

735-5553

934-9797
931-7018
933-3542
936-0730

735-5553ORCHARD AV
1308 FRATERNAL CENTER ..
1308 Glaum Bernard.............
1308 CUBANO DE PERSONAS 

MAYORES .................
1331 Soto Maria...................
1337 Torres Pastora.............
1411 Alvarez Angela B.........
1415
-UPPR Figueroa Jaime Lionel .. .385-6944

1419 Kaufman Myer G..................382-3166
1425 Miller Gertrude......................383-1623
1517 Mesa Isabel ............... 386-6359
1626 MAGNOLIA AVE

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL .. .748-6281
748- 5812 
747-1574
749- 3741
747- 8478
748- 3830 
747-2637

735-5553

933- 0684
934- 1706
933- 3613 
936-1210
934- 9782

819 735-5553-302 Einbund M .........
-303 Mine Dave.........
-305 Stoltz Eric..........
-306 Gordon Harold M 
-307 Italiano Anthony 

1036
-2 Barrios Louis.........
-4 Estryn Rachel......
-6 Ruben E ...................
-7 Willis John B.........

1042
-2 Ylakam Moshe........
-3 Kacher Josif............
-5 Cohen Herbert........
-6 Nuristani Omai ___
-7 Gazdowicz Laszlo ..

1044
-103 Moreno Jose D ..
-104 Sunyogh El J___
-204 Cohen Julius ___

1050
-6 Holguin Cesar.........

1059V* Szekely Joe__
1118 NATIONAL NEON 

PRODUCTS .....
1118 NATIONAL NEON

PRODUCTS ........
1128 Brooks Arthur Mrs 
1128 FOUNTAIN DAY & NURSERY 

SCHOOL...............  ......

-1 Richey William & Esther __ 931-5265
939-1263 
938-0385 
933-3747

2647480-8327
738-7021
389-9016
388-9042

-4 Whales G... 
-6 Cohen Meyer 
-7 Kremen R ..

-1 BUCHANAN WALTER R FOR 
MAYOR .................  .......

2648 Sankitts Ernesto L ..........
2651
-1 Mosiane Kenneth.................

2654 Sediawan Bambang.........

650-9575 
650-3988 
650-6704 
874-0898 
851-4805 
876-0534 
876-2976 
851-5492 
851-8869 
851-4891 
874-0752 
851-7733 
876-0133 
874-6132 
851-3091 
876-5044 
876-0244 
876-2351 
876-0351 
876-0213 

RICHARD THE THREAD ... .874-1116 
876-1038 
876-7058 
876-4854 
874-7757 
850-0422 
874-5001 
876-2963 
874-1467 
876-4754 
876-9434 
652-4504

735-5553
747-3712

823
Krueger Ron ___
Zimmerman P ... 
Katz Allen M.... 
Katz Michael ... 
Nomikos Maria..
Bard Gerald........
STEIN HARRY ...
Rhea Craig.........
Cutcliffe John... 
Talkington Ray M 

HOLLYWOOD

.933-9943

.935-0045

.936-9196

.938-4378

.938-8592

.930-1479

.930-2223

.936-7344

.939-3065

.933-4239

.936-5439

.857-0014

.932-1512

.934-3388

.930-0707

.933-6309

.933-2903

.935-5129

.276-3094

.935-7894

.939-4418

-A Handel B 939-1746 .735-8852
.747-7907...650-5804 

...656-2965 

...656-6367 
,. .656-0380

...654-0570

...656-1874

...650-7134

...656-4674

...656-7629

824
-9 Collins 8etty Lou
-16 Katz Sara........
-17 Gelb F..............

933-7646
936-4931
933-5342

2656
1318 -3 Shepard Winnifred 

2663 Fowler Joella G 
2663 ORCHARD GUEST HOUSE .737-9389 
2666V* Whitt Rachel L ...
2666V* Guzman Mark David 
2666V* Wright Minturn ...
2667
-3 Wang Xiao...................
-5 Ruiz Jose.......................
-6 Mejia Sonia E.............

2671
-4 Gonzalez Maria R........

2703
-1 Belayneh Mesfin____

2705V* Lockhart Ruthie M 
2709
-2 Creager Todd D............
-3 Armstrong David B___

2711 Winkenhower Lawrence ... .732-1964 
.733-4853 
.733-6465

748-3133
733-82681329

1329 825
1338 -B Alweiss Minnie 939-0812 746-8764

746-6525
748-6079

1705 Hernandez Maxima ..
1707 Gutierrez Elio M.......
-1714 Garcia Elba...............
1716 Castarrica Josefina , 
1720 Esquer Francisco...,
1724 Basto Jose Lopez__
1725
-2 Ramirez Wm Lopez....

1727
-1 Escalon Dionisio.........
-2 Jasso Alejandro...........

1728 Vasquez Juan Isidro ,
1733 Sandoval Cristina ...
1734 Lopez Alberto A.......
1735 .
-1 Rodriguez Julio C.......
-2 Lamus Rene .................

1737 Andro Ernest_______
1738V* Nataren Alejandro. 
1738V* Edmonds Adriene G
1742V* Arroyo Lola...........
1743
-4 Barahona Percy H........
-6 Rodriguez Ana Norma .

1749
-1 Hur Young.....................
-2 Nitsch Dagmar.............

1750 Page Lucian W.........
1751 '
-1 Acevedo Elia...............

1756 Shahoumian Avetik ..
1756 Rodriguez Blanca__
1762 Jackson Maria E___
1801 Martinez Juana F___
1802V* Enciso Agustin___
1803
-2 Carias Jose A...............
-3 Gallardo Dora A _____

1343 830
1350 -5 Meyer Ken..............

-6 Zouhire Rose Mrs . 
-8 Teitelbaum Herman

931-9946
939-9092
938-9027

1356
OH1357 731-5537

731-9643
733-5110

1363 Gabriel Larry ... 
Schirmer Gustave 
Sayre Jeffrey ...
Lamkie Wm........
Valk L ...........
Phibes Anton___

834
654-2459
654-7907
,656-7410

1403 -6 Bouche Bruce & Mary Jane . .933-4479
835 Fisher R ........................,
839 Joseph David & Garry ..
841 Joseph Elias.................
841 Joseph Elias.................

1407 939-0776
939-7863
857-0709
931-8397

746-9702
1408 732-3041
1414 748- 5658 

747-4041 
744-1906
749- 1752 
749-3668

654-1927
656-0415

1428 735-5623
733-45911433 900

1434 Hyman Milton M.............
Phillips Makran.............
Maher Wm.......................
Neuwirth Franc .............
Wells Ralph ................... .
Massey Gerald H............
Field Sidney T ................
Phillips Marshal A.........
Harp Wm.........................
QuickelX S.....................
Ramsey Theole...............
CARRON JEFF 

ORCHESTRAS &
ENTERTAINMENT........

CARLTON BETTY............
Carlton Betty.................
Machado Anthony Capt &
Marie T .........................

Machado A J................... .
CINESCENE INC ............
Barber Hugh E.................
Smith Lewis G...............
Evans Norman R.............
Scofield Edw .................
Mankofsky Isidore...........
Johnston H G.....................
Edens Mark E................. .
Kerr Raymond J ...................876-6848

874-1010 
851-0628 
874-6776 
876-0342 
850-5607

-101 Streit Murray ..
-202 Ferrone Robt...
-203 Yeruski S..........
-204 Kibbons Gary...

906 Pfeffer T L..........
906V* Marshall John S 
908V* Schmidt Stephen 
912V* Polizzi Anita...
916 Adams R...............
916V* Adams Lillian ..
918V* Akerman Bill...
920V* Bowker David A
922 Rana H .................
922V* Nelson Gail ....
924 Liberman Carl___
928
-2 Weinstein Suzy.......................857-0317

930V* Zarkades Bill & Carmen .. .937-2402 
933-3802 
933-2627

.936-2488

.931-8786

.936-7057

.937-6177

.938-9073

.934-6328

.938-9499

.934-3750

.938-6830

.857-0287

.931-2853

.936-6705

.934-9660

.934-9995

.931-3775

656-5496 1437 735-8649
733-82041438

656-6501
654-8088

1517 748-4990
748-6246
748- 0567
749- 4338
747- 1540
748- 6852

A1518 938-3226
931-8666

2711 Robinson Jeff___
2711 Goossen Greg A ..
2717
-1 Lee Ming Jeng........
-2 Chang Ruey Jiaun ..
-3 Green Victor..........
-6 Moessen Bruce.......
-8 Weller Michelle R..
-9 Chang Chi-Ray........
-11 Momand Brigida M
-12 Sakai Laura..........
-14 Chang Kuang T ...
-16 Tsay Cherngyeuan 
-17 Kapadia Hemant M
-21 Kao Annette..........

2726 Moran Jaime F ...
2728 Cruz Juana...........
2801 Lin Yueh-Yuan ...
2801
-2 Jeon Ho-In..............
-3 Ghosh Joydeep.......
-8 Kompella Kireeti...
-9 Sanders Dolly A___
-1A Choi Heung Yeol........... .735-2894

...734-2811 

...735-7650 

...737-1871 

...735-2902 

...735-2906 

...735-2927 

...735-2932 

...735-7635 

...735-7654 

...731-0829 

...733-9030 
,,,747-4746 
..747-8555

13231524 Burton Mark...................
GARCIA BOARD & CARE 
HOME..........................

Crump Diane E..............
Sago O'Karra 11................
Taylor Pauline...............

654-8958 13281533
1144 1542 931- 0681

932- 8042
933- 1080 
935-6249

..737-2013 

..731-4538 

..733-4353 

..737-2411 

..731-7851 

..737-4496 

..735-6628 
..732-4574 
..735-4473 
..732-1284 
..735-3428 
. .734-5133 
..746-9636 
..746-0738 
..735-2921

-4 Lynn Jay.....................
-7 Ball Rod .....................
-8 Tatlman Irving L........
-10 Willinger Julius ....
-11 Hansen Svend...........
-12 Moen Danielle H ..,.
-15 Mizrahi Haim............

1147 Smith Jas J.............
1152 Izzo Anna ...............
1154V* Cerbo N & S ____
1156 Huppenthal Jas I___
1158 Walters Robt Leland

656-1148
650-7071
654-9592
654-9673
654-2518
656-3920
656-8738
656-6805
656-9255
,650-1347
,656-2982
.650-0847

1542 1329 
1342 
1345
1348
-4 Estes Edsel C ...........

1349
-1 Andrews Joy.............
-2 Dunson Leroy H........
-4 McGee Gerald............

1354
-2 Ewell Steven B........
-5 Whittle Ed...............

1414
-1 Gomillion Lizzie M ..
-7 Tadesse Derege........
-9 Tadesse Mengistu ...
-10 Bates Easter ____

1420
-2 Merriweather Clifton 
-8 Ater Georgia ............

1551
1556 747-1984

749-69571600
936-6542

876-1600
874-0044
,874-1244

748-3924
748- 5870
749- 6810

1601 .937-1628
.933-6182
.937-6242

1601
1617

876-0044
876-0048
850-6811
876-3899
874-1346
876-4113
652-8860
876-0429
874-9270
876-1578

.746-7409

.748-0529

.748-6155

.748-3632

.747-6813

.749-0829

1617 937- 5179
938- 3497

934 Landgraf John P 
936 Durham Andrew1627

1162 1632 938
-1 Simpson Armand B .........
-3 GEROE STEPHEN TRAVEL 

BUREAU........................
-3 Geroe Stephen.................

656-5503 1633 936-4819
938-5462
932-0764
936-5333

-2 Meisler B 934-4177
1643

ORANGE GROVE AV S 90019..650-1598 
..656-6809

-5 Rado Bela Dr & Gabriella___656-7787
650-0B98

1165V* Sanders Kim J................. 656-5565
1165% Hughes Michael .
1167V* Richards Paul ...
1170 Anderson Jas.........
1171 Coleman M ...........
1200 Marlow David.......
1201
-107 Myers Helen I____
-201 Shamis Reiza........

. -206 Packard Stephen .
-207 Craig Larry.........
-301 Giterman Dawn ...
-306 Merrick Sam........

1202 Shipley David R ...
1206
-A Hirsch Patricia ____
-B Sherry Mildred.........

1207 Raggio RoryJ........
1209 L A SONGWRITERS 

SHOWCASE THE .

1706 735-2896
735-2897
735-2915
735-2917

1734 748-8186
748- 2567

1804 Loya Cleotelde & Oscar___748-5296
1806V* Quezada Martin............... 747-3780

749- 3795

1015 GRAND RETIREMENT 
HOTEL......... . ........

1761
-8 Dekhtyar Abram 933-82711761 936-1081 

936-2048
-9 Fagelson Albert A...................931-5206

1426 McCluskey Florence 
1426
-1 Anthony Robt J.........
-4 Saltzman Kenneth__
-6 Haimsohn Louis J___

1430V* House Lemmie Ray 
1436V* Spears Deramus..
1439V* Daniel MR .........
1440 Massengale Artie...
1440V* Owens Regina__
1441V* Ralph Chester__
1442V* Kleinman Paul ...
1450 Williams Diane B ..

1015
-2 Weinstein Lillian .... 
-5 Sonenshine Lillian ...
-16 Gordon L ....................

1018 Brown S...................
1021
-1 Menveg Don R...........

1022V* Kristee P.............
1024 Metzger George R ..
1025
-201 Silvey T.................
-202 Thomas R A...........

1026
-3 Kremanetzky Anna ... 
-4 Sternberg D ...............
-6 JONES J ...................

1031
-101 Epstein David W... 
-103 Salazar Guillermo .
-201 Bern Morris...........
-204 Gordon A ...............

1032
-4 Gerstler T...................

1039
-1 Karpowicz Antoni .,.. 

1039V* Krasinski Stafania
1040
-1 Lewis L V Jr...............
-3 Lewis L V Sr .............

1045 Schalter John.........
1046 Solomon Alex..........

1767
.650-0996
.656-2067
.654-6451
.656-6380
.650-6921

938- 5356
939- 2213 
934-6516 
937-3396

1784 Williams P ........
1784V* Butler Mary...
1785 Swartz Richard A 
17B8 Emquies Salomon 
1790 Jankey HLes....

-12 Ozdemir Nihat........
-18 Shyu Shiow-Chen .. 
-20 Watters Catherine .
-5B Park Hyoung...........
-6B Braganza Carl........
-13A Wei Yi-Hsiu..........
-15B Tsai Yu-Chen — 
-16B Bennett Mary Beth 
-19B McBroom Warren . 

2807 Hickox Sharon A .. 
2807 Hickox Sharon A .. 
2824 Romero Sergio___
2826 Chaves Juan...........
2827
-1 Scott Stuart B......... .
-2 Velasquez Catalina ..
-3 Romero Jorge A.........
-5 Hernandez Carlos __
-8 Lopez Luz Del Carmen

2828 
2830 
3115 
3115 
3115 
3115 
3115 
3115 
3115 
3115 
3115 
3115

1811 Navarro Victor. 
1813
-1 Rodriguez Maria . 
-2 Castellon Vicente 
-3 Garcia Claudia M 
-6 Mateo Blanca D..

931-7487
747-7536
747- 7636
748- 1699 
746-8405

1814V* Rodas Jose Edilfredo___747-9497
1B14V* Mazariegos Augusto 
1816 Sanchez Maria Angelica ...747-8275
1823
-3 Ceron Juan .................
-4 Pineda Ana Silvia___
-5 Morales Ana...............

1824 Kazsimer Julius___
1831 Bidal Jose David ...
1833
-5 Martinez Jose G.........

1834 Barahona Rafael ...
1834V* Alonzo Domitila N

936-8504
,936-8869
,934-1488
.939-0112
936-1725
933- 6069 
.935-8375
934- 7573 
931-2104 
936-3279
935- 1472

939-3964
938-6739
936-3655

ORANGE GROVE AV S 90036...656-0245
...654-5785
...650-0100
,..654-1302
,...656-8578
,...656-1202
,...656-4971

746-9208
331 Waters Frank J........
332 Toyne David .............
334 Stradley M.................
335 Murphy R K...............
336 Hawkins Vivian E....
337 Smith L C...................
339 Mac Dougall Teal Mrs 
341 Ratka Alex J........
346 Budman Adele...........
349 Madson Leonard........
353 Becker Irv & Peggy ..
354 Fairfax Robt E..........
355 Prater L D.................
356 Grams Bill E..............
400 Taber Wm J...............
401 Curran Raymond J ...
404 Baroukh J..................

..936-3775

..936-2929

..936-7306

..935-5354

..935-7691

..935-2767

..931-9024

..934-8142
.935-6763

,.933-0523
,.939-7171
,.931-7831
,.939-6432
,.935-1975
,.931-9275
,.938-9901
,.936-2720

939-7013
933-8743 747- 0730

748- 6127 
748-9814 
747-8396 
747-2752

.934-5105

.936-0281

.934-4257...654-9083
...654-6009
...650-0254

1451 ..734-3202 
..735-3763 
..732-8879 
..731-7859 
..734-5552 
..748-5174 
..747-3571 
..732-5487 
..733-2046 
..734-7318 
..734-8576 
..735-1772 
..735-1919 
..735-1920 
..735-1949 
..735-1967 
..735-1970 
..735-1986 
..735-1987 
..735-2265 
..735-2358 
..735-2795 
..735-2797 
..735-3809 
..735-3827 
..735-3833 
..735-3834 
. .735-4328 
..735-4331 
..735-4403 
..735-4646 
..735-4647 
..735-5206 
..735-5301 
..735-5527 
.,735-5537 

Tanguilig Terry Raymund ,.735-5538 
735-6525 
735-6555 
735-8305 
735-8350 
735-8509 
735-8539

-3 Meadows Andre ......
-5 Smith Curtis M ..........

1502
-3 Mgbafilike Alice........

1508
-2 Welch A .....................
-5 Moore Johnny..............
-6 Phillips Tony.............

1513 Anderson Derrick ...
1514
-2 Ellis George...............
-6 Deshazer EC.............

1515 Innis Ethel V..........
1518 Gordon Ian F...........
1522 Bradley Elizabeth .. 
1527V* Clements Lenora . 
1529 Blackmon Jacqueline

Thompson .............
1531 Williams Lynda___
1532 Jones Anthony........
1536
-4 Crosse K.....................

1537 Barnes Mary E Mrs . 
1540
-6 Newman L...................

1547
-2 Ford Chris...................

1550V* Smith Daryl H.... 
1556
-2 Ward D .......................
-3 Preacely Tracy..........

1562 West Willie J.;....
1562 West Marguerite ...
1563
-4 Head G.........................
-6 Mason Marcus...........

1568 Ivory Melvin L........
1569 Wilson Darien.........
1602 Calhoun Adgerean .. 
1610 Holbrook Yvonne ...
1616 Cooper Eva ........
1617 Handtn Wm.........

933-4062
933-0477.939-0329

.937-3185

.931-5428

.939-0427

741-9968
747- 5016
748- 6670654-1666 939-5133

1210
-1 Kaveckas Lawrence ...
-5 Robins Williams M___

1211
-5 Page Byron...................

1215
-1 Lerch Perec ................
-6 Moore Eugene Shulamit
-7 Sandler Mary...............
-8 Gallegos Art.................

1216
-1 Wildbaum Mary Lou...
-2 Santizo Mario.............
-3 Moss M ................. .......
-6 Weiner R.......................
-7 Rafowicz Abram ......
-8 Bialle David.................

1220 VERDERY & LEE........
,1220 Smith Robt C ............
1221 Aboucaya Caroil___
1223 Somers Stanley........
1224
-2 Rea Jos.........................
-5 Finkle Timothy_____
-5 Christy Jas T............

1232
-1 Medlinsky Selig...........
-4 Mitchnick David.........
-6 Kaminskey S ...............

1233
. -1 Mullins DM.................
-2 Roubicek M................. .
-6 Zitman Judy.................

1234
-2 Schwartz Philip & Celia
-3 Maclsaac Murdoch___
-4 Kertz Herman...............
-6 Friedman Freda............

Johnson Otis.............
Mendez Rafael.........
Gordon Radene.........
Caligiuri David Frank
Bachus Kevin............
Reeves Lynne...........
Richardson Sera ........
Milstein Hugh...........
Habib Rida.................
Greene Michael T ...
Radlein Barbara........
Oslick Harvey R........
Min Kellet.................
Ho Christine .............
Rhee Harry ...............
Book John .................
Runyan Jeff...............
Hereford Ruth...........
Garza Vince .............
Thompson Nicole__
Sarni Mark ...............
Spence Mick .............
Chin Connie...............
Choi Yun-Ho ..,........
Ransford Todd.........
Levine Josh...............
Suzuki Ayumi...........
Roney Dennis______
Washington Carl__
Lee Kwanpok John .. 
Sanchez Christina A .

ORCHARD AV656-4843
656-3520

90007939-4317
934-5473
,935-0485
,938-1231

930-0115
747-7480
747- 2268 
749-2690
748- 1238 
747-1717
749- 8990

1915V* Rivera Bella V........
1916 Fonseca Isabel...........
1921 Kanai Fukuei ..............
1930V* Reyes Ciriaco.........
1935 Melgar S.....................
1936 Cortes Martha ...........
1937V* Garcia Maria delos

Angeles .................
1939 Rodriguez Elda I........
1941
-4 Chong Kyong .................
-6 VanderBorgh Matthew C

1946 Escobar Carmen.........
2009 Garcia Arnoldo S........
2009V* Velasco Juan M__
2019
-1 Auyeung Ho Yick............
-3 Garcia Arnulfo T............

2130 Bridgeforth George ...
2605 Daye D.........................
2607 Preuitt James.............
2620
-4 Roh In-Sup.....................
-5 Chang Tae Ik.................
-8 Kim Kum-Hy..................
-10 Mensah Kwaku A ........
-15 Arnold Irma B ............

2622 Havashy Imre E Rev .. 
2622
-1 Tan Anthony......... .........

2623
-1 Cerna Luis.......................
-2 Hernandez Teodora........
-4 Sepulvida Guillermo___

2624 Holloway Iliff .......

650-7318 934-1416
936-3866

654-7748
,656-4969
656-5028
656-3039

405 857-0524
,937-4916
936-9837
933- 3253 
931-5574
934- 5047

-62 Small Everett T........
406 Smith A A.................
409 Garst J B Dr .............
411 Me Closkey M D........
414 Rose L.........................
419 Frayne Natalie...........
420 Burkett Brice B ........
429 Mel Is Warren .............
429 Mallinger Leon...........
502 Peters Bertha Mrs__
505 Butt G K.......................
506 Cummings Edw G.......
508 Willett B D.................
510 Holleran Walter M MD 
512 Wachsman Wm Philip, 
515 Garrido Jose & Wendy
518 Gattuso John C ______
520 Hurlbut C N...............
523 Lillard Susan.............
526 Cusack Victor A.........
528 Jared PA...................
529 Fleischer Richard___
563 Monroe W C Mrs........
566 Meeder Paul L.............
570 Bloomfield L.............
574 Qvale Paul___
576 Fosnight John B
577 Failner Bertha .......

Laughlin Bradley E ... 
Lund Una .....................

583 Cutting Jennifer _____

...939-4559 

...938-2595 

...938-0067 

...933-6209 

...939-4513 

...934-7373 

...936-3797 

...936-3675 

...938-1470 

...938-1014 

...931-6236 

...933-4002 

...936-7515 

...933-0692 

...931-7337 

...934-4741 

...936-5909 

...936-0561 

...931-4819 

...934-8327 

...935-3182 

...939-7107 

...939-3629 

...939-4956 

...938-2377 

...936-4134 

...936-3885 

.. .933-9807 

...939-6175 

...933-8657 

...931-9841

939-5268
933- 8881
934- 0844 
931-8489 749-0654

746-9182...654-7897 
...654-3805 
...656-7054 
...656-7528 
.;. 650-5798 
...656-5956 
...650-5629 
...654-3696 
...650-1694 
...654-2617

1047
-2 Sharp Albert S........

1049
-4 Kang Song...............

1053
-2 Leaderman Al.........
-3 Nahmias Victor....

1054 Sample Herbert W
1055 Candiotti Amada .

939-1607 3115
934-5641
933- 4896
934- 6704

747-7844
746- 1430
747- 3872
748- 2729 
748-9730

3115
938-8167 3115

3115
938-0425
934-0845
933-1640
,931-0410

3115
934-6298
931-7015

3115
3115

..747-4603

..747-6866

..746-6708

..734-9385

..734-0713

3115
1055 937-3715 3115
-2 Sedacca A .............

1058 Olivebaum Nessim 
1058V* Weimann Chris.
1059 Charles N.............
1060V* Bassow I.........
1061 Fisher Evelyn J..,
1063 Siegel Bernard ..,
1064 Lambert John G .. 
1067V* Novick M Mrs.. 
1069 Balugo Kali A....

931-7631
939-0455
,935-7058
,938-7535
,938-5667
,934-2593
,939-4613
,932-1861
,935-9527
857-0356

3115
;650-4274
.650-2184
.656-2591

936-5966
936-4753

3115
3115
3115

935-7339
933- 7022
934- 1504 
939-5536

748-6278
746-9660
746- 4661 
748-6650
747- 8652 
747-7977

3115
656-8560
654-2368
654-7413

3115
3115
3115
3115

,656-6048
656-5760
650-0975

937- 8632 
935-0930
938- 5823
934- 3674
939- 6227 
931-7476
935- 8453 
939-0422

3115
1071 3115
-1 Cook C A ......
-2 Parker S ..........
-4 Kirsch Michael; 
-5 Pichard Andre .
-8 Huber K........ ..

1072 Cohen Howard

937- 9439 
936-7748
930- 0996
938- 0271
931- 0794
939- 3760

747-3151 3115 Meinhold Tim ...........
Shaughnessy Daniel P
Zeng Yong Ping........
Fletcher Zoe.............
Koss SG ...................
Innerarity Ava.........

3115
..654-4116
..656-7279
..654-6588
..654-8894

..734-2852

.732-7748

..732-0786

.-.742-0882

3115
578 3115
581 3115

3115

Los Angeles Street Address Directory, 1987, July
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BRAND NEW-ULTRA MODERNThere were 19,167 real 
estate deeds filed in Los An
geles County during April, 
2002 less than in March and 
•122 more than in February, 
according to report by ihe 
Security ■ First National 
Hank’s research department.

The market, it has been 
explained, is spotty, with 
realty activity more brisk in . 
some portions of the county 
than in others.

According to realty price 
report, price levels for new 
housing continue firm. There 
has been a scaling down of 
highly inflated prices for 
some older houses, but there 
has been nothing like a gen
eral sharp slump.

1 \
x

Mia, ** a*

"■*>*.* AState's- Supply 
of Tile Grows

Vast Area's New 
Unit Prepared DUPLEXESV ■ilk teftsRf •

f -

The fourth unit of the total 
of 28,000 acres scheduled for sub
division in Victor Valley by the 
Louis T, Busch Co. has been an
nounced. Marketing of the .new 
unit, composed of one and two- 
acre estates, will begin today, 
with average price o£ acre sites 
announced as $1150.

The subdividing of (be entire 
28,000 acres in the next five years 
is planned, according to the re
port. The first three units of the 
area have been open since last 
February.

t
I X .

|V 1 *!i ?

Availability of clay floor and 
■wall tile in California during the 
first quarter of 1948 soared.To a 
record high of 4,958,000 square 
feet, Verne \V, Boget, West Coast 
advisory "committee member of 
the Tile Council of America, an
nounced. , i •

Of this footage, some 3,919,
000 was manufactured in Cali
fornia, the-rest In eastern plants, 
the announcement stated.

Four bedrooms in each duplex building . , . beautifully deco* ' 
rated interiors ... all large, airy rooms ... extra closets, cup* - 
boards and stoiage space . . . kitchens any housewife would 
be proud to use . . . extra large bathrooms with shower ... 
lawns, shrubbery, incinerators, clothes lines . . . two-car ga
rages . . . and other features that make comfortable living. 
Lots 50x145 feet and larger.

Near schools, stores, churches, shopping center Or trans
portation , . , 10-min. walk from the center of Compton. 1

i

SAL Hi"ssr-i.
*7$

Ifii.V,5jj. u.

IN BEVERLYWOOD—The French Normandy-type dwelling shown above is represent
ative of the charm of the homes being built in the new Country Club tract of Beverly- 
wood. The 60-acre tract is located between Beverly Drive and Hillcrest Country Club. 
Thirty new homes are being built there, it was reported by the Walter H. Leimert Co.

FHA Monthly Payment About $91.33
$90.00

Broker Group Increased
Thirty-eight new members 

were added recently to the mem
bership list of the National In
stitute of Real Estate Brokers, 
bringing the total to 8984.

»»»»XSXV»XVNXXVV\\\ Rent One Side fort

SNEAK PREVIEW!Sm YOUR MONTHLY COST ABOUT $1.33
Wfestmont ,

\ \ 3 Bedroom Homes ^
mi W The** ipaelous, quality homes are as conveniently comfort* VI 
WJ ^ able' a* they are charming. Every model reflects modern skill

HE

N 41 Lovely
3-Bedroom Homes In 

Grand New

I
X le'm t

T 4,500m ... Live As You PleaseliHiiiniimBHH • • Price
Submit Your Down Payment

,*Te Carefree... Casual 
Comfortable

Judge for Yourself

See These Beautiful 
Deluxe New

it;
P

tfo

fo
SAN GABRIEL 
★ MANOR ★

hr loali. Inspect This Fine Income Property Today!

Tract Office on Santa Fe Avenue, One Black North of Olive Street# 
In Compton

W toraelfr'/ieseu
irteVlIand style.

|V Westmont It as fine as any community in California. A whole* 
^ seme environment, model climate and hundreds of leafy giant- 
V walnut trees provide clean beauty. There It no smog or fog.
^ A church, school, playground and park In the development
^ are elaborate and exclusive features.

• hi i;

iFrom Los Angeles drive out Valley 
Blvd. to one block East of Del Mar 
Ave. (adjacent to Boys Market) Tract 
oiiice is 1621 Palm Ave. Only 12 min
utes from L. A. City Hall. .

SEE FOR YOURSELF
the good lumber and excellent work
manship going into your new home. 
Full selection now. Choose yours 
today. Built under strict F. H. A. in
spection, and with low F. H. A. terms. 
Full .price $11,250 to $11,750. Down 
payment from $3100.

WALTER BOLLENBACHER & LOUIS 1. KELT0N i
, Los Angeles Office—9700 W, Pico J

BRadshaw 25491 j

kiill

x 3 Bedroom 
or 2 & Den

111ill

*1000 DOWN 
and

*75 MONTH 
Priced $10,850 ond up

SEE THE MODEL HOMES TODAY

It

X
}

iy

\
Permanent ALL-STEEL BuildingJs AIR

[Jlil

NV »

CONDITIONEDweiMnuTvif
^ . , ( is •li IMS ANGHlV

$
HmOhs iiu

5
ipf

*~1Ht flAtt 

^e TO ItACHH

Pflcinc coAsrnm-.•AIVtT HV6s ffl PER SQ. FT.X - 45 Min. from L.A.
Drive out today.

$
(416* x too ) )S WILMINCtOH 10HC BESHH , In North Hollywood's 

Newest and Finest 
Residential Community

Monthly Payments Only $58.255 LOWER PRICES ON , LARGER UNITS* Direction: lehmaUniriJitSiaUfe 
Iks., ear Heck mlk el Ceriee R et 

Sioti fi. tcoj Buck, Pksat (CoOtcl) 
HrBtuI S itlJ . • -

EXCLUSIVE' SALES AGENT
EDWIN, A, TOMLIN COMPANY 
417 SO. HILL ST. MADISON 69213

!TRACT OFFICE 
1650 WEST FIFTH AVE. 
POMONA 2-2751 8

v pii
(Including Principal, Interest, Taxes and Insurance)

Agent on premises daily ' 
Evenings, phone DRexel 693S

V EXE C T E D„CO M P l E T.E
on your foundation In 1: A. Metropolitan area/OrTTh?! per 
sq. ft. complete with 4W concrete floor'ond foundation, on 
normal soil, level lot. Immediate delivery.
MORE THAN SOOO 
California ln$tallation»

W'hecf/yJ*
' STRAN-STEEL Fret mi tty

j IMl21 1!

BLUEBELL
MANOR

& wt
ECONOMY HOUSINO CORP.

niiiiiii
.* -

fe A *#•*

WE BUILD i
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCYHERE IT IS • • •

INTERLOCKINGA REAL ECONOMY HOME These Spacious and Appealing 
dwellings include deluxe lea- 
ture^at a price you can afford.EXTRA ROOMS 

ADDITIONS 
GARAGES 

REMODELING

ONLY Strdn-Sfeef burfdfngi provide the patented (tolling 
groove (hot permits collateral material to be nailed directly 
to the framing on either side. .RUBBER TILEDesigned to fil the young home-buyer's dreams . . .

^nd his budget.

LA COSTA—747 sq. ft. of compact, practical flopr space 
one of the most livable, attractive homes you've ever seen.

*13,750 APPROX- ’A-INCH THICK 
IDIAl FOR CONCRITI FLOORS *

I
• GRIATER , GREATER «CIUTIR 

SmNCTH 0URA1H1TY CORROSIOH-RESISTANCtREASONABLE TERMS

e Approx, 1300 square feet
• Paneled Den
• Enclosed Patio
• Log Burning Fireplace
• Hardwood Floors
• Full Tile Pullman Balh
• Tile Stall Shower
• Many built-ins, eto.

MODEL
Furnished in the Modern 
Manner by Fenton - Light

Covered with golvonized, corrugoltd sheet steel. A BETTER 
all-steel building, made of BETTER STEEL All new material, 
not surplus. Any width. Any length. Any shape.-miBEAUTIFY YOUR HOME

ONE COAT STUCCO PAINT 
FOR AVERAGE HOME 

AND GARA0E '

When you buy a steel building . 
that you get ALL-STEEL

be sure 
Framing and Covering

e eFm
e • e

A celt, end inspection, will convince you — 
her* is the highest queiity All-steel build* 
Ing —at the lowest completed cost per 
square foot. ‘ ‘ ’ ’ *

XjVipKG irctvsfm , ,
Lyi^J ruiiM it , .

STMrmSTpiL! eetAruKi! ,
- " Sim (IIP. ‘ •

Unique jigsaw pattern 
makes solid rubber 
blocks fit with remark
able jnugnejs trtfhouf 
mastic or ctftnent.

s8500 CApitol 1-6124r£J—
FR4HIU0

*5825 FOR THIS 2-BEDROOM HOME ERECTED ON YOUR 
LOT IN THE l,A. AREA (with D.F. floors)—*$6115 

• with ook floors.

Many other designs to choose from. Approved tor F.H.A. ond G.l. finene* 
lng> Monthly payments less than rent.

ONLY

Free Estimate—F.H.A, Termi

PHONE

STEEL FRAMING & BUILDING <X O R P. 
169 West Avenue 34 • Los Angeles 31, Calif.

Go out Ventura Blvd. to laurel Can
yon Blvd., turn right (north) to Oxnard 
Blvd., then left (west) approximately 
1 mile to Bluebell Manor,

GR. 6177, GR. 6178

VALLEY HOME 
IMPROVEMENT CO.

wM Hi-fej-Vi;
HAYWARD HOMES 11 &s00 m mt < j St

11444 Oxnard St., No. Hollywood—SUnset 1*3025 
1450 W. Volley Blvd., Alhombro— ATIontie 1-8310 
11868 S. Figueroa, Los Angeles—Plymouth 5-5502 
43^ Son Fernondo Rd., Los Angeles—CApitol 3407

WGRAYSEN CO.Furnished mod
els open dally 

(I a,m. to 8 p.m,
nn

» * I I N l| PtMftlMO

'A Tre'at to Your Feet
America*s newest, most praeb'eal floor! For 
comfort and health in homes, restaurants, 
offices, shops, factories—wherever people 
stand or walk, Rubbcrlock provides a 
cushion of resilient solid mbber! Ideal for 
concrete floors. Anyone can lay i( over any 
old or new surface without mastic or cement
ing! Used in many of Southern California’s 
leading restaurants, theaters, public and 
private buildings, offices, etc.

Write or phone today for free literature, 
estimates gladly given. InataU it yourself 
or have us Install it lor you. Courtesy to 
dealers and contractors.

R. L, MITCHELL RUBBER CO.
2130 Son fernonde food, lot Aftgetadt •CApHol 5154

»<4

• Quick ond eo*y to
lay.

• Easy la keep dean,

0 Handsome appear* 
once — variety of 
colors.

• Absorbs nets* . • • 
reduces fatigue.

• Long tosllng, wear* 
resistant.

• Economical.

ip Works perfectly an 
radiant hoatodfloon.

*KWW,W»1 T?A *1
MkLiAmi

yjPLUMBING
SUPPLIES

*v-“&

fa* INCOME HOMES—APTS. & MOTELS 
Save Time—a complete service 
PLANNING * BUILDING - FINANCING 
with our funds for quick action 
NO REASON to wait-here’s why.
“Construction coots are not exported to go down In foof 
years, possibly longer," staked Frederick H. tekerfc 
Chairman of the Board of Metropolitan Ufa tneuranio 

Co. They are storting forty million dollars hi rental watt* 
In LA.

6:«*i

« 0.0 s-"??ft X-
I

FOR/ s$.
FOR ALL% Oil. & Blk. Pip* y2” to 2 

Sail Pips 2” & 4"
C C Toiftli) $46.00 

20-Gal. Wafar Haatsri, $45,00 
Rocks & Cornar C I Tubs 

C I Double Sinks

It

LIFE .1
(BUILDING

SUPPLIES
•(>xV. ^ * oB £4 A >I.

VISIT OUR 
large open
EXHIBIT

IN OUR 
OFFICES

f
Yv

irs/M’ 200 (DOWN 
PAYMENT

t.

!

A COMPLETE LINE 
OF PLUMBING SUPPLIES

BUILT ON YOUR LOT i

PRilsjEASOHSAlT

94% off on oil l°*8l

m PLASTER INSIDE—STUCCO or REDWOOD OUTSIDE
§1 Complete—Ready to Move Into—F.H.A. a^d V.A. Financing

per me. 
Inc. Int. 
per mo. 
Inc. Int*

It's Smart 
to Buy NOW

# iWA m T1MIS survey sayw 

"Housing shortage In 

LA. will eonNnuo *• 

1958 even without 

Influx."

i ■ ** IOPEN
DAILY » F* 5 
SUN. 12 fo S 
EVE. 8y AppiM.

Bring This Ad & SAVE

10%
On All Material

ARCO PLUMBING 
SUPPLIES

S27 W. GARVEY AVE. 
MONTEREY PARK, CALIF. 

ATlantic 4-2439

JHOHE 
fo# FR[£ Ih

$5675 for 2 bedrooms; $31.68 
$6676 for 3 bedrooms; $36.95

THIS I{yrlrmiiL
MOTELrmSSl* •l>
$36,500
0H YOim LOT

fl Ouplexeii Down Payment for Vets $600 plus impounds
v Minimum Down Payment for Non-Vets

We will aiiisf you in focahng a lot in tho lot Angeles Area, 
Open Doily 9 to 9-Frl., Sat. and Sun, 9 le 6

'SvCltftftWCf {oi ‘SuiCdiucy

WHITING-MEAD
af plani

} 1
book 5m \-fACIFid CONSTRUCTION 

FINANCE CO., INC.
V
m !MAIN ST-ORE, YARD AtfD MILL 

JI. 5741AM
!; l-HONf

LICtNStO
LONTRACTOR

M-! $8 ' MDi2763 E. Vernon Ate., Los Angelos
SOU lonkmhim Bt«d. 
N. Holly weed SU 25670 

OPEN UNTIL NOON SATURDAYS

TK. B.a<h with a FutureHI •V I t l -it,
Less thin 1 Vi hours* drive from most any point on this map 

is one of Californta’s finest beaches. In a community already 
established, with a fast-increasing population approaching 
2000. * Streets and highways are owned and maintained 
by Ventura County. AH utilities are installed, ready for 

immediate building. • If you really want m place at the 
t Beach, send for brochure and get (he facts on HOLLY

WOOD BY THE SEA’S Pre-Season Sate. 21% 00 pres
ent hut prices. Prices as low as $595. Terms as low 

as 20% cash, balance in monthly installments over 
V a period of 2»/2 year*. * HOLLYWOOD BY THE 
\ 5>EA is adjacent to the proposed yacht harbor site 

at Port Huenerpe midway between Santa Monica 
and Santa Barbara. • Write today for free 

HOLLYWOOD BY THE SEA brochure and 
complete information.

Mitfon & Philadelphia — 
Whillirr, (olJoimfl

226 5 BEVERLY DRIVE, BEVERLY HILLS , , . 6*. 2-5381, CR. 3-3329

mm
t V7;?$f$ 5143 SUNSET :BLVD.-ONE BLOCK WEST OF NORMANDIE

.<0

. WKtRtfintW
V* v , and? x
\L ‘M^Ave \ v6v 

\4». vN ^

~ XWllas
AjfliTAtC

NEW ADDITIONSSTEEL BUILDINGS
i

P
m

'e.
i

a Vi USED
• Angl«>, B..mi and Channel.
• Ralnfoielng Slatl, N*w 

Ramnanti
• Used Slael Window Soth
• Angla Box, New Ramnent*

FINKELSTEIN SUPPLY CO.
9901 So. Alamado 

JE. 3221

EXTRA ROOMS ADDED 

COMPLETE SERVICE 

FHA Ffnonood 90%

i ■

l$|60
“ ™ p£« SO.

7‘f
( » OiAiym %<#sant4 ******* 

m Mi*
mSv

‘I 'AJsifa
Bl

. Htwwyxy.I :
I ■ HKhanpo s . ’ , toJaH'

TaaNM|( ' ABSTON-DENNISFT.P

fS FQNM* ^ j to . i
OR. 83781

6425 West Blvd., InglewoodArea

5,1 Vr c
“'•'i 4" slab :
y ,CVN lo„

fUVIHLSIOr;j M TO
tirvE

30c Per OXNARD DISTRICT REALTY CORP.
Route‘1 P.0.Bok 348 Oxnard, Calil.

f
ou<i<l“t/on 

"Ofmod
w ig'i

A| ’ Coll You' on

250 Idnl Ham., Cam. and Inum. Unit

BLUEPRINTS
DOUGLAS FIRlliW

STORES
SUNT

PLYWOOD•*'*
JE-4181 _

Free!
EXPERT ADVICE

Sash and doors form */$ of wall length.
All-steel hot-dipped galvanized sash throughout;

price includes glass. »
Sliding doors available at no extra cost.
Sturdy, rigid frame constructed of heavy roiled 

steel sections s'.” thick or more.
Building capable of supporting 2-ton crane.
Before beeyietg ,ny buitdmg, scl tbt lull ilory on P.eifi. 
treea fi- Sltrl unite. Lnrg& thee ne.tfabft nt torn* tott.

AVAIIABICAT OUR OFFICES—S25 II, 
Naw 2Q.beaa aaak—r,radical Hamaa. 

and Incam. Unit, far Today)—5!
SAUNDERS O DAVIS .

Drtltini and Bultdtn* Advlury 8«rvlM ,
3004 ROWENA, LA. 26 NO. 2-1 if4
5IIO VENICE BLVD., L.A. 35 WH-5552

/ HHHHHHHHHHb Basic Calsteel designs in all 
sizes and types can ha tailored to fit your particular needs. Bolted 
structural steel Irames with simple attachment of exterior sheets 
simplifies changes. Uniformity of design permits economical future 
expansion as needed.

Calsleel can furnish the entire job from bare ground to completed 
building. Local fabrication makes this fine construction possible at 
early date and low cost.

Phone
Plor.i One Sheet or o Carload

Zeesman Plywood Corp.
LA.0175
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8Planning, financing and 

building homes. Price and 

completion date guaranteed.

"Build and Sate With Security"

large or small 2316 SANTA ft AVE.I I !|
ii
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AH. nm

1X979 CONST, COM.
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DRAFTING GARAGES 395“
j;

ii
if Utility Houiii—Sfort BuildingsIS
if Complete Blueprint! lit One Week 

We Guarantee a Bldg, Permit en Each 
Drafting Job Accepted 

Sfocfc Blueprints Available 
SO. CALtf. BLDG. PERMIT SERVICE 

5862 S. NORMANDIE

in F.H.A. FINANCING ARRANGED 
NO MONEY DOWN—$ YEARS TO PAY 

Day or Evening PHONE OL. 7621Call or Write
CALirORHTA STEEL « CONSTRUCTION CO.

DESIGNERS • FABRICATORS • ERECTORS 
£333 M.dJetd Stiaet * AN-J«lu» 2-4134 * Lea An-jelea 33. Californio

PACIFIC IRON & STEEL CO. »Security Builders
FE. 2176

S
ADYANCE BUILDERS.11633 S, AIAME0A ST., tOS ANOCUS 3, CAUF. 2797 W. 8ih

TW-2558PL-15229 4010 Prospect Ave., Lat Angela*, C«Uf.

\
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(ADDRESS WITHHELD)

LOS ANGELES

Stvle: Italian Penod Revival

Year of Completion' 1924

Original Building Permit: Permit #54916 was issued by the City of Los Angeles on 
November 14.1923 for a two-story, eight-room residence. The house, to measure approximately 59 by 
55 feet with a maximum height of 27 feet, would have a concrete foundation, redwood mud-sills, wood- 
frame walls, a nle roof, and one brick chimney.

Earlier, on November 5,1923, the City had issued permit #53013 for the construction of a garage. To 
measure approximately 18 by 20 feet with a maximum height of 10 feet it would have a concrete-slab 
foundation, redwood mud-sills, wood-frame walls, and a composition roof.

Copies of these permits are attached.

Cost to Build: SI4.200 total-a larger-than-average amount for a new house of this size at the time.

Architect: Sniale & Blaize, Los Angeles. Please see the attached biographical material on Clarence J. 
Sinale and his partners.

Builder and First Owner : William O. Boston, a business executive, who bmlt it as a home for himself 
and his wife Kathryn. He purchased the vacant parcel from the lanss Investment Company.

William Otto Boston was bom m Salem. Indiana on Apiil 16,1875. His father Archibald was a fanner. 
By 1880. the family had moved to Hamilton but relocated to Louisburg in the same state around 1885. 
William mamed his wife in 1897. She had been bom Kathryn Hawkins in Kansas of Irish parents on 
October 24.1874. Then daughter Mildred was bom around 1899. By 1900. the family was living in 
Cowley, Kansas, where Mr. Boston was employed as a salesman. The 1910 census reveals that by then 
he had returned to the life of a fanner in Empire, Kansas.

11 :oU:ir»> III Vi ^ i j CA " 11 Oi
7*66 «■ tungrepoi icbal t

www bulidlngblograpner com
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By 1920 Mr. and Mrs. Boston had moved to Los Angeles where William was now the proprietor of a 
grocery store with Kathryn assisting him in its management. .Around the tune they moved into their 
Ambrose Avenue home. Mr. Boston had become the proprietor of a motion picrure theater.

William Boston died at the age of 66 on December 22,1941 His widow survived him by a number 
of yean, passing away on April 13. 1950, age 75.

Other Building Permits: This bouse has evidently changed very little fiorn when n was first built. 
The only other permit far this property m Cits’ files was issued on February' 1, 1983 for the installation 
of solar heaters at a cost of 53,800. Northland Environmental was the contractor

A copy of the permit is attached.

Assessor's Records: The Los Angeles Counts- Assessor first visited the property on February-19, 1924 
and recorded a newlv-completed single two-story residence with a concrete foundation, wood-frame 
walls covered m plaster on metal lath, a hipped tiled roof, and wood and ornamental iron trim Heat 
was provided by a fireplace and a four-unit gas furnace with eight outlets. There were fourteen 
"special"'-quality plumbing fixtures. Electrical fixtures were also rated "specialv Intenor finishes 
were primarily plaster and ornamental woodwork Seven rooms had hardwood floors. Bookcases 
were buflt-m. Overall construction quality of the house was rated “special’-the highest category 
available on the Assessor's form.

The Assessor estimated the square footage at 4,081. On the first floor were three living rooms (one was 
probably a dining room), one bedroom, one bathroom, and a kitchen with tiled walls. The second floor 
contained three bedrooms and two fully-bled bathrooms. The detached two-car garage, measuring ap
proximately eighteen by twenty- feet, had a concrete floor and a composition roof

The Los Angeles County- Assessor currently- sail estimates the square footage of the house a: 4.081 
Copies of the Assessor's building records are attached.

Other Owners and Residents: Mr. Boston sold lus home m 1931 to Edward McAdams 
Mr. McAdams, who lived in the house with his wife .Annie, was vice-president of the Rohde Oil 
Syndicate with offices at 617 South Olive Street in downtown Los Angeles. He later became 
president of the McAdams Oil Company- and president of the MCA Drilling Company.

Frank Miller gamed title in early 1943. He immediately transferred ownership, in July 1943. to David 
Arthur Lowe and his wife Thelma Geraldine Lowe, who shared the house with their son David. Mr. 
Low e (known as "D. Arthur”) was a gas company- executive Originally residents of Washington state. 
Mr. and Mrs. Lowe later moved to Oregon

Thomas L and Sibyl C. McGuire became tbe owners in July 1948
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In March 1951, Mary Rice Storke was recorded 
had lived previously in New York City and Denver, was the widow of Arthur D. Storke. Mr. Storke. as
sociated with the Kermecott Corporation, a large mining company, had died in a plane crash in 1949

the owner. Mrs. Storke. a native of Arkansas who

Tule passed to Dr. Charles Trowbridge Haubiel in August 1978. although he and his wife had evidently 
lived m the house for a number of years previously. Dr. Haubiel was a well-known composer of orches- 
ual and chamber works and of several operas. Bora m Ohio he studied in New York before becoming 
a member of the faculty of New York University where he taught for more than twenty years. In 1935. 
he organized the Composers Press. Inc. to assist contemporary' composers m publicizing their work.
Mrs. Haubiel was active in the MacDowell Club of Allied Arts and often hosted teas and musicales at 
her home. A copy of Dr. Haubiel's obituary from the Los Angeles Times is atracbed.

In August 1979. Raymond (Ray) Collier purchased the property.

Gregory K. Hughes, et. aL. took possession in November 198S.

In September 1991. Maury Rosenfeld. et aL u'ere recorded as owners. Melinda Lawton joined Mr 
Rosenfeld on title m December 2002.

Notes: The property was advertised for sale in the April 4.1948 issue of the Los Angeles Tunes. The 
ad remarked that "no better place can be had for health and happiness for parents and children to live ’ 
A copy of this ad is attached.

Significance The Boston house is potentially eligible for listing on a local inventory' of significant 
properties due to its fine design by a known architect, its remarkable state of preservation, and its contri
bution to the architectural and historical context of its neighborhood.
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CLARENCE J. SMALE

Ar chi tret

Clarence Jusnn Smale. a versatile architect known for his grasp of many styles, was bom in Ballona. 
California (now the area that includes Manna del Rey) on November 2.1886. He was one of six sons 
of John Smale: a Canadian-bom farmer, and Mary Smale By 1910, Mr. and Mrs. Smale had divorced 
and the brothers and their mother relocated to Gull Harbor. Washington, where Clarence Smale worked 
as a house carpenter. Around 1907. he niamed Ins Newfoundlaud-boru wife Rose. They would have a 
daughter Virginia, bom ci 1919 By 1917. Mr. Smale was a self-employed architect working in Se
attle

Around 1919 the Smale family moved to Venice. California and Mr Smale found work as a designer 
with the Preston Wright Company, a Los Angeles firm He eventually was to become head of its draft
ing room. It appears Mr. Smale did not have academic training as an architect but. like many designers 
at the tune, learned his skills through experience and apprenticeships In May 1923 Mr. Smale opened 
his own office at 509 South Western Avenue where, according to the Southwest Builder & Couuactor 
journal, ‘he has several prospective projects on the boards. ‘ Later, he moved hi? offices to 333 South 
La Cienega Boulevard and. by the end of Ins career. wras practicing at 7427 Beverly Boulevard He did 
not join the American Institute of Architects until 1947. but was active in the Southern California 
Chapter

Early in his practice. Mr. Smale often teamed up with ether designers on residential projects. Among 
these was the Italian Renaissance-styled Marchetti Cafe located at the southwest comer of 5th Street 
and Wesiera Avenue designed m 1924 ra association with S. Charles Lee who would later become 
known as Southern California? most important morion-picture theater designer Another joint project 
was the William O. Boston residence at 494! Ambrose Avenue another Italian-inspired structure from 
1924. co-designed with Lewis Elbert Blaise, a commercial artist.

During the 1920s. Mr. Smale specialized in designing penod revival residences in a number of South
ern California locales, including Altadena. Zurna Beach and West Los Angeles Besides those men
tioned above, other projects during that period included: the L. W. Geurry Mediterranean bouse at 2001 
Mendocino Lane. Altadena (1921); the residence of Buster Keaton at 543 South Muirfield Road 
(1923); the Harry M. Walker house at 2330 North Caralma Street in the Italian style (1924): the Bereu- 
do Apartments at 335 South Berendo Aveuue-a four-stoiy classically-designed edifice (1925); tw*o 
residences for the Buenemnan family: an English style at Halstead Avenue and McC-adden Place and a 
Spanish bungalow at 185 Citrus Avenue (both 1925). the Italian-styled Moms P. Simon house at 1523 
Virginia Road. San Marino (1928); and Arthur Ahlswede's English Tudor at 3405 Monterey Road. 
San Marino (1928).
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By the 1930s Mr. Sznale was experimenting with An Deco and Art Moderne stylistic elements His 
most famous exercise in Art Deco was the M. K. Smith house constructed in 1930 at the northwest 
comer of 2nd Street and Hudson Avenue m Los Angeles. Gebhard and Winter call it “one of the few 
concrete Art Deco (Zig Zag Moderne) houses in the Los Angeles area and probably the greatest It is 
venr elegant in an extremely elegant neighborhood Paris would be

proud of it." Other works during this eta wete: the Lena Basquette dress shop on Wilshire Boolevard 
just west of St Andrews, described by the Los Angeles Times as “one of the most elaborate shops on 
the boulevard” (1930); Senator Joseph Pedrom’s house m Westwood (1930): the George A. Dudley 
house in Zurna Beach (1930): the F. L. Haskell Italian-styled residence at 10730 Beliagto Road m West 
Los Angeles (1933); a stone-veneer mansion at 268 St. Piene Road for George W. Lemon (1936): a 
headquarters building in the ranch style for the Los Angeles Breakfast Chib on 4 ‘ j acres near Griffith 
Park (1937); the Soren P. Hansen Enelrsh-style cottage at 4960 College View Avenue (1939); and the 
Hawaii Theater in Hollywood (1941).

Mr. Smale was also recognized for the many apartment buildings he designed during the 1930s Among 
these were: 364 Soath C lovexdale Avenue (1930): fourteen umts at 827-837 South Hobart Boulevard 
(1936); two apartment buildings at 124 and 130 North Orlando Avenue (1937); 128 South Bedford 
Drive m Beverly Hills (1937): a French Provincial at the northwest comer of Camden Drive and Char- 
leville Boulevard which Mr. Smale both designed and built (1937): and another Beverly Hills project m 
the Georgian Colonial style at the northwest comer of Spaulding Drive and Charleville (1938).

After World War II, Mr Smale specialized in the design of motion picture theaters, usually done in 
striking variations of Streamline Moderne. Perhaps the best example is the Loyola Theater at 8610 
South Sepulveda Boulevard in Westchester, designed m 1948 in what has been called Baroque Moderne 
and spomng an exuberant curved marquee Other examples of Smale’s theater designs include the Col
orado Theater at 2596 East Colorado Boulevard m Pasadena (1948): the Cornell Theater at San Fer
nando Road and Cornell Drive in Burbank (1949): the Meralta in Downey (1949); and the Fax Theater 
at 10170 Reseda Boulevard m Northndge (1963).

Other postwar works of Mr. Smale include the Captain's Table Restaurant at 301 South La Cienegs 
Boulevard (1954) and the Robert Foulk residence-a Williamsburg Colonial built m Rolling Hills in
1962

Clarence J. Stnale died at the age of 79 on October 28.1966. The Los Angeles Times published a short 
announcement, saying only that he was to be interred at Forest Lawn
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Legislation Urged to Assist Veterans in Home Problems
Los Angeles Times (1923-1995); Jul 25, 1948; ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Los Angeles Times 
pg. 18

Legislation Urged to Assist 
Veterans in Home Problems

Three important actions must program, under way or nearing 
be taken by the special session completion, including Allied Gar- 
of Congress to enable govern- dens of Van Nuys, Lynwood 
ment, builders and lenders to Gardens in Lynwood, a duplex 
fulfill the GI Bill of Rights prom- development on Santa Fe Ave., 
ise for homes for veterans at at Olive St. in Compton, 
liberal terms, declared Walter Because Congress adjourned 
Bollenbacher and Louis L. Kel- 
ton, top-ranking residential build
ers of Los Angeles County.

Bollenbacher and Kelton now 
have some 1100 units, represent
ing a $10,000,000 construction

without voting new FHA or GI 
legislation, they listed necessary 
Congressional action for provid
ing veterans’ homes in Los An
geles County at peak production 
as follows:

1— Broadening of FHA Title II 
terms to make possible large- 
scale tract projects, which pro
vided 80% of the GI homes in 
:he county, mostly under FHA 
Title VI, a program Congress 
'ailed to extend. .

2— Amendment of the recent- 
y enacted secondary mortgage 
narket legislation so that lend- 
>rs can free more funds for GI 
oans. The secondary market 
:reated by the 80th Congress is 
lot very satisfactory to lenders.

3— Increase the GI loan inter- 
;st rate from 4% to 4V<% to 
ittract funds for veterans’ mort- 
[ages.
When Congress adjourned 

vithout enacting appropriate, 
egislation to encourage large-' 
cale residential construction 
or GIs, Bollenbacher and Kel- 
on were geared up to produce 
nore homes in the county this 
rear than at any other time, 
’heir proposed volume must be 
ut back 90% unless the special 
ession provides an adequate 
ousing program.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.



X Clarence J. Smale (Architect)

Male, US, born 11/02/1886, died 10/28/1966

Associated with the firms •*!= network (/person/1217/network/)
Northman, Edith Mortensen, Architect (/firm/893/); Smale Brothers, 
Architects (/firm/4330/); Smale, Clarence J., Architect (/firm/829/)

a Professional History

Principal, Clarence J. Smale, Architect, Seattle, WA, 1916, 1918; Partner, Smale Brothers, Architects, Seattle, WA, 
1917. Principal, Clarence J. Smale, Architect, Los Angeles, CA.

* Personal

Clarence J. Smale was born in California; from 1916-1918, he lived in Seattle, WA, working one year there with his 
brother, Perry K. Smale. He designed a number of theatres in the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area, including the 
notable Loyola Theatre;

His mother's maiden name was Merrick.

According to US Census records, Smale lived with his wife, Rose (b. Newfoundland, Canada 1889-d. Los Angeles, 
CA, 1972), and daughter Virginia (b. circa 1919), in Venice, CA; Clarence and Rose were married in

SSN: 571223525.

PCAD id: 1217

map (/person/1217/map/)* A Buildings and other works

Name Date City

364 South Cloverdale Avenue Apartment Building, Los Angeles, CA (/building/2564/) 1930 Los Angeles

Colorado Theater, East Pasadena, CA (/building/2408/) 1948 Pasadena

Hawaii Theatre, Hollywood, Los Angeles, CA (/building/12088/) 1939-1940 Los Angeles

Loyola Theatre, Inglewood, CA (/building/15131/) Los Angeles

Mitchell, Oliver, Theatre, South Gate, CA (/building/12104/) South Gate

http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/person/1217/network/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/firm/4330/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/firm/829/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/person/1217/map/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/building/2564/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/building/2408/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/building/12088/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/building/15131/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/building/12104/


Name Date City

Smith House, Hancock Park, Los Angeles, CA (/building/2351/) 1929-1930 Los Angeles

< ►

a 0 Publications

Gebhard, David, Winter, Robert, "Apartment Building, 1930", Architecture in Los Angeles A Compleat Guide, 
195, 1985. (/publication/9785/)

Gebhard, David, Winter, Robert, "Smith House, 1929-1930", Architecture in Los Angeles A Compleat Guide, 
195, 1985. (/publication/9786/)

Gebhard, David, Winter, Robert, Los Angeles An Architectural Guide, 191, 1994. (/publication/1968/)

Gebhard, David, Winter, Robert, Los Angeles An Architectural Guide, 190-191, 1994. (/publication/1769/)

Unusual Theater Design Draws Attention", Los Angeles Times, 14, 02/18/1940. (/publication/10803/)

Large Theater Scheduled", Los Angeles Times, E3, 11/19/1939. (/publication/10802/)

"Hawaii Theater to Open Tomorrow in Film City", Los Angeles Times, E1-E2, 05/05/1940. 
(/publication/10804/)

a ^ Links

Hawaii Theatre (/link/3838/)

Theatres in Los Angeles (/link/3552/)

Pacific Coast Architecture Database (PCAD) — © 2005-2018 Alan Michelson
About (/about/) | License (/license/) | Contact (/contact/)

http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/building/2351/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/publication/9785/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/publication/9786/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/publication/1968/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/publication/1769/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/publication/10803/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/publication/10802/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/publication/10804/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/link/3838/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/link/3552/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/about/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/license/
http://pcad.lib.washington.edu/contact/
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY
BUILDING DIVISION

Application for the Erection of a Building
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T* tW *4%r4 of Building and Safaty CemmUalioon of (ho City of Loo Aa galea t
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY
BUILDING DIVISION
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To Ih Bat'd of Building end Safety Comnlukmirt of the City of Loo Atfdin ^ ,
* Application (• hereby mode to the Board of Building and Safety Commissioner* of the City of Los Angeles, through the office of the flupenn* 

tendent of Building, for a building permit In accordance with the description and for the purpose hereinafter set forth* This application I* made sub
ject to the following conditions, which are hereby agreed to by the undersigned appileant and which aball be deemed conditions entering Into the exercise

' of the permit)
First); That the permit does not grant any right or privilege to erect any building or other structure tbeueln described, or any portion thereof, 

upon any street, alley or other public place or portion thereof, .
Second) That the permit docs not grant any right or privilege to use any building or other structure therein described, or any portion thereof, 
Mpnrpose that is, or may hereafter be prohibited by ordinance of Uie City of Los Angeles* .
Thlrg) That the granting of the permit does not affect or prejudlee any claim of title to, or right of possession in, tbe property described in aueh
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1 have carefully examined and read the above completed Application and know the same is true and correct, and here* 
by certify and agree that if a permit is issued all the provisions of the Building Ordinance and State Laws will be complied 
with whether herein specified or not; 1 also certify that plans and specifications filed will conform to all the Building
Ordinances and State Laws. ‘ “ '
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY
BUILDING DIVISION

Application to Alter, Repair, Move or Demolish
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iWORKER'S coMP. rvr
APPLICATION FOR INSPECTION — TaCAf61&-CA&rSR-KtP 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

ON Fit
?

i

3 R 2-7?B&S B-3 
DEPT. OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

INSTRUCTIONS: Applicant to Complote Numbered Items Only.
1. LOT TRACT DIST. MAPBLK50LEGAL

DESCR.
9721 5113

CENSUS TRACT

23
2* PRESENT USE OF BUILDING

dwellin
NEW USE OF BUILDING ZONE

01 >
3. JOB ADDRESS

1054 S, Orange Grove
4. BETWEEN CROSS STREETSSan
5« OWNER'S NAME

)(
M

FIRE DIST.

LOT (TYPE)AND

Blvd Whitworth -Dn.
PHONE Mk

L 55x140.09£
6* OWNER'S ADDRESS ZIPCITY

7. ENGINEER ALLEYPHONEACTIVE STATE LIC NOBUS. LIC NO

£-Qn FIX 3 30-22
LIC NO: PHONE8. ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER BLDG. LINEACTIVE STATEBUS. LIC NO.

9. CONTRACTOR PHONE AFFIDAVITS

51 PUE 
(rear)

ACTIVE STATE LIC NOBUS. LIC NO

3 2.1—661.3
10. BRANCH 

LENDER
ADDRESS CITY

11. SIZE OF EXISTING BLDG. 
WIDTH

NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE

.d.w.3-g ...gar..— O— FftOOR

comp

STORIES HEIGHT

_one.l_____12
LENGTH

12. CONST. MATERIAL 
OF EXISTING BLDG. ^») ■>

SEISMIC STUDY ZONEROOFEXT. WALLS

DIST. OFFICE13* JOB ADDRESS1054 S, Orange Grove3 LA
CRIT. SOIL14* VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING $ 600

GRADING15. NEW WORK: 
(Describe) Patio cover Std #118

HIGHWAY DED.

FLOODSTORIES HEIGHTSIZE OF ADDITION17x9-5NEW USE OF BUILDINGsame 1

PLANS CHECKED CONS.TYPE BLDG ^ 
AREA 162

GROUPV R1OCC.

ZONED BY

T)&.

PLANS APPROVEDWELL.
UNITS-

MAX TOTAL
OCC.

APPLICA RPROVED RLE WITHGUEST
ROOMS.

PARKING
REQ'D

PARKING PROVIDED 
STD. COMP.

INSPECTORINSPECTION ACTIVITYSPRINKLERS
REQ'D_„
SPEClPTflJ

CONT.
INSP. GEN MAJ.S. CONSSP»B

O.S.C/0P.M. G.P.I.T.I. I.F.P.C. S.P.C.

TYPISTP.C. Nfr PLAN CHECK EXPIRES ONE YEAR AFTER FEE IS PAID. PERMIT EXPIRES TWO YEARS AFTER 
FEE IS PAID OR 180 DAYS AFTER FEE IS PAID IF CONSTRUCTION IS NOT COMMENCED

dON-zl-n
m

90 9 6 6 
90 9 6 7

•46878 U 
•46878 U

6 t

__JJJN- 21-77 2 GK 9.80
UJ
U1

U)

(5

x

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

I certify that in doing the work specified herein I will not employ any person in violation of the Labor 
Code of the State of California relating to workmen's compensation insurance.

This permit is an application for inspection, the issuance of which is not an approval or an author
ization of the work specified herein. This permit does not authorize or permit, nor shall it be construed 
as authorizing or permitting the violation or failure to comply with any applicable law. Neither the City 
of Los Angeles, nor any board, department, o/T^cer or employee thereof make any warranty or shall be 
responsible for the peiformanifc

ich suck workXis ■eworme

n

results of ^ny work described herein, or the condition of the property 
‘ (See Sec. 91.0202 L.A.M.C.)or so

Signecfc^rrfs Signature/Date
(Owner or Agent having Property Owner's Consent

ADDRESS APPROVEDBureau of 
Engineering . DRIVEWAY

HIGHWAY DEDICATION REQUIRED

COMPLETED

aOOD CLEARANCE
SEWERS SEWERS AVAILABLE

NOT AVAILABLE

SFC PAID

SFC NOT APPLICABLE SFC DUE

APPROVED FOR ISSUE Q NO FILE Q FILE CLOSED QConservation
APPROVED (TITLE 19) (L.A.M.C.-S700)Fire

'HOUSING AUTHORITY APPROVALHousing

APPROVED UNDER CASE #Planning
APPROVED FORTraffic
i

ConstructiorrTax RECEIPT NO.
( < t *»

DWELLING UNITS
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Address of 
Building

&105^ South Orange Grove
CITY OF LOS ANGELES

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

‘a*

m
XSoed Jtrf

NOTE: Any change of use or occupancy must be approved by the Department of Building and Safety.
This certifies that, so far as ascertained or made known to the undersigned, the vacant land, building or portion of a building described 
below and located at the above address complies with the applicable construction requirements (Chapter 9) and or/the applicable zoning 
requirements (Chapter 1) of the Los Angeles Municipal Code for the use, or occupancy group in which it is classified.

Permit No. and YearIssued LA 46878/777/18/77
1 story, type V, 17* x 9*5" patio cover addition 
to an existing 1 story, type V, single family 
dwelling. R-l occupancy.

1

H. Sample
1054 So. Orange Grove 
Los Angeles, California

Owner

Owner's
Address

R. KELLAM:j h
BYB&S 95a R 1 77
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PROPERTY ADDRESSES Address/Legal Information
1054 S ORANGE GROVE AVE PIN Number

Lot/Parcel Area (Calculated) 
Thomas Brothers Grid 
Assessor Parcel No. (APN) 
Tract
Map Reference 
Block

132B177 922
1056 S ORANGE GROVE AVE 7,702.6 (sq ft)

PAGE 633 - GRID B3
ZIP CODES 5086013006
90019 TR 9721

M B 170-42/43
RECENT ACTIVITY None
CHC-2019-7391-HCM Lot 50
CPC-2018-3731-GPA-ZC-HD-CDO Arb (Lot Cut Reference) 

Map Sheet
None

ENV-2019-7392-CE 132B177
PAR-2019-1752-TOC Jurisdictional Information

Community Plan Area 
Area Planning Commission 
Neighborhood Council 
Council District 
Census Tract #
LADBS District Office

Wilshire
Central
P.I.C.O.
CD 10 - Herb J. Wesson, Jr. 
2169.00
Los Angeles Metro

CASE NUMBERS
CPC-2018-3731-GPA-ZC-HD-CDO
CPC-1986-823-GPC
CPC-18013
ORD-184381
ORD-165331-SA3280 Planning and Zoning Information
ORD-130411 Special Notes 

Zoning
Zoning Information (ZI)
General Plan Land Use 
General Plan Note(s)
Hillside Area (Zoning Code)
Specific Plan Area 

Subarea
Special Land Use / Zoning 
Design Review Board 
Historic Preservation Review 
Historic Preservation Overlay Zone 
Other Historic Designations 
Other Historic Survey Information 
Mills Act Contract 
CDO: Community Design Overlay 
CPIO: Community Plan Imp. Overlay 

Subarea
CUGU: Clean Up-Green Up 
HCR: Hillside Construction Regulation 
NSO: Neighborhood Stabilization Overlay 
POD: Pedestrian Oriented Districts 
RFA: Residential Floor Area District 
RIO: River Implementation Overlay 
SN: Sign District 
Streetscape
Adaptive Reuse Incentive Area 
Affordable Housing Linkage Fee

HISTORIC MONUMENT UNDER CONSIDERATION 
R3-1-O
ZI-2452 Transit Priority Area in the City of Los Angeles
Medium Residential
Yes

DIR-2019-5270-TOC
ENV-2019-5271-EAF
ENV-2018-3732-EIR
ENV-2016-1787-ND

No
None
None
None
No
No
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
No
No
None
None
No
No
No
None

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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Residential Market Area 
Non-Residential Market Area 

Transit Oriented Communities (TOC) 
RPA: Redevelopment Project Area 
Central City Parking 
Downtown Parking 
Building Line 
500 Ft School Zone 
500 Ft Park Zone

Medium-High 
High 
Tier 3 
None
No
No
None
No
No

Assessor Information
Assessor Parcel No. (APN) 
Ownership (Assessor) 

Owner1 
Address

5086013006

PEREZ,ADI
133 N STANLEY DR 
BEVERLY HILLS CA 90211

Ownership (Bureau of Engineering, Land 
Records)

Owner
Address

PEREZ, ADI
133 N STANLEY DR 
BEVERLY HILLS CA 90211
0.177 (ac)
0200 - Residential - Double, Duplex, or Two Units - 4 Stories or Less
$75,298
$55,465
02/15/2019
$1,700,017

APN Area (Co. Public Works)* 
Use Code
Assessed Land Val. 
Assessed Improvement Val. 
Last Owner Change 
Last Sale Amount 
Tax Rate Area 67
Deed Ref No. (City Clerk) 933184

9-177
7-930
312167
2591007
1094235
0140136
0140135

Building 1 
Year Built 
Building Class 
Number of Units 
Number of Bedrooms 
Number of Bathrooms 
Building Square Footage 

Building 2 
Building 3 
Building 4 
Building 5

1937
D6
2
6
4
3,958.0 (sq ft)
No data for building 2 
No data for building 3 
No data for building 4 
No data for building 5

Additional Information
Airport Hazard 
Coastal Zone 
Farmland
Urban Agriculture Incentive Zone 
Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone 
Fire District No. 1 
Flood Zone 
Watercourse
Hazardous Waste / Border Zone Properties

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org 
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.

None
None
Area Not Mapped
YES
No
No
None
No
No
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Methane Hazard Site 
High Wind Velocity Areas
Special Grading Area (BOE Basic Grid Map A- No 
13372)
Wells

Methane Zone
No

None
Seismic Hazards
Active Fault Near-Source Zone 

Nearest Fault (Distance in km) 
Nearest Fault (Name)
Region
Fault Type
Slip Rate (mm/year)
Slip Geometry 
Slip Type
Down Dip Width (km)
Rupture Top 
Rupture Bottom 
Dip Angle (degrees)
Maximum Magnitude 

Alquist-Priolo Fault Zone 
Landslide 
Liquefaction
Preliminary Fault Rupture Study Area 
Tsunami Inundation Zone

2.30376984
Newport - Inglewood Fault Zone (Onshore) 
Transverse Ranges and Los Angeles Basin
B
1.00000000
Right Lateral - Strike Slip 
Poorly Constrained
13.00000000 
0.00000000
13.00000000
90.00000000
7.10000000
No
No
No
No
No

Economic Development Areas
Business Improvement District
Hubzone
Opportunity Zone
Promise Zone
State Enterprise Zone

None
Not Qualified
No
None
None

Housing
Direct all Inquiries to 

Telephone 
Website

Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO) 
Ellis Act Property

Housing+Community Investment Department
(866) 557-7368
http://hcidla.lacity.org
Yes
No

Public Safety
Police Information

Bureau
Division / Station 

Reporting District

West
Wilshire
753

Fire Information
Bureau South

Batallion 18
District / Fire Station 68

Red Flag Restricted Parking No

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.

zimas.lacity.org | planning.lacity.org
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CASE SUMMARIES
Note: Information for case summaries is retrieved from the Planning Department's Plan Case Tracking System (PCTS) database.
Case Number: CPC-2018-3731-GPA-ZC-HD-CDO
Required Action(s): CDO-COMMUNITY DESIGN OVERLAY DISTRICT

GPA-GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT
HD-HEIGHT DISTRICT
ZC-ZONE CHANGE

Project Descriptions(s): GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT, ZONE CHANGE, HEIGHT DISTRICT, COMMUNITY DESIGN OVERLAY AMENDMENTS
Case Number: CPC-1986-823-GPC
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): AB-283 PROGRAM - GENERAL PLAN/ZONE CONSISTENCY - WILSHIRE AREA- COMMUNITY WIDE ZONE CHANGES AND

COMMUNITY PLAN CHANGES TO BRING THE ZONING INTO CONSISTENCY WITH THE COMMUNITY PLAN. INCLUDES 
CHANGES OF HEIGHT AS NEEDED. REQUIRED BY COURT AS PART OF SETTLEMENT IN THE HILLSIDE FEDERATION 
LAWSUIT

GPC-GENERAL PLAN/ZONING CONSISTENCY (AB283)

Case Number: DIR-2019-5270-TOC
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): TOC PROJECT TOC PROJECT

TOC-TRANSIT ORIENTED COMMUNITIES

Case Number: ENV-2019-5271-EAF
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): TOC PROJECT TOC PROJECT

EAF-ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Case Number: ENV-2018-3732-EIR
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT, ZONE CHANGE, HEIGHT DISTRICT, COMMUNITY DESIGN OVERLAY AMENDMENTS

EIR-ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

Case Number: ENV-2016-1787-ND
Required Action(s):
Project Descriptions(s): ENVIRONMENTAL NEGATIVE DECLARATION

ND-NEGATIVE DECLARATION

DATA NOT AVAILABLE
CPC-18013
ORD-184381
ORD-165331-SA3280
ORD-130411

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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INITIAL
SUBMISSIONS

The following submissions by the public are in compliance with the Commission Rules and 
Operating Procedures (ROPs), Rule 4.3a. Please note that “compliance” means that the 
submission complies with deadline, delivery method (hard copy and/or electronic) AND the 
number of copies. The Commission’s ROPs can be accessed at 
http://planning.lacity.org, by selecting “Commissions & Hearings” and selecting the 
specific Commission.

The following submissions are not integrated or addressed in the Staff Report but have 
been distributed to the Commission.

Material which does not comply with the submission rules is not distributed to the 
Commission.

ENABLE BOOKMARKS ONLINE:

If you are using Explorer, you will need to enable the Acrobat k 
the bookmarks on the left side of the screen.

toolbar to see

If you are using Chrome, the bookmarks are on the upper right-side of the screen. If you 
do not want to use the bookmarks, simply scroll through the file.

If you have any questions, please contact the Commission Office at (213) 978-1300.

http://planning.lacity.org/


2/11/2020 City of Los Angeles Mail - Fwd: In Support of HCM for the Walter Bollertbacher Duplex, 1054 South Orange Grove Ave / Case#: CHC-20...

James Williams <|ames.k,wflliams@lacity,org>

Fwd: In Support cn HCM for the Waiter Bofienbache*' Duplex, 1054 South Co awe
Srove Avs CHC -20 teCw M

Lumbal G essinyw -id i u
iu. oaf i i©o

r@lacit Tue, Feb 11, 2020 at 8:58 AMr9>tCy
-T,e. ' 4 ils3 j? > j r rcia

Iirjnpc; ■■P‘‘ icr

Hi James. Just checking in on these tetters for March 5, By my count, we've received about 69 to date. Please ensure
they all get transmitted to the Commission for the March 5 meeting. Plus, I suspect more will be received. Thanks!

-----------Forwarded ir.es
From: Melinda Newman < , /
Date: Mon, Feb 10. 2020. 9:43 PM
Subject- In Support of HCM for the G/ane: Bolionbacher Deploy 
7391-HCM
re <

>

• South Orange Grove Ave / Case#: CHC-2019-

>

Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

CHC Case# CHC-2uW-73G1-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

! am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave. I have lived on S. Grange Grove Ave. for more than 10
years and I am proud to call it home. I take great pride in the beauty of the neighborhood and the many historic buildings 
that give it such character.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

https://mail, google. com/mail/u/0?ik=57a42ded38&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1658260232679101922&simpl=msg-f%3A16582602326... 1/2

https://mail


2/11/2020 City of Los Angeies Mail - Fwd: in Support of HCM for the Walter Bollenbacher Duplex, 1054 South Orange Grove Ave / Case#: CHC-20...

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

y supporting

Thank you,

Melinda Newman

https://mail,google.com/mail/u/0?ik=57a42ded38&view=pt&search=a(l&permthid=thread-f%3A1658260232679101922&simpl=msg-f%3A16582602326,., 2/2

https://mail,google.com/mail/u/0?ik=57a42ded38&view=pt&search=a(l&permthid=thread-f%3A1658260232679101922&simpl=msg-f%3A16582602326
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Planning CHC <chc@Iacity.org>

V Support of HCM tor the Walter Bolienbachor Duplex. 
Ave / Case#' CriC-2**1r« 73914-ICM

)5-t So jfo Orange Grove4 #I I

Vet in da Newman ' w • ;a-i- •, t an919@gmail.com>
r j :! oaOw,
C, .r.rtertoi

More Feb 10. 2020 at 9:43 PM

singer@lacityr c

Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave. I have lived on S. Orange Grove Ave. for more than 10 
years and I am proud to call it home. I take great pride in the beauty of the neighborhood and the many historic buildings 
that give it such character.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Thank you,

https://mail.google,com/mail/b/AH1rexQ9GEQS_UyJbXIChB_ycKbE4ShJsMdRPh-6JDJklmqR3Ddm/u/0?ik=af94feea32&view=pt&search=all&permthi 1/2
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

https ://mail. google. com/mail/b/AH 1 rexQ9GEGS_UyJbXIChB _ycKbE4Sh JsMdRPh-63D JklmqR3Ddm/u/0?ik=af94feea32&view=pt&search=all&permthi... 1/2
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I Planning CHC <chc@iacity.org>

In Support of HCM for tr«c Walter BoH-artbaeher Duplex 1054 South Orange Grove 
Ave / Case#: CH* -20 {2-?331 -HCM

Alex Abramowicz <p:xalex'g;Sor.ic.r.et>
To: chc@iaciiy.org
Cc: lambert.giessinger@lacity.org

Mon, Feb 10, 2020 at 3:39 PM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Waiter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Andy Soboil
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort, to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Waiter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I have lived on South Orange Grove for 10 years!

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave,

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles,

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this properly (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Regards.
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

Dear Group Receiving A Bunch of Duplicate Emails

I agree with the template below, but I do want to emphasize that I am in favor of increased housing capacity and am very 
concerned about the lack of affordable housing in this city. As you know, for the last few years, tenants have been forced 
out of rent-controlled and/or affordable housing while luxury units are built with very few “affordable" units, and even 
fewer, or none, set aside for the middle class.

Build the large skyrises on Wilshire and Pico, La Cienega and La Brea. Let the intimate neighborhoods, with their intact 
connections and community, remain. There are plenty of “side streets” in Los Angeles that have already been destroyed.
Go there or go to the main thoroughfares for the large buildings and please, can we have a real system in place so that 
displaced tenants get to move back in at the same rent (after those tenants have been subsidized during construction so 
they can find a place to live?).

Now, on to our regularly scheduled programming - with which I do agree and support:

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.
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The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Best regards

Susan Nickerson

pronouns: she | her 1 hers
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Best,
Chelsea Gilmore
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave,

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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This will not address the housing crisis, it's just a way for greedy real estate developers and 
property owners to displace current tenants, overbuild and create even more unaffordable 
housing

Waiter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove .Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex was included as a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood it 
is worthy of historic preservation.

plex is located in the middle of the 1000 block of S. Orange Grove Ave, a 
street that is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes 
to the City’s rich social and cultural life

Losing thii A r - ex to demolition and replacement with an out of scale, out of 
character high rise apartment would severely impact t boric quality of this 
otherwise near completely historical block

The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is within the proposed National Registry of 
Historic Plao done District. The central location of the duplex on the block 
makes it a keystone v the legacy, integrity, and cohesion of a beautiful and 
historic neighborhood

sinned replacement, a five-story, 16-unit building that will destroy the 
aesthetics, scale and historic nature of our mostly 1920s block of apartment
homes

Alex Warner

Miracle Mi sident
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City's rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange? Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange; Grove.

Emanuele Arnone
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Walter Boilenbacher Dupiex

1054 South Orange Grave Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Waiter Boiienbacher Duutex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district} is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the vintage 
1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and cultural life. 
Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity of this very beautiful 
and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was purchased last year by 
developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, which will be both starkly 
disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing Survey LA structure
and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The Walter Boiienbacher 
Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire 
Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would place an additional layer of protection for them. But until 
the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual integrity of this 
very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World War II history 
marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the integrated, multi-ethnic 
community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful examples of 
Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its high 
pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex 
stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for what 
makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this proce.v icA-i i*s sente/ms1 c.shicG is preserved by supporting the 
neighborhood HCM nomination for The Waiter Boiienbacher Duplex at
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Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove. I

I agree with all of the above .
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RE: Walter Boiienbacher Duplex 
1054 South Orange Grove Ave.
CHC Case# CHC-2019-7391-HCM 
Environmental Case #ENV-2019-7392-CE

To Whom It May Concern:
Please help us save our beautiful and historic neighborhood. It will truly be a shame to see more high-rise 
overdevelopment in our lovely neighborhood. As a 10 year resident in Wilshire Vista, I do NOT support the demolition of 
1054 South Orange Grove.
Sincerely,

NICOLE LANDAU

/5NIC0LELANDAUATT
323.228.9377
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To: ''chc@lac-ity.org" <chc@laciiy.org>
Cc: ''Iambert.giessingef@lacity.org" <iambert.giessinger@iaoity.org>, "Syivia.lacy@Iacity.org" <Sylvia.lacy@ladty.org>,
"Eiizabeth.Carlin@lacity.org" <Efizabeth.Cariin@iacity.org>

Re:
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

Hello all,

1 fully support of an .HCM (Historic-Cultural Monument) designation for the Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex for the following reasons:

• The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex was included as a contributing Survey LA structure and as 
part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood it is worthy of historic 
preservation.

• The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is within the proposed National Registry of Historic 
Places Historic District. The central location of the duplex on the block makes it a keystone 
vital to the legacy, integrity, and cohesion of a beautiful and historic neighborhood.

• The duplex is located in the middle of the 1000 block of S. Orange Grove Ave, a street that 
is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich 
social and cultural life

• Losing tins duplex to demolition and replacement with an out of scale, out of character 
high rise apartment would severely impact the historic quality of this otherwise near 
completely historical block

• The planned replacement, a five-story, 16-unit building that will destroy the aesthetics, 
scale and historic nature of our mostly 1920s block of apartment homes

Thank you.
Rich Mann in o
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Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Marlene donloe
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Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Thank you 
Thao Tran
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I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a
neighborhood effort (called Save 'Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the vintage 
1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City's rich social and cultural 
life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity of this very 
beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was purchased last year 
by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, which will be both starkly 
disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing Survey LA structure 
and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a neighborhood effort (called 
Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would place an additional layer of protection for 
them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places.

Sincerely,

L. Nemscboff
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Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

it

The duplex is located in the middle of the 1000 block of S, Orange Grove Ave, a
street that is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes
to the City’s rich social and cultural life

Losing thi: ex to demolition and replacement with an out of scale, out of
character high rise apartment would severely impact t Doric quality of this
otherwise near completely historical block

The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is within the proposed Nation gistry of 
Historic Places Historic District. The central location of the duplex on the block
makes it a keystone vital to the legacy, integrity, and cohesion of a beautiful and 
historic neighborhood

inned replacement, a five-story, 16-unit building that will destroy the
aesthetics, scale and historic nature of our mostly 1920s block of apartment
homes
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Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

Hello,

I'm writing today to express my support of the HCM designation for the above address. The historical character of our 
neighborhoods is vital. The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places 
Historic District. The central location of the duplex on the block makes it a keystone vital to the legacy, integrity, and 
cohesion of a beautiful and historic neighborhood. The planned replacement, a five-story, 16-unit building that will destroy 
the aesthetics, scale and historic nature of our mostly 1920s block of apartment homes.

As I walk my dog through these neighborhoods I'm constantly struck by the beautiful architectural detail of these 1920s 
homes. New buildings just don't have the beauty these do. Please preserve them!

Thank you very much!
Liz Highstrete
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I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Dr Yvonne Styles
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alter Bcllenbache*' Duplex

1054 South Orange Gn e Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: bNV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391 -HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City's rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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To the Cultural Heritage Commission:

The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex was included as a
contributing SurveyLA structure and as pail of a cohesive whole of a historic
multi-family neighborhood it is worthy of historic preservation. The duplex is 
located in the middle of the 1000 block of S. Orange Grove Ave, a street that 
is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to 
the City’s rich social and cultural life. Losing this duplex to demolition and 
replacement with an out of scale, out of character high rise apartment would 
severely impact the historic quality of this otherwise near completely 
historical block. The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is within the proposed 
National Registry of Historic Places Historic District. The central location of 
the duplex on the block makes it a keystone vital to the legacy, integrity, and 
cohesion of a beautiful and histone neighborhood. The planned replacement, a 
five-story, 16-unit building that will destroy the aesthetics, scale and 
historic nature of our mostly 1920s block of apartment homes.

I am deeply concerned with the construction that has been going up in this area. The complexes 
going up right above Pico do not fit the character of the neighborhood and will lead to even more 
traffic in the area. Who knows what all these additional complexes will do to the infrastructure 
as well. These types of projects need to be stopped and should not be replacing homes and 
complexes that have almost been around for 100 years. This just makes everything in the 
neighborhood look out of place and is way too high as well. Not sure how anything is over 3 
stories (including the garage). Please help put a stop to this once and for all.

Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: LNV-2019-7392-CE

Thanks,
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Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove Is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Waiter Boiienbacher Duplex

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City's rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing Survey LA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Neighborhood Resident.
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Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City's rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City's rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Thank you 
Amy Kraunz
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CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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RE: Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

Dear Cultural Heritage Commission:

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument 
(HCM) protection for the vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the 
City’s rich social and cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher 
duplex is a key component in the historic integrity of this very beautiful and notable block of two- 
story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was purchased last year by 
developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing 
neighborhood.

The >t
contributing SurveyLA structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family 
neighborhood, it is worthy of historic, preservation. The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within 
the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a neighborhood effort (called 
Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on rh;s prestigious registry that wouG place an 
additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved 
sometime in 2020. this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

property is a keystone in its central location on that block As a

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the 
historic and visual integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely 
designed small multi-family apartment homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also 
embody the post-World War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only 
segregated Los Angeles developments to the integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly 
irreplaceable, beautiful examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival 
architecture in the City of Los Angeles.
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I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that 
it represents. With its high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the 
distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the 
Southern California architecture worthy of saving.
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I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to 
maintain reverence for what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is 
preserved by supporting the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at
1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Yours truly,

Walter R. Dominguez

ociation,
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Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-Wortd 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Walter Boiienbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

Madam/Sir -

I write in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the vintage 
1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Boiienbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Boiienbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofiine, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Boiienbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Waiter Boiienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Yours sincerely,
Sollace Mitchell,
Resident, S. Hayworth Avenue 90035
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I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Thank you 
Amy Kraunz
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I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Dear Cultural Heritage Commission:

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument 
(HCM) protection for the vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the 
City’s rich social and cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher 
duplex is a key component in the historic integrity of this very beautiful and notable block of two- 
story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was purchased last year by 
developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing 
neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a
contributing SurveyLA structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family 
neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within 
the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a neighborhood effort (called 
Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would place an 
additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved 
sometime in 2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the 
historic and visual integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely 
designed small multi-family apartment homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also 
embody the post-World War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only 
segregated Los Angeles developments to the integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly 
irreplaceable, beautiful examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival 
architecture in the City of Los Angeles.
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I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to 
maintain reverence for what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is 
preserved by supporting the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at
1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Yours truly,

Walter R. Dominguez
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing Survey LA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Soilace Mitchell II <so‘laceoi@:cl0ud com> 
To: chc@laaty.org 
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Thu Feb 6. 2020 at 2:06 AM

/Valter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

Madam/Sir -

I write in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the vintage 
1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Yours sincerely,
Soilace Mitchell,
Resident, S. Hayworth Avenue 90035
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HERBERT SAMPLE <hasample@mac.com> 
To: chc@lacity.org

Wed Fe 202') at 2 Oh WO

Feb. 5, 2020

Re: CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391 -HCM/Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

Dear L.A. City Cultural Heritage Commission:

My name is Herbert A. Sample. My brother, his wife and I owned 1054 S. Orange Grove Ave. in Los Angeles until early 
2019, when we sold it. That sale ended our family’s ownership of the property that goes back to, I believe, 1973.

Some history is in order. My parents were one of the first, if not the first, African American property owners on the 1000 
block of Orange Grove Ave. I was a pre-teen at the time, and moving from a single-family home to a new duplex in a new 
neighborhood was exciting if bewildering. My younger brother and I finished our childhood there, and we still look fondly 
at our years living there.

At 1054 Orange Grove, my mother spent hundreds of hours tending to roses in the front yard and gardens in the back 
yards. My father, a master mechanic who retired after a career at the L.A. City Sanitation Dept., repaired the family cars in 
the rear. I later in life realized how comfortably the structure blended with the tri- and quad-plexes and other multiple- 
residence properties along the street.

As both I and my brother became adults and left for other adventures, our parents took pride in keeping their home in 
great shape. My parents died 12 and 15 years ago, and my brother and I tried and mostly succeeded in keeping the 
property looking good.

In 2018, we decided it was time to sell. And we did, in February 2019. At the time, we hoped someone who respected and 
admired the character of the property would buy it, while also worrying that someone who really saw the property only as 
an opportunity to tear it down would end up with it. Our fears have been realized.

I am not an architectural authority, and so I cannot comment on its significance in that category. But to tear down what I 
now understand is a building of significant architectural value would be galling. To allow construction of something that 
destroys the resonance and fluidity of the look of the 1000 block of Orange Grove should not be permitted. I remain a 
property owner, and understand that property owners should have some leeway in deciding what should and should not 
be done on their properties. But the reverse also is true: Property owners should NOT be allowed to do anything they 
want with their properties just because they want to do it. Government must strike a balance that entails a number of 
considerations. Cultural heritage, history and community cohesiveness are important considerations — and in this case, I 
believe, are significant enough to warrant this property’s designation as a Historic Cultural Monument.

Many moons ago, I think sometime in the ‘80s, a two-structure multi-unit building on Orange Grove’s east side, closer to 
Whitworth Ave. suffered a damaging fire and was subsequently torn completely down. In its place was built, to put it 
mildly, an eyesore of an apartment or condo complex. It has since blended in somwhat, if only because it has been there 
so long I don’t even much notice it any more.

Let’s not make the same mistake with 1054 S. Orange Grove Ave. That structure can be preserved if some caring is put 
into it. Let’s make sure that happens.

I plan to speak at the March 5 hearing.

Thank you.

Herbert A. Sample 
510-682-1007
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

Dear Mr. Giessinger,

As a resident of Carthay Circle HPOZ, I am a strong supporter of neighboring effforts to gain Historic Cultural Monument
(HCM) protection for the vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-4 056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove/ property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

i am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange/ Grove.

I am most grateful for your consideration and your commitment to the cultural and architectural heritage of our city.
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Co: lambert.giessinger@lacity.org

Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Bruce Thomas
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Waiter Bollenbacher Duplex located at

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM
Environmental Case#. ENY-2CH&-7392-CE

I live on south Spaulding Avenue in another beautiful historic duplex which wouldn't qualify for 
historic preservation as this duplex does. I have watched 5 story, multi unit buildings going up at 
the end of my block and I understand that overpopulation needs addressing. My support for this 
particular building is not just a knee-jerk NIMBY response.

Take a look at this and move the cursor around:

https://www.google.eom/maps/place/1054+S+Orange+Grove+Ave,
+Los+Angeles,+CA+90019/@34.0563479,-113.3635098,3a. 75y.229.61h, 38,9t/data=!3m6!1 el! 
3m4!1 se2G4lw7Zh9mj8FtbPXiEKw!2e0!7i16384!8i8192!4m5!3m4!1 s0x80c2b9167c590a8b:
0xc7e92a9eJ7637eead?8m2!3c!34.056219!4d-118.363195

The placement of this budding Is dear: it's located in the middle of the 1000 block of S. Orange 
Grove Ave. on a street that is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes 
to the city's rich social and cultural life. Ok, ok, more development nearer the major thoroughfares
we are already reckoning with knowing we must compromise, but we refuse it here. Losing this 
duplex to demolition and replacement with an out of scale, out of character high rise apartment
would severely impact the historic quality of this otherwise near completely historical block.

The Waiter Bollenbacher Duplex is within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places 
Historic District. The central location of the duplex on the block makes it a keystone vital to the 
legacy, integrity, and cohesion of a beautiful and historic neighborhood. In addition, the Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex was included as a contributing SurveyLA structure and as part of a cohesive 
whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood it is worthy of historic preservation.

NOT THIS ONE!!!!

Martine lomczyk
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'Walter Bollenbacher Duclex 
1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City's rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Janice Taylor
1643 S Spaulding Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90019
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grover property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.
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The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art. Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood, the surrounding neighorhoods and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles 
architecture that it represents. With its high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive 
files on the stairs, The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy 
of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove,

Please consider this email my support to save this building- and buildings like it. Must we remake Los Angeles every 30 
years into an evolving hodge podge of mini malls and bad architecture/

Beth DePatie

Miracle Mile Resident

Supporter of HPOZ’s
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave,

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing Survey LA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex 1054 .South Orange Grove Ave CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM Environmental Case#:
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I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave. South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and 
cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter 
Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story 
apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was purchased last year by developers who plan to 
demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, which will be both starkly disproportionate in 
scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood. The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a 
keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a 
historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the 
proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 
112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the 
National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction. 
The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes. In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post
World War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today. The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most 
significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy 
Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles. I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los 
Angeles architecture that it represents. With its high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the 
distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California 
architecture worthy of saving. I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want 
us to maintain reverence for what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful. We urge the Cultural Heritage 
Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting the neighborhood HCM 
nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Thank you for your immediate attention.

Sincerely,

Myles Collins
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic 
integrity of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This 
duplex was purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six- 
story apartment, which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing 
neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing
SurveyLA structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic 
preservation. The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic 
district, a neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry 
that would place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is 
approved sometime in 2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With 
its high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence 
for what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by
supporting the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Sincerely,
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Best Regards,
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Waiter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#; ENV-2019-7392-CE

The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex was included as a contributing Survey LA structure and as 
part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood it is worthy of historic 
preservation.

The duplex is located in the middle of the 1000 block of S. Orange Grove Ave, a street that is 
a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social 
and cultural life
Losing this duplex to demolition and replacement with an out of scale, out of character high 
rise apartment would severely impact the historic quality of this otherwise near completely 
historical block

The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places 
Historic District. The central location of the duplex on the block makes it a keystone vital to 
the legacy, integrity, and cohesion of a beautiful and historic neighborhood
The planned replacement, a five-story, 16-unit building that will destroy the aesthetics, scale and 
historic nature of our mostly 1920s block of apartment homes

Please give this building a Historic-Cultural Monument.

Sincerely,
Courtney Mannino
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

thank you

Christian may
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#; CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

To whom it may concern,

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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l am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the vintage 
1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave,

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and cultural life.
Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity of this very beautiful 
and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was purchased last year by
developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, which will be both starkly 
disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove: property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA structure 
and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The Walter
Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a neighborhood effort (called
Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would place an additional layer of protection for 
them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 2020, this property is in immediate danger of 
destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual integrity of this 
very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World War II history 
marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the integrated, multi-ethnic 
community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful examples of 
Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its high 
pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex 
stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for what 
makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting the
neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Sincerely,
Sallie A. Hood, Partner
Sakai & Hood Architecture and Urban Design
sakal-hood.com
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex was included as a contributing Survey LA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood it 
is worthy of historic preservation.

plex is located in the middle of the 1000 block of S. Orange Grove Ave, a 
street that is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes 
to the City’s rich social and cultural life

Losing this duplex to demolition and replacement with an out of scale, out of 
character high rise apartment would severely impact the historic quality of this 
otherwise near completely historical block

The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is within the proposed Nation gistry of 
Historic Plao itoric District. The central location of the duplex on the block 
makes it a keystone vital to the legacy, integrity, and cohesion of a beautiful and 
historic neighborhood

The planned replacement, a five-story, 16-unit building that will destroy the 
aesthetics, scale and historic nature of our mostly 1926s block of apartment
homes

Sincerely, 
Hilla Bitton
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I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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To the Cultural Heritage Commission regarding:

Walter Bollenbacher Duplex
1054 South Orange Grove Ave
CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM
Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

Please please please, help us to keep our neighborhood full of the character that's been around since the 
1920s. My partner and I walk up and down the streets of our community every day with our dog, and 
we're constantly observing fun new bits of architecture in the amazing buildings that line the streets.

We do not need another luxury apartment building that is devoid of character and out of price for most 
people.

There are so many reasons to keep this beautiful building intact, including:

The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex was included as a contributing SurveyLA structure and as part of a 
cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood it is worthy of historic preservation.
The duplex is located in the middle of the 1000 block of S. Orange Grove Ave, a street that is a 
reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City's rich social and 
cultural life
Losing this duplex to demolition and replacement with an out of scale, out of character high rise 
apartment would severely impact the historic quality of this otherwise near completely historical 
block
The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places Historic 
District. The central location of the duplex on the block makes it a keystone vital to the legacy, 
integrity, and cohesion of a beautiful and historic neighborhood
The planned replacement, a five-story, 16-unit building that will destroy the aesthetics, scale and 
historic nature of our mostly 1920s block of apartment homes

Again, I beg you to help us keep our community unique, beautiful and devoid of the characterless, bland hi-rise apartment 
buildings we do not want around.

Thanks so much

Keena Batti
S Orange Grove Avenue Resident
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To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing in support of the proposed Historic-Cultural Monument Designation of the Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex located at 1054 S. Orange Grove Avenue, CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391- 
HCM / Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392~CE

The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex was included as a contributing Survey LA structure and as
part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood it is worthy of historic 
preservation.

The duplex is located in the middle of the 1000 block of S. Orange Grove Ave, a street that is 
a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City's rich social
and cultural life

Losing this duplex to demolition and replacement with an out of scale, out of character high 
rise apartment would severely impact the historic quality of this otherwise near completely
historical block

The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places 
Historic District. The central location of the duplex on the block makes it a keystone vital to 
the legacy, Integrity, and cohesion of a beautiful and historic neighborhood

The planned replacement, a five-story, 16-unit building that will destroy the aesthetics, scale 
and historic nature of our mostly 1920s block of apartment homes

Sincerely,
Jennifer Grega
1238 S. Spaulding Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90019 
Wilshire Vista
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic muiti-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Please keep my neighborhood as beautiful as it s today.
Don’t ruin the original city. NYC has kept it’s brownstones. We must do the same.
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1 am writing to voice my opposition to the proposed demolition 
and building of
a six story budding on 1054 South Orange Grove 1 , t v

apartment homes.
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CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave. I live on the block at 1024 South Orange Grove Avenue,
and have been a resident there for almost 20 years. This affects me greatly and deeply and has caused me great 
anguish.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

in addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex 
1054 South Orange Grove Ave 
CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM
Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

Hello,

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) 
protection for the vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grover Ave,

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the 
City’s rich social and cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is 
a key component in the historic integrity of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment 
homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was purchased last year by developers who
plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, which will be both 
starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its centra! location on that block. As a 
contributing SurveyLA structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family 
neighborhood, it Is worthy of historic preservation. The Waiter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the 
proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a neighborhood effort (called Save 
Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would place an 
additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved 
sometime in 2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the 
historic and visual integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely 
designed small multi-family apartment homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody 
the post-World War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los 
Angeles developments to the integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly 
irreplaceable, beautiful examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival 
architecture in the City of Los Angeles,

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it
represents. With its high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive 
tiles on the stairs, The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California
architecture worthy of saving,
l am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to 
maintain reverence for what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.
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I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Against HCM for the Walter Bollenbacher Duplex, ''rath Orange Grove Ave /
Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM
1 message

Michael Patterson <michaelpattersonmusic@gmail.com>
To: chc@Iacity.org
Cc: fambert.giessinger@Iadty.org

Wed, Feb 5, 2020 at 4:05 PM

I am against of the neighborhood effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

Many of my neighbors feel that this neighborhood and those around us should never change.

This thwarts progress and stunts the necessary changes needed to meet the challenges 
of our growing community.

I realize that the idea of change irritates so many in this neighborhood but we must move forward.

This will be an unpopular decision to make but it is the right one for the future of Los Angeles.

Best Regards,
Michael Patterson
5871 Saturn St, Los Angeles, Ca 90019
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CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War 11 history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the Incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Sincerely,

Ethan Cohan
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CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM
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I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Barbara Kroll < k r o 11 a w a y @ y a h o o, c o rr. >
To: chc@lacity.org
Cc: Lambert Giessinger <lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>, Sylvia Lacy <sylvia.lacy@lacity.org>, Elizabeth Carlin
<elizabeth.carlin@lacity.org>, Brad Kane <president@piconc.com>, David Dahlke <dadadahlke@gmail.com>

Tne F 11 2020 at 1'-47 £//:

I am writing to ask the Cultural Heritage Commission to support the nomination of 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave as
a Historical Cultural Monument. I applaud Councilmember Herb Wesson’s sponsorship of this nomination as well.

Especially because it is located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the 
historic integrity of this beautiful block of two-story duplexes and apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. A 
drive down this street shows a window into a time in the past when homes were designed to impress the passer-by with 
their individual Art Deco and Spanish-style architectural features set amidst landscaping native to our region.

The 2015 SurveyLA designated over 100 homes in the Orange Grove-Ogden-Genesee area as constituting a distinct 
historical neighborhood with over 90% of the homes intact from their original 1920’s and 1930’s build. The property at 
issue, one of those historic homes, is the Walter Bollenbacher Duplex on Orange Grove. It is is also within the proposed
National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place these 
quintessential^ historic LA properties.

The historic quality of our neighborhood would be lost forever if we cannot preserve these treasures to be enjoyed by 
current and future generations

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Sincerely,
Barbara Kroll, CD 10
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In Support of HCM for The Waiter Bollenbacher Duplex, 1054 South Orange Grove 
Ave / Case#: CHC-2019-7391 -HCM
1 message

Joy Eballar <joyeballar@hotrnaiI.com>
To: "chc@lacity.org" <chc@lacity.org>
Cc: "Iambert.giessinger@ladty.org” <lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>, "Sylvia.lacy@lacity.org'' <Sylvia.Iacy@lacity.org>, 
"Elizabeth.Carlin@Iacity.org" <Elizabeth.Carlin@lacity.org>, "president@piconc.com" <president@piconc.com>,
"info@piconc.com" <info@piconc.com>

Wed, Feb 12, 2020 at 2:38 PM

Hello,

My family and I live at 1054 S. Orange Grove, the "Walter Bollenbacher Duplex".

My husband and I have been here since 2014, our son a few years prior to that.
We do consider this our "home" even though we are just renters. We take pride in 
the beautiful architecture and uniqueness of this home, the rose gardens in the front and 
back yard and the surrounding apartments and duplexes in this neighborhood, it makes for a 
lovely place to call home. Just walking through this neighborhood, there are so many unique 
old houses,duplexes, triplexes and apartments.

The new owners (Tai Gorodezky & Adi Perez) of this duplex (as of March 2019) want to demolish this house 
to put up a 5 story condo.
They are also responsible for the buy out and building of another out of place 5 story condo, 3 blocks south 
of us, also on Orange Grove Ave.
They demolished several beautiful old, well maintained houses, to build a horrible eyesore in the 1300 
block of this street. There are two
more houses they will be demolishing in that block to continue the building of the ugly, horrible 
monstrosity that not even in a bad dream, fits in with the beauty of this neighborhood!

I am writing again to plead with you to please follow through in declaring this a Historical Cultural 
Monument
designation and not allow them to demolish this house or any more of the unique homes on S. Orange 
Grove Ave.

I cannot tell you how strongly we feel about protecting this neighborhood and the great people who 
live here from this type of destruction that Mr. Gorodezky and Mr. Perez want to do to not only our home 
right now, but to prevent them from doing this to anymore homes in this neighborhood.

My husband Joe and I will be attending your meeting on March 5th and thank you very much for your 
consideration.

Sincerely,

Joy & Joe Eballar
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Planning CHC <chc@iacity.org>

In Support of HCM for the Walter Bollenbacher Duplex 10*54 South Orange Grove 
Ave / Case#. CHC-2019-7391-HCM
1 message

Robin Alper <robinaiper@gmaii,com>
To: chc@lacity.org
Cc: lambert.giessinger@lacity.org

Thu, Feb 13, 2020 at 5:26 PM

Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave. I've lived on South Orange Grove for almost 25 years.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City's rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Robin Alper
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In Support of HCM for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex, 1054 South Orange Grove 
Ave / Case#; CHC-2019-7391-HCM
1 message

laura rico <laura.rico12@gmail.com>
To: chc@lacity.org
Cc: lambert.giessinger@lacity.org

heb 1b. 2020 at 12'#3 PM

Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I grew up in the beautiful Wilshire Vista neighborhood and care deeply about its future.
I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Planning CHC <che@lacity.org>

In Support of HCM for the Walter Bollenbacher Duplex, 1054 South Orange Grove 
Ave / Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM
1 message

Todd Farr <toddfarr@yahoo.com>
To: chc@lacity.org
Cc: lambert.giessinger@iacity.org

Sat, Feb IS, 2020 at 1:05 PM

Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing Survey LA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

in addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Planning CHC <chc@iacity.org>
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Awe,

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City's rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to piace 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, 1 still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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In Support of HCM for the Walter Bollenbacher Duplex 1054 South Orange Grove 
Ave/Case# CHC 2019-7391-HCM

Lina Mnfo@swedcakes con>
To: ctic@l3city.org
Cc: lambert.giessingeqgtlaeity.org

Sat, Feb 15, 2020 at 2:01 PM

Waiter Bolienbacher Duciex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2Q19-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Regards, 
Caroline Nilsson
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Planning CHC <chc@iacity.org>

In Support of HCM for the Walter Bolienbacher Duplex, 1054 South Orange Grove 
Ave / Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM
1 message

Donna Benton <donna.benton@gmail.com>
To: chc@Iacity.org
Cc: Iamt3ert.giessinger@Iacity.org

Sat. Feb 15 2020 at 2'02 PM

Waiter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Sincerely
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In Support of HCM for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex, 1054 South Orange Grove 
Ave / Case#- CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Julie Vlasak <julievlasak'5igrraii.co’r-> 
To chc@Iacity.org

lanribert.giessinger@lacty.org

Sac Feb 15, 20 at 2 23 PM

r

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the vintage 
1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave. I live at 1306 S. Orange Grove and developers have already demolished all
but two of the single family homes across the street from me. The last two standing homes have been purchased by a developer 
and there are plans to put up 2 five story apartment buildings. This is of great distress to the people on my side of the street and to 
the neighborhood at large. Please show a positive sign of support to long time Angeleno’s who love their neighborhoods by granting 
1054-56 South Orange Grove a HCM status.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and cultural life. 
Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity of this very beautiful 
and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was purchased last year by 
developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, which will be both starkly 
disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA structure
and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The Walter Bollenbacher 
Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire 
Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would place an additional layer of protection for them. But until 
the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

t he demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual integrity of this 
very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World War II history 
marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the integrated, multi-ethnic 
community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful examples of 
Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its high 
pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Waiter Bollenbacher Duplex 
stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for what 
makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting the
neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Sincerely, 
Julie Vlasak
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Planning CHC <chc@iacity.org>

In Support of HCM for the Walter Bollenbacher Duplex, 1054 South Orange Grove 
Ave / Case#: CHC-2013-7391-HCM

John Berksor,
To ciiG@'c0,t/ on 
'"c Gnbcrt g;ess ager@Iacity.org

)erkson@gmail.com> Sat, Feb 15 or ;S F'i;

•lo"«bac^e' Duplexs /Ar*G

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391 -HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City's rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bolienbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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In Support of HCM for Walter Bollenbacher Duplex, ! let So* th Orange Grove Ave / 
Case#: CHC-2019-733vHCM
1 message

Lorraine D'Anda <superfunrain@gmail.com>
To: chc@lacity.org
Cc: lambert.giessinger@Iadty.org

Sat, Feb 15, 2020 at 2:57 PM

Waiter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Thank you, 
Lorraine D’Anda
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O'aPo- Boualob" ier Duplex

Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (calied Save Wilshire Vista) to piace 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The 'A/alter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

PLEASE DO THE RIGHT THING!

Thank you.
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/ 'alter Bolient ner Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City's rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (caiied Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Sincerely,
Lisa de Moraes
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Sal. reb 1b. 2020 at 7:55 PM

Dear Cultural Heritage Commission,

1 am writing concerning the nomination for historic status for the Waiter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054 South Orange Grove 
Ave, CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM, Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE. ''

I support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the vintage 1930s
duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

This example of an historic and living legacy of Los Angeles architecture and social integration that it represents, needs to 
be preserved. Once gone, it can never be replaced. The kind of building proposed is precisely what Los Angeles does 
not need: A building in which residents will have no sense of roots or association with the neighborhood. Sadly, these 
new mulit-story apartments rip up not just the architectural fabric but also the social and community fabric of our city. This 
must not be allowed.

As you are no doubt aware, in the midst of the city's worst homeless crisis, new luxury apartments of the kind here being 
proposed, are going up at an astonishing rate - and yet 47,000 such units are vacant. Often, such new buildings have 
replaced older, rent stabilized apartments that are the bedrock of stability in our city. We do not need another building 
that displaces residents and only adds to the vast store of vacant apartments when the real housing needs of our city 
remain entirely unmet.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Thank you,

Greg Goldin 
Miracle Mile
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■/-.'alter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2G19-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.

Sincerely,
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CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City's rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Sun, Feb 16, 2020 at 12:33 PM

Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-Wo rid 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove,
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To. chc@lacity.org
Cc: lambert.giessinger@lacity.org

Fue. Feb 13. 2020 at 602 AM

Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

1054 South Orange Grove Ave

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and 
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Planning CHC <chc@facity.0r9>

Preserving 1054 S. Orange Grove Ave,

■<iefe" Darrel ' D^Sr-rt- ef‘-r@'-ovhds,e0o>
c cooSleLst,' -rg- <q-c@l._ t " rc>. 'rielissa.icnes@lacity.org'' <melissa.jcnes@lacity.org>.
' ,cu i ulrre-" :e /.esson@ act/ jio’ <councilmember.wesson@lacity.org>, "jordan Deroukhim@lacity.org"'
mo da> Ger>i'Pu;m@iacity org- 'elizabeth.carlin@lacity.org" <elizabetn.canin@lacity.org> "iambert giessinger@iac!ty org"

yiyia.!acy@lacity.org’’ <sylvia.iacy@lacrty.org>. “president@p'ccr>c, com' 
"info@piconc.com" <info@piconc.com>

oud.com" <f''iendsofwv@ictoud.ccm>. “savewslshirevista@yahoo.com" <savewilshireyssta@yahoo.com>

>. Oct 1 , 20/9 aT 'O'56 AM

t gie<aitig5r-@.3C[t - 
.nsesider,t@p.con:
Cc: "friendsofwv@’

Dear Members of the Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Commission,

Dear Council President Herb Wesson,

I'm writing in strong support of your designating 1054 S. Orange Grove Ave. in Wilshire 
Vista as a Historic-Cultural Monument. This lovely French Revival duplex home has been 
slated for demolition, as the developer plans a five-story 16-unit apartment building. I join 
my neighbors in asking you to preserve it.

Since 1995, I’ve been living at 1071 S. Orange Grove Ave., renting a one-bedroom
apartment in a unique two-story building similar to many others on this block. As a 
professor of English at the University of Redlands, despite my long drive to work on the 10 
Freeway, I choose to live here for the vibrant community that Los Angeles provides. Built in 
the 1930’s, my one-bedroom apartment has the fall windows, wooden floors, built-in 
cabinets, crown mouldings, and original tile-work that are so appealing.

Likewise, the home at 1054 S. Orange Grove is a real beauty, like the other duplex homes in 
the area and yet original in its elaboration of the basic structure. It is worth saving, just as 
this friendly, ethnically diverse neighborhood is well worth saving. Please don’t let 
developers come in and trash what we have—apartment buildings in the 1000 block of 
Orange Grove and along Whitworth and Packard, duplex homes in the 1000 block of nearby 
north-south streets, and single-family bungalows in the 2000 block of nearby streets. We 
have a gentle neighborhood, no more than two stories high.

The apartment and condominium buildings that developers erect (for example, the six-story 
monstrosity going up on Orange Grove close to Pico Blvd.) have room for more people, it’s 
true. But they have no grace, no warmth, and no affinity with the homes we have here. That 
sort of edifice belongs with others like it. Please preserve the beauty of this neighborhood.

Yours sincerely,

Daniel Kiefer

1071 S. Orange Grove Ave., no. 1, Los Angeles 90019
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Council District 10

Elizabeth Carlin <eiizabeth.carlin@lacity.org>
To- "Kiefer. Denier <Daniel j<iefer@wedftnds.edu>
Or '‘ohc@lacity.org" <chc@iacity.org> "melissa.iones@!5Cify.o‘'g" <irelissa.;cres@lacity org>.
■'councilmember "Aesson@lacity.crg'' <councilmember.wesson@l3cify.org>. "jordan.beroukhim@Iacity.org" 
<jord3n.beroukhim@laaty.org>, ‘’lamoert.giessmger@lacitv.org" <lambert giessinger@lacity.org>. "sylvia.lacy@iacity.org” 
<sylvia ipcy@Iacity.org>. "president@piconc.com'' <president@piconc com>. "info@piconc.com’' <info@piconc.com>. 
"friendsofvyy@iclcud.com'’ <friendscfv-/v@ic!oud.corn>. "save'.vi!shirevista@y3hco.ccm" <S3vewilshirevista@yahoo.ccm>

Mon. Oct 21. 2019 at 4.3? PM

Good Afternoon Mr Keifer,
Thanks for your email. We're aiming to introduce a motion that would study tne feasibility of declaring this a Historic 
Cultural Monument (HCM) in Council tomorrow.

Thanks for reaching out on this item. 
Have a good day,
Liz

[Quoted text hidden]

Kiefer, Daniel <DanieftKiefer@redlands.edu>
To: "chc@lacity.org" <chc@lacity.org>, "meIissa.jones@lacity.org" <iTielissa.jones@lacity.org> 
"councilmember.wesson@Iacity.org" <counciImember.we3son@Iactty.org>, "jordan.beroukhim@lacity.org"
<)ordan.beroukhim@lacity.org>, "elizabeth.carrtn@lacity.org" <elizabeth.carlin@lactty.org>, "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" 
<lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>, "sylvia.lacy@iacity.org" <syfvia.iacy@lacity.org>, "president@piconc.com" 
<president@piconc.com>, "info@ptconc.com" <info@piconc.com>
Cc: "friendsofwv@tcloud.com" <friendsofwv@icioud,com>, "savewiIsbirevista@yahoo.com" <savewilshirevista@yahoo.com>

Sat, Feb 15, 2020 at 5:50 PM

Re: Walter Bollenbacher Duplex
1 uth Orange Grove Ave.
CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM
Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

Dear Members of the Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Commission:

I'm writing in strong support of your designating 1054 South Grange Grove Ave. in 
Wilshire Vista as a Historic-Cultural Monument. This lovely French Revival duplex home 
has been slated for demolition, as the developer plans a five-story 16-unit apartment 
building. I join my neighbors m asking you to preserve it.
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Since 1995, I’ve been living at 1071 S„ Orange Grove Ave., renting a one-bedroom 
apartment in a two-story 1930's building consonant with many others on this block. As a 
professor of English at the University of Redlands, despite my long drive to work on the 10 
Freeway, I live here for the vibrant community that Los Angeles provides. My one-bedroom
apartment has the full windows, wooden floors, built-in cabinets, crown moldings, and 
original tile-work that are so appealing.

City ot Los Angeles Mail - Preserving 1054 C. Urange Grove Ave.

The homo at 1054 S. Orange Grove is a real beauty, like the other duplex homes in the area 
and yet original in its elaboration of the basic structure. It is well worth saving, just as this 
friendly, ethnically diverse neighborhood is absolutely worth saving. Please don’t let 
developers come in and trash what we have—apartment buildings in the 1000 block of 
Orange Grove and along Whitworth and Packard, duplex homes in the 1000 block of nearby 
north-south streets, and single-family bungalows in the 2000 block of nearby streets. We 
have a gentle neighborhood, no more than two stories high, with many examples of Spanish 
Colonial Revival, Normandy Revival, and Art Deco architecture.

The apartment and condominium buildings that developers erect (for example, the six-story 
monstrosity going up on Orange Grove close to Pico Blvd.) have room for more people, it’s 
true. But they offer very few affordable units. They have no grace, no warmth, and no 
affinity with the homes we have here. Please preserve the beauty of this neighborhood.

Yours sincerely,

Daniel Kiefer

1071 S. Orange Grove Ave., no. 1 
Los Angeles 90019
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1 message

fred parries <fredparnes@yahoo.com>
To: "chc@lacity.org" <chc@lacity.org>
Cc: "lambert.giessinger@Iacity.org" <lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>

Sun, Feb 23, 2020 at 4:21 PM

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE
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The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful examples of 
Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles,

( am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its high 
pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex 
stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

i am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for what 
makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure n sp^pen/ ' f on e/c c * CoWs , is /eo o * s_.pl ~ ',m he 
neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter BoWr tar 'o D iclm Y
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Planning CHC <chc@lacity.org>
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Walter Bollenbacher Duplex

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the vintage 
1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave.

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and cultural life. 
Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity of this very beautiful 
and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was purchased last year by 
developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, which will be both starkly
disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.
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The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual integrity of this 
very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed smalt multi-family apartment homes..

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World War fl history 

marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the integrated, multi-ethnic 
community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable., beautiful examples of 
Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its high
pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex 
stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for what 
makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.
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CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gain Historic Cultural Monument (HCM) protection for the 
vintage 1930s duplex at 1054-1056 South Orange Grove Ave,

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s rich social and
cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a key component in the historic integrity 
of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood. This duplex was 
purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and construct a five or six-story apartment, 
which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The 1054-56 South Orange Grove property is a keystone in its central location on that block. As a contributing SurveyLA 
structure and as part of a cohesive whole of a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of historic preservation. The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places historic district, a 
neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista) to place 112 historic properties on this prestigious registry that would 
place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of Historic Places is approved sometime in 
2020, this property is in immediate danger of destruction.

The demolition of this duplex and replacement with a high-rise apartment would deal a blow to the historic and visual 
integrity of this very beautiful block, with its extraordinary duplexes and uniquely designed small multi-family apartment 
homes.

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post-World 
War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles developments to the 
integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. With its 
high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The Walter 
Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain reverence for 
what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by supporting 
the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange Grove.
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Hello there.

1 have been living in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood for almost 20 years.

1 love it here!

With new apartments being built I am very concerned about the change in the aesthetic and threat of over-development in 
my wonderful neighborhood.

PLEASE stop this new development and SAVE 1054 South Orange Grove!

Walter Bollenbacher Duplex
1054 South Orange Grove Ave 
CHC Case# CHC-2019-7391
Environmental Case# ENV-2019-7392-CE

Thank you!

maker

ncorn/
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I Melissa Jones

-----------Forwarded message-----------
From: Lisa Landworth <' .
Date. Mon. Feb 24, 2020 at 4,22 PM 
Subject: RE. In support of HCM for the Walter Bollenbacher Duplex, 1054 South Orange Grove Ave/Case#:CHC-2019- 
7391-HCM ' "
To: Lambert Gtessinger <lambert.giessinger@lacity.org>, <syiia.iacy@lacity.org>, <
<president@piconc.com>, <info('g>piconc.com>, <mejissa.jones@lacity.org>

>

Re: In support of HCM for the Walter Bollenbacher Duplex, 1054 South Orange Grove Ave/Case#:CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Thirty years ago, my husband and I, bought a duplex in the Miracle Mile HPGZ (Historic Preservation Overlay Zone) area 
to raise our family in. We purchased in this particular area because it contained a mix of single family and multifamily 
housing with cohesive, historically significant architecture. We are located just north of and on the other side of San 
Vicente Blvd. from the Walter Bollenbacher Duplex.

I often walk or drive down South Orange Grove Ave. and admire this street for its great example of historic multi-family 
buildings, many of them have lovely entrance courtyards.

The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex was included in SurveyLA as a contributing structure as well as a contributing member 
to an historic neighborhood. I am in support of a Historic Cultural designation for this property as well as a proposed 
National Registry of Historic Places Historic District for the neighborhood. What makes a neighborhood cohesive is not so 
much the unique architecture style of the multifamily buildings but the consistent massing, scale and level of detail.

I urge you to support the Historic Cultural Monument designation for this property.
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Planning CHC <chc@taeity.org>

p Support for The Walter Bcuienbaccer Duple, C ’-*C W'v O 91-HCMt

•taconi Ki rr.sl'Ert /ahoo.com>1
Pf. r <rhI l

er@lacity.org>, SylviaJacy@lacity.org, elizabeth.carlin@lacity.org, Brad Kane_a rbe er
fo@■ice

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing to strongly support Historic Cultural Monument Status of the Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054 South 
Orange Grove Ave in Los Angeles (CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM; Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE). I 
have been living in the Wilshire Vista neighborhood for almost 30 years, and have been living on Genesee Ave., two
blocks away from the Bollenbacher Duplex, for almost twenty. I have been actively involved the successful effort to get 
the Charlotte Chase Apartments and the Charles H. Chase Duplex on Genesee Ave designated by the City of Los 
Angeles as HCMs. I deeply value the beauty and history of these unique buildings and am committed to seeing them 
preserved.

Losing this building to development would be a loss a to the Wilshire Vista neighborhood, but more generally to Los 
Angeles as a whole. With development, there are fewer and fewer historic neighborhoods intact in L.A., and therefore, 
fewer areas that retain their architecture, history, and charm. I urge you to please support HCM status for this worthy 
structure in this historically valuable neighborhood.

Sincerely,

Naomi Himmelfarb 
1088 S. Genesee Ave. 
Los Angeles, CA 90019
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In Support hwiMi for 'wie ' h~* Jupf'- ' ^ -H" *'l
1 message

Mearns, Jack <jmearns@fuilerton.edu>
To: "chc@lacity.org" <chc@iacity,org>
Cc: "lambert.giessinger@lacity.org" <lambert.giessinger@!acity.org>, "Sylvia.lacy@lacity.org" <Sylvia.lacy@!acity.org>, 
"Elizabeth.Carlin@Iacity.org" <Elizabeth.CarIin@lacity.org>, "president@piconc.com” <president@piconc.com>,
"info@piconc.com" <info@piconc.com>

Wed, Feb 19, 2020 at 8:49 AM

Dear Sir or Madam:

I am writing to wboleKartcdiy suppon Historic Culture! Monumc- v. Status of me ''‘/alter Boilor.ba 
’ m Los Angeles .'CMC Cose#: CHCW01 W7owi-ory

Vista neiyfwoihoO'J and a 20-year resident of Genesee Ave. which is

r Duo lex at
Environmental Case# EMV-20'9-7292-

*h

CE/. I am a 30-year resident of the Wi! 
blocks away from the Bollenbacher Duplex, cast year, i was an active participant -n the successful effort to get the 
Charlotte Chase Apartments and the Cnarles H, Chase Duplex on Genesee Ave designated by the City of Los Angeles
as HCMs. I currently am a core member cf S? /e Wilshve Vis#'), which is working to get the entire neighborhood listed on
the National Register of Histone places.

sfO

SurveyLA documented the historic significance of this neighborhood, which is over 90% historically intact. The Walter
Bollenbacher Duplex was noted by SurveyLA as a contributing structure. It sits mid-block on Orange Grove, amid other 
historic multifamily structures. Losing this building to development would be a loss of a historic structure in itself. But. it 
would also represent a severe loss to the integrity of the multifamily district that SurveyLA deemed historically worthy. 
While so much of historic Los Angeles is being lost to development, it is important for some historic enclaves to be 
preserved for future generations. We believe we have a very good chance of getting this neighborhood listed on the 
National Historic Register when our application is considered later this spring. Keeping the Walter Bollenbacher Duplex 
intact will maintain the integrity of this historic enclave.

Once historic structures like the Walter Bollenbacher Duplex are torn down, they cannot be replaced. With its high- 
pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and distinctive tile-work on the stairs, The Walter Bollenbacher 
Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving. I urge you to please support HCM 
status for this worthy structure in this historically valuable neighborhood.

Thank you for your consideration.

Jack Mearns

1088 S. Genesee Ave.

Los Angeles. CA 90019
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Planning CHC <chc@lacity.org>

In Support of HCM for Walter Bollenbacher Duplex, 1054 South Change G^ove Ave /
Case#- f A' /' w' hru ‘

chaWo's'isCO/so! : j 'i ;
To: chc@lacitv.ora

, b | -

ol.com> Sat, Feb 22, 2020 at 4:55 PM

"S iC

CHC Case#: CHC-2019-7391-HCM

Environmental Case#: ENV-2019-7392-CE

I am writing in support of the neighborhood volunteer effort to gam H'storic Cultural Monument (HCM,> protection 
for the vintage 1530s duplex at ' ' .

South Orange Grove is a reflection of the architectural and cultural heritage that contributes to the City’s boh 
social and cultural life. Located in the middle of the block, the Walter Bollenbacher duplex is a Key component in 
the historic integrity of this very beautiful and notable block of two-story apartment homes in the Wilshire Vista 
neighborhood. This duplex was purchased last year by developers who plan to demolish this historic building and 
construct a five or six-story apartment, which will be both starkly disproportionate in scale and contrasting in 
appearance to the existing neighborhood.

The property -s a keystone in its centra! location on that block. As a contributing 
SurveyLA structure and as part of a cohesive whole cf a historic multi-family neighborhood, it is worthy of histone 
preservation. The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex is also within the proposed National Registry of Historic Places 
histone district, a neighborhood effort (called Save Wilshire Vista; to place 112 historic properties on this 
prestigious registry that would place an additional layer of protection for them. But until the National Registry of 
Historic Places is approved sometime in 2020 this property :s in immediate danger of destruction

The demolition of this duplex and replace 
visual integrity art this very beautiMI block 
family apartment homes

men*, with a high-rise 
with kb uxtf sordina? *

apartment would deal a blow to the historic ana 
duulexes and uniquely designed small muiti-

In addition to their architectural significance, these desirable middle-class neighborhoods also embody the post
World War II history marking the transition from white-only, Protestant-only segregated Los Angeles 
developments to the integrated, multi-ethnic community we enjoy today.

The historic quality of our neighborhoods are among the most significant and contain truly irreplaceable, beautiful 
examples of Spanish Colonial Revival, Art Deco, and Normandy Revival architecture in the City of Los Angeles.

I am so very proud of this neighborhood and the incredible legacy of Los Angeles architecture that it represents. 
With its high pitched roofline, leaded glass windows, ornate iron work, and the distinctive tiles on the stairs, The 
Walter Bollenbacher Duplex stands as an example of the Southern California architecture worthy of saving.

I am very much for progress and growth and the plans for the city excite me. Yet, I still want us to maintain 
reverence for what makes Los Angeles so special, so unique, and so beautiful.

We urge the Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure this property (and its contextual district) is preserved by
supporting the neighborhood HCM nomination for The Walter Bollenbacher Duplex at 1054-56 South Orange
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